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11 Introduction 
Nonee of these facts, however strange or 
inexplicable,, is as strange or inexplicable as the 
ruless of the game of Brockian Ultra Cricket, as 
playedd in the higher dimensions. A full set of 
ruless is so massively complicated that the only 
timee they were all bound together in a single 
volume,, they underwent gravitational collapse 
andd became a Black Hole. 

Douglass Adams, 
TheThe Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy. 

Thee subject of this thesis is the numbers of rational points on algebraic curves. The main 
questionn for us is: What is the maximum possible number of rational points on a complete, 
non-singular,non-singular, absolutely irreducible algebraic curve of genus g defined over the finite field 
Fqq with q elements? This maximum is usually denoted by Nq{g). 

Ourr subject lies in the border area between algebraic geometry and algebraic number 
theory,, which is reflected both in its historical origins and in contemporary perspectives 
onn it . Counting the numbers of points on curves can be considered as a generalization of 
countingg the numbers of solutions of polynomial equations, a number theoriticians' realm; 
att the same time, the very notion of an algebraic curve belongs to algebraic geometry. 

Thee interest in curves with many rational points comes from two directions. On one 
hand,, this is an interesting mathematical problem, simply formulated but highly nontriv-
ial.. On the other hand, such curves are used in practical applications in coding theory, 
cryptographyy and pseudo-random sequences. 

Findingg the value of Nq(g) for all q and g is a difficult problem; at present, for most 
valuess (q,g) only an upper bound on Nq(g) is known, and we do not know how close these 
upperr bounds are to true values of Nq(g). To come closer to the answer, one needs, on 
onee hand, to improve upper bounds, and on the other hand to build curves with many 
rationall  points. This thesis focuses on specific constructions of curves with many points. 

1.11 History 

Heree we briefly recall the main steps in the development of our subject. One can roughly 
dividee its history into three periods. 

Inn the first period, attention was devoted to polynomial congruences modulo prime 
number.. In section 358 of his Disquisitiones Mathematicae (1801), C. F. Gauss finds the 
numberr of solutions of the congruence ax3 — by3 = l (modp). This result was obtained 
byy elementary methods, and was used as a step in the problem of calculating certain 
exponentiall  sums. Gauss later applied his methods to congruences ax4 — byA = 1 (mod p) 
andd y2 = ax*—b(modp), but for more general cases they led to unmanageable calculations. 
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Jacobi,, in a letter to Gauss in 1827, proposed to invert the problem, and use available 
informationn on exponential sums (such as orthogonality relations which he deduced) as a 
startingg point in the problem of finding the number of solutions. There was littl e activity 
inn the field for a long time afterwards, at least until the end of the 19th century. 

Inn the second period the central object was the zeta function; the connection between 
thee theory of zeta functions and, on one hand, congruences in finite field, and, on the 
otherr hand, algebraic curves, was gradually established. 

Thee first zeta function was introduced by Riemann in 1859; it is defined for s e 
CC such that Re(s) > 1 by the Dirichlet series £(s) := Y^=i n~Si  a nd extended to a 
meromorphicc function on the complex plane. The important properties of £(s) are the 
functionall  equation £(1 - s) = £(s), where £(s) = |s(s - l)7r_s/2r(s/2)C(s) and T(-) is 
thee usual gamma function, and the Riemann hypothesis (still unproven), claiming that 
alll  the complex zeros of ((s) in the strip 0 < Re(s) < 1 lie on the line Re(s) = 1/2. 
Riemann'ss theory was later extended by Dedekind, to include zeta functions of arbitrary 
numberr fields: if K is such a field, Dedekind defines his function by the series 

C*(s)) := 5>(a)-, 
a a 

(wheree a are the nonzero ideals in the ring of integers of K, and A7 (a) is the norm of a). 
Thee first step from zeta functions of number fields to zeta functions of algebraic curves 

wass taken by E. Artin. In his thesis (published in 1924) he noticed that a theory analogous 
too Dedekind's can be built if one takes for K a hyperelliptic function field with a finite 
fieldd of constants of odd characteristic (that is, a field Wq(x,y) in which y2 = F(x), and 
F(x)F(x) is a squarefree polynomial with coefficients in F,). Moreover, he pointed out that 
inn general his theory is easier than Dedekind's, since if one writes CK{S) = ZK{q~s)1 then 
ZZKK (t) is a rational function of t with coefficients in Q. Artin also proved a version of the 
functionall  equation for his zeta functions, and proposed a hypothesis analogous to the 
Riemannn hypothesis (and experimental evidence for it). In terms of ZK(t), this hypothesis 
assertss that the complex zeros of Zx(t) lie on the circle \t\ = q~1^2. 

Artin'ss work was performed in a field-theoretic setting, and did not directly exploit the 
notionn of an algebraic curve or its genus. The theory of algebraic curves was already quite 
advancedd at the time, but the curves were mostly considered over the field of complex 
numbers,, and most methods involved some analytic notions. The key ingredient for the 
nextt step from zeta functions to curves, however, was already present in the 1882 work of 
Dedekindd and Weber. In this work the foundations of the theory of curves are presented 
fromm the algebraic point of view; the main object is the field of rational functions on the 
curve,, and the authors single out the properties of the curves which do not depend on 
aa specific choice of an (affine) model. The authors point that since no analytic methods 
weree used, the field of complex numbers can in principle be replaced with another field. 
Thiss work already made clear the parallelism between the theory of curves and the theory 
off  algebraic number fields; for example, points on curves correspond to prime ideals in 
fields.. Poincaré suggested to apply the theory of curves to congruences in two variables 
alreadyy in 1908, in his speech at the Mathematical Congress. 
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Thiss geometric language was brought into the study of zeta functions in 1931 by F. K. 
Schmidt.. Using the analogy between points on the curve and ideals in its function field, 
hee suggested to define a zeta function of the curve C defined over ¥q as 

^c(0:=II(1-t,teBW))"1--
Q Q 

wheree Q runs over all places of C. This is an absolutely converging product for \t\ < \jq 
whichh defines a rational function in the complex plane. If one takes for C an affine 
hyperellipticc curve C, then Zc{t) is exactly the zeta function introduced by Artin. 

Drawingg further on the ideas of Dedekind and Weber, Schmidt proposed looking at 
thee zeta function of the complete (or projective) nonsingular absolutely irreducible curve. 
Suchh a curve is unique in its birational isomorphism class, which means that the field of 
functionss defines it up to isomorphism. It turned out that there are particularly simple 
expressionss for the zeta functions of such curves: if g is the genus of the complete curve 
C,, then one has 

ZZ it) - L M 
Zc(t)Zc(t) - d-od-«<)' 

wheree L{t) is a polynomial of degree 2g. The analogue of the Riemann hypothesis asserts 
thatt the complex roots of L(t) lie on the circle \z\ — q~1^2. 

Thee close study of the numbers of rational points on curves in connection with their 
zetaa functions was initiated by H. Hasse, who thus linked the subject to previous work 
off  Gauss and Jacobi on congruences. If 1/a; (for 1 < i < 2g) are the complex roots of 
thee polynomial L(t) above (for C a smooth complete absolutely irreducible curve defined 
overr ¥q), then one has 

#C(W#C(Wqdqd)) = qd + l-Y,<*t 
i=\ i=\ 

Thee Riemann Hypothesis states that \on\ = yjq for 1 < i < 2g, which clearly implies 
thee bound \q + 1 — #C(F9)| < Ig^fq. Hasse noticed that, conversely, if for the curve 
CC defined over ¥q the bound \qr + 1 - #C(F9r)| < 2gy/q

T holds for all r > 1, then the 
Riemannn Hypothesis holds for C, so this bound and the Riemann Hypothesis are actually 
equivalent.. Hasse also produced, in 1933, a proof of this bound for elliptic curves. The 
prooff  relied on the theory of correspondences (divisors on C x C) on elliptic curves. 
Thiss theory, originally due to Hurwitz, was adapted to curves of any genus in positive 
characteristicc by A. Weil, who in 1940 finally proved the above bound (which since became 
knownn as the Hasse-Weil bound) for any genus, thus proving the analogue of the Riemann 
Hypothesiss in function field case. 

Weil'ss proof marks the end of the second period, and for a long time numbers of 
pointss on curves were not closely studied. Weil's work, however, contributed to the 
intensivee developments in algebraic geometry, centered around the Weil conjectures (see 
[Dieud,, Hou], and the introduction to [Weil] for a review of their history). 
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Thee third, modern, period may count as its beginning the 1980 work of V.D.Goppa 
establishingg the link between the theory of error-correcting codes (or coding theory) and 
curvess over finite fields. 

Codingg theory has its origins in the late 1940s, in the early computer era: the physical 
communicationn channels inside computers are faulty, and a large calculation can fail be-
causee of one flipped bit. To overcome this, early programmers implemented error-detecting 
mechanisms,, such as parity checks; this prevented some errors, but now calculation came 
too a halt every time an error was detected. The answer to these problems (pioneered by 
Hamming,, Golay and Shannon around 1948) was to set up mechanisms which not only 
detectedd the presence of an error, but could also tell where this error has most likely oc-
curred,, so that a computer could correct it (since messages were binary) without stopping 
thee calculation. 

Ass computers and digital communications proliferated, coding theory actively devel-
opedd in both practical and theoretical directions. A number of interesting structures 
relatedd to various areas of mathematics were established: in addition to combinatorics 
andd probability, which featured in the theoretical part from the beginning, more and more 
algebraicc methods were used, exploiting properties of finite fields and rings of polynomials 
overr them. The aforementioned work of Goppa contained a construction of codes which 
was,, in a sense, a generalization of a previously known construction of Reed-Solomon 
codes:: where Reed and Solomon use polynomials of a bounded degree, Goppa used func-
tionss lying in C{D) on an algebraic curve (the space of functions with pole divisors not 
biggerr than the divisor D). The number of rational points and genus of the curve play a 
significantt role in estimation of the parameters of the code, namely, the higher the ratio 
off  number of points to genus is, the better the resulting code. 

Goppa'ss construction initiated a resurgence of interest to number of points on curves, 
andd defined some characteristics of the modern period of the subject. For example, 
moree attention is paid to curves with many points, as opposed to investigations of the 
distributionn of the number of points or finding curves with few points; coding theory is 
usedd in investigations of curves and vice versa; and there is some preference for explicit 
results,, such as curves defined by equations (so that these results can be practically used 
inn algorithms). 

1.22 Recent work on Nq(g) 

Questionss about numbers of points on curves can be divided into asymptotic and "fi-
nite";; both received renewed attention after Goppa's work. Asymptotic questions lie 
outsidee the scope of this thesis, but we mention one important area. Define A{q) := 
l i m s u p ^^^ Nq(g)/g; then by Hasse-Weil bound, A(q) < 2^/q. Ihara, in 1981, has shown 
(seee below) that for a fixed q, the Hasse-Weil bound can be improved for large g. The 
ideaa for improvement is as follows: if a curve has large genus and large number of points 
overr Fg, then all its eigenvalues of Fg-Frobenius (denoted ô  in the previous section) lie 
closee to — y/q in the complex plane, and hence all af lie close to q; for large genera this 
wouldd imply that the curve has a negative number of points over F92, which is clearly 
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impossible.. This means that the estimate on A(q) can be improved as well: Drinfeld and 
Vladutz,, using an extension of Ihara's method (considering not just ¥q2 but also higher 
extensionss of Fg) have concluded that A(q) < y/q — 1 for any q. On the other hand, using 
Shimuraa modular curves, Ihara showed that for q a square, A{q) > y/q — 1, hence the 
equalityy holds. For nonsquare q the exact value of A(q) is still unknown, though a number 
off  estimates have been obtained recently. The significance of A(q) for coding theory was 
shownn by Tsfasman and Goppa (also in 1981, see [Manin2]): roughly speaking, every 
lowerr bound on A(q) shows existence of many codes with good parameters. 

"Finite""  questions concern with finding Nq(g) for any q and g; the problem in this 
formulationn was first dealt with by J-P. Serre in the early 1980s (see [Serre 1, Serre2, 
Serre3,, SerreHL]). It is immediately clear that the problem is generally difficult, hence 
onee has to contend with upper and lower bounds for Nq{g). Thus the problem is two-fold: 
provee better upper bounds, and construct curves with many points. 

Withh respect to upper bounds, Serre improved the Hasse-Weil bound for nonsquare 
qq (the improved bound is known as the Hasse-Weil-Serre bound, see Section 3 below), 
andd proposed to use formules explicites as a way to obtain upper bounds using the ideas 
off  Ihara, Drinfeld and Vladutz. In the resulting game, one has to find good parameters 
too produce good majorations, which is a linear programming problem; the algorithm 
producingg the best parameters was produced by J. Oesterlé in 1983. The upper bounds 
onn Nq(g) resulting from this algorithm are usually referred to as Oesterlé bounds. We 
explainn this mechanism briefly in Section 3.2; for exposition of Oesterlé's algorithm see 
[Sch,, SerreHL, Thomas]. Serre also proposed other methods of improving upper bounds, 
whichh we reproduce in the Section 3 below. Some of Serre's methods were later improved 
on,, and used to derive a number of upper bounds for specific q and g, by K. Lauter (see 
[Laul,, Lau2]). 

Onn the "construction" side, Serre has found many good curves (i.e. with the number 
off  rational points close to the upper bound) using class field theory. Class field theory 
describess the properties of abelian extensions of a field using that field's intrinsic structure; 
inn our case, the field is the field of functions on the curve, so we obtain an abelian covering 
off  our curve, possibly with a constant field extension. Thus, using mechanisms of class field 
theoryy one may deduce that there exists an extension with given ramification and splitting 
behaviour,, which allows us to compute the genus and number of points. After Serre, 
variouss techniques in class field theory were exploited by Xing and Niederreiter, Schoof, 
Stichtenoth,, Lauter, and Auer. The methods proved efficient in finding new curves; their 
drawbackk is that it's generally difficult to produce an equation for the resulting curve, or 
sayy much about its properties. 

Anotherr result of Serre in this area was the determination of Nq(l) and Nq(2) for all 
q.q. Finding the value of JV«,(1) is straightforward, given the 1941 work of M. Deur ing on 
ellipticc curves. Finding Nq(2) required significantly more work in special cases. Let us 
mentionn one method: in some cases Serre starts with a zeta function, shows (using Honda-
Tatee theory) that there exist abelian surfaces with such zeta function, and proves that 
att least one of them possesses a principal polarization; this principally polarized abelian 
surfacee is then the jacobian of a curve. Finally, he proves that this curve is irreducible. 
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Thiss is a beautiful method, but so far the attempts to utilize this method for genus 3 
(byy Ibukiyama and, independently, by Lauter) brought only partial results (for genus 4 
andd higher it is not applicable since not all principally polarized abelian varieties are 
jacobians). . 

Thee line of investigation which is perhaps the most geometric in spirit in the field 
originatedd with the work of Stöhr and Voloch in 1986 on the Weierstrass gaps of linear 
systemss on curves over finite fields. One consequence of their results was that if a curve 
hass many rational points, certain restrictions are imposed on the sequences of Weierstrass 
gapss of linear systems. The methods of Stöhr and Voloch were employed by Fuhrmann, 
Garciaa and Torres in their series of works on maximal curves, that is, curves of positive 
genuss whose number of points achieves the Hasse-Weil upper bound q + 1 + ^g^/q (then 
qq is clearly a square). It turns out that maximal curves possess special linear systems, 
andd analysis of Weierstrass gaps of this linear system strongly restricts the number of 
possibilities.. For example, if a maximal curve over ¥q2 has genus g, then either g = 
Q(QQ(Q ~ l ) /2 or g < (q — l)2/4 (for odd q one has either g — q(q — l)/2 or g = (q — l)2/4 
orr g < (q — l)(q — 2)/4). These results have as their consequence that for certain genera 
theree do not exist maximal curves, so in a number of instances an upper bound on Nq(g) 
iss improved by 1. 

Whilee the best known upper bounds are currently obtained using one of the methods 
outlinedd above or their combination, a wider array of methods has been used to obtain 
curvess with many points (and their towers, if one is interested in asymptotic questions). 
Manyy good curves were obtained by van der Geer and van der Vlugt as Artin-Schreier cov-
eringss of the projective line (it is interesting that another connection with coding theory 
arisess in the study of such coverings, namely the connection between generalized Ham-
mingg weights of certain trace codes and numbers of points on Artin-Schreier coverings). 
AA number of good curves were found as Kummer coverings of the projective line: van der 
Geerr and van der Vlugt used linearized polynomials in their construction, while Ozbudak 
usedd finite geometry. Other methods, besides those coming from class field theory, in-
cludedd extensive computer search in certain families of equations (Wirtz), special families 
off  polynomials (Garcia and Stichtenoth), and toric geometry (Kresch). In addition, some 
classicall  curves (such as the Fermat and Klein curves), and some modular curves, were 
foundd to have large numbers of points compared to their genera. 

Itt is natural to represent the current state of the art in finding the true value of Nq(g) 
byy the tables with calculation results. The first of these tables were compiled by Serre; 
aa somewhat larger table was published by Wirtz in 1991 ([Wir]) , and since 1993, further 
expandedd tables were maintained by van der Geer and van der Vlugt ([GV5]). The tables 
contain,, for 1 < g < 50 and q e {2,4,8,16, 32, 64,128; 3, 9, 27,81}, the largest known 
numberr of points on the curve of genus g over F9, and, for comparison, the best presently 
knownn upper bound. Historically, a choice has been made to include only those numbers 
off  points which are sufficiently close to the upper bound, namely if the number of points 
iss at least (upper bound)/y/%- This was done because in many cases the upper bound was 
thee Ihara bound, which gives the estimate for A(q) which is about \/2 times worse than the 
Drinfeld-Vladutzz bound (Ihara's bound gives A(q) < y/2q, while Drinfeld-Vladutz implies 
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A(q)A(q) < i/q); since one expects the Drinfeld-Vladutz bound to be close to the true value 
off  A(q), one also expects curves whose numbers of points lie below (Ihara's bound)/%/2 to 
bee very easy to find. This choice of a constraint is somewhat arbitrary, but it proved very 
useful:: the tables in their present form have many entries, but also many empty spots, 
whichh indicates that finding a curve satisfying this constraint is neither impossible nor 
tooo easy. 

Lett us make one more remark. Since there are only finitely many isomorphism classes 
off  curves of given genus defined over a given finite field, it is natural to consider the 
possibilityy of solving our problems by full search using a computer. However, as often 
happens,, the amount of time required for such calculations is so large that it makes the 
possibilityy of full search purely theoretical. Consider a simple example: suppose we want 
too list all curves over Fg of genus 4. The moduli space of curves of genus 4 is rational and 
9-dimensional,, so there are roughly 89 isomorphism classes of such curves. Supposing we 
havee an algorithm to efficiently list all these curves with a speed of one per second, listing 
themm all would take more than 4 years. 

1.33 Overview of this thesis 

Inn this thesis we review some known results about numbers of rational points on curves, 
extendd one old method and introduce one new method of constructing curves with many 
points,, and use these methods to obtain new good curves. The contents of the sections 
aree as follows. 

Inn Section 2, we recall the most basic facts about the curves over finite fields, numbers 
off  their rational points and their zeta functions. In Section 3 we present the standard 
mechanismss for producing upper bounds for Nq(g): the Hasse-Weil-Serre and Oesterlé 
bounds,, the "theta irreducibility" condition, the Beauville-Serre theorem and the method 
off  Galois descent. 

Sectionss 4 and 5 contain the calculation of A^ l ) and Nq(2), respectively for any q. 
Thesee calculations are due to Serre, and they appeared in the handwritten notes of his 
Harvardd lecture course of 1985 ([SerreHL]). The result for genus 1 follows in a straight-
forwardd way from the work of Deuring. The case of genus 2 is somewhat more involved. 
Thee proof we present for genus 2 is essentially Serre's proof with a few modifications and 
clarificationss which hopefully will make it more accessible. For example, we used the 
recentt result of Howe to avoid using Shimura's theorem on principally polarized abelian 
varieties;; we also used a construction of Kuhn to make the optimal curves in case q — 32e 

explicit. . 
InIn Section 6 we present the basics of the Coding Theory, and explain how coding-

theoreticc questions stimulated the search for curves with many points. In Section 7 we 
deall  with Artin-Schreier coverings; the key part here is the introduction of the space 
Ai(D)Ai(D) of Artin-Schreier coverings with ramification bounded by the divisor £), and the 
calculationn of its dimension modulo Artin-Schreier equivalence (the answer is formulated 
inn terms of the dimension of the space C(D) and a certain cohomological component). 
Thiss allows us to efficiently use the method of "linear equations", introduced by van der 
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Geerr and van der Vlugt: the algorithm works best when AA(D) is taken as a starting point, 
andd in this way we obtain a number of new curves with many rational points. In Section 
88 we generalize most results obtained in Section 7 to Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings. This 
involvess defining analogues of C(D) and Ai(D) in the ring of Witt vectors over the field of 
rationall  functions on the base curve, as well as a number of technical lemmas for handling 
Wit tt vectors and solving the "linear" equations over the ring of Witt vectors over a finite 
field. . 

Thee methods derived in Sections 7 and 8 allowed us to produce a substantial number 
off  improvements to the tables. Below are the numbers of new entries we have found for 
eachh field; we consider that a curve of genus g over ¥q is a new entry if g < 50 and either 
theree already existed an entry in the table for (q,g) and #C(Fg) is larger than the present 
entry,, or if there was no entry and #C(Wq) is not smaller than (best bound for (q,g)/y/2. 
Thee calculations were performed using the computer algebra software MAPLE V and the 
packagee PAFFFF (Package for Algebraic Function Fields over Finite Fields) for AXIOM, 
writtenn by Gaetan Haché. WTe summarize the results of our calculations in the tables in 
Sectionn 9. The number of new entries we have produced is: 8 over F4, 26 over F8, 16 over 
Fi6,, 17 over F32. 1 over F64,22 over F9 and 6 over F27. 

1.44 Related Themes 

Lett us mention some interesting open questions which are related to our main question: 

 Growth of Nq{g): Consider Nq(g) as a function of g for fixed q. One may ask various 
questionss about the growth of this function, for example: is it nondecreasing? How 
quicklyy does it grow? One may also ask asymptotic questions, such as: is it true that 
liminf^ooo Ayg)/^ > 0? (It is known that l iminf,,^ A ^ ) / ^ 3 > 0, see [KWZ]) . 

 Distribution of numbers of points: Which numbers are the possible numbers of 
pointss on curves of given genus? For each number, what is its multiplicity? What 
iss the average? The full answers to all those questions are only known for elliptic 
curvess (see [Sch, Wat] and Theorem 19 below). In addition, this question is related 
too recent work of Vladutz on statistics for traces of Frobenius on abelian varieties. 

 Schottky problem over finite fields: An abelian variety over a finite field ¥q is deter-
minedd up to F?-isogeny by the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endomor-
phismm acting on it. This is a monic polynomial of even degree in Z[t]  which has all 
itss complex roots on the circle \z\ — ^/q. Conversely, any such polynomial with a 
certainn additional property (which is easy to check) determines an isogeny class of 
abeliann varieties. Question: when does an isogeny class contain a Jacobian, that is, 
whichh polynomials occur as characteristic polynomials of Frobenius on Jacobians? 
(Recalll  that the classical Schottky problem is to determine the Jacobians among all 
complexx abelian varieties, up to isomorphism). 

Iff  C is a curve of genus g defined over ¥q, and t2g — rt29~l + ... is the characteristic 
polynomiall  of F9-Frobenius on Jac(C), then #C(Fg) — q + 1 — r. Therefore any 
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restrictionn on the number of points can be interpreted as nonexistence of Jacobians 
withh certain characteristic polynomials. One meaningful example of such a restric-
tionn is that the number of points is nonnegative. The Oesterlé and Lauter bounds 
mayy serve as other examples (the Hasse-Weil-Serre bound, if viewed as a bound on 
T,, in fact holds for characteristic polynomials of all abelian varieties). 

Forr elliptic curves the characteristic polynomial is determined by the number of 
rationall  points, and the Jacobian of a curve is the curve itself, so the Schottky 
problemm is equivalent to the problem above (which numbers of points occur?), and 
thee answer is known. The work of Howe ([Howe]) can be considered as a contribution 
too the Schottky problem: it is devoted to finding isogeny classes of abelian varieties 
whichh do not contain any principally polarized abelian varieties. Since every jacobian 
iss supplied with a natural principal polarization, such isogeny classes also contain 
noo jacobians. 

Notee that the first of these questions is weaker than our main question, while the other 
twoo are stronger (i.e., solving these problems will automatically determine Nq(g) for any 
qq and g). 

1.55 Notation and conventions 

Inn this thesis, a curve always means an absolutely irreducible complete nonsingular alge-
braicc curve defined over a finite field (unless otherwise stated). When a curve is given 
byy a plane affine equation, we mean the normalization of the corresponding projective 
model. . 

Thee functor which associates to every curve the field of rational functions on it defines 
ann equivalence between the category of curves and the category of algebraic function fields 
inn one variable with finite field as constant field. Thus there is a dichotomy of approaches 
too our subject: one studies curves from a geometric approach, and one studies fields from a 
field-theoreticfield-theoretic approach. This dichotomy is also reflected in terminology. In this thesis we 
mostlyy use geometric language, but borrow some field-theoretic notions for convenience. 

Thee notation we use without explanation is: 

pp The characteristic (prime number) 
qq The cardinality of the base field 
WWqq The finite field with q elements 
¥¥qq (C) The field of rational functions on the curve C 
C(¥C(¥gg)) The set of points of C defined over ¥q 

#C(Ffl )) The cardinality of this set. 

Wee often say "number of points" instead of "number of rational points". We also use a 
conventionn that if v is a discrete valuation of some field, then v(0) = +00. 
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22 General facts 
Heree we review the most basic facts about curves over finite fields, and introduce objects 
andd notation which wil l be used throughout the rest of this thesis. 

Lett C be a curve defined over a finite field ¥qi where q = pe for a prime number p 
andd some e > 1. By a curve we mean an absolutely irreducible nonsingular projective 
algebraicc variety of dimension one. A point of C wil l always mean geometric point. 

Forr every point Q of C, a field of definition of Q is a finite field extension of ¥q; it is 
thee smallest of extensions of ¥q containing the coordinates of Q when C is represented by 
aa smooth model. If ¥qd contains the field of definition of Q, we say that Q is defined over 
Wgd.Wgd. In particular, we call the point rational if it is defined over ¥q. 

Thee Galois group Gal(F,j/Fq) operates on the set of points of C. If the field of definition 
off  the point Q is ¥qd, then there are d points in the GsX{¥q/¥q) - orbit of Q. Such orbits 
aree called places of degree d of C. 

Naturally,, if a curve is defined over ¥q, it is defined over any finite extension of ¥q. 
Notee that by considering a curve over a proper finite extension, we generally change the 
notionn of a place (one place may split into several), while the notion of a point remains 
intact. . 

Ann algebraic morphism playing a central role in the study of varieties over finite fields 
iss the relative Frobenius morphism (we further omit the adjective relative). This is a 
morphismm from a variety X, defined over F9, to a variety X  ̂ (the Frobenius twist of X), 
raisingg coordinates of all points to the p-th power. If X = C is a curve and K = ¥q{C), 
thenn the Frobenius morphism corresponds to the embedding Kp <-+  K (where Kp, the field 
off  functions of C^p\ is simply the field of p-th. powers of elements of K). The morphism 
FFee (raising all coordinates to the q-th. power) is also called the Frobenius morphism and 
denotedd by the same letter F (sometimes we refer to it as ¥q-Frobenius morphism). A 
curvee C is defined over ¥q if and only if it is F<,-isomorphic to C ;̂ in this case ¥q -Frobenius 
goess from C to C. A point Q is rational if and only if it is fixed by the Fg-Frobenius 
morphism. . 

Lett C be a curve over ¥q. Consider the function 

// °° td\ 

ZZcc(t):=exp\S2#C(¥(t):=exp\S2#C(¥q<1q<1)-\. )-\. 

Thiss function is called the zeta function of C. Zeta functions play the central role in the 
investigationn of arithmetic and geometric properties of algebraic varieties over finite fields; 
inn the case of curves, quite a lot is known about the structure of zeta functions, including 
itss zeros: 

Theoremm 1 (R iemann hypothesis for  curves over  finite fields) The zeta function 
ofof the curve C of genus g defined over ¥q can be written as 

ZZ (t) - L{t) 

Zc{t)Zc{t) ~ (i-t)(i-qty 
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wherewhere L(t) is a polynomial of degree 2g in 7,[t],  which in turn can be written as 

L(t)L(t) = l[(l-out), 
1=1 1=1 

wherewhere ô  are complex numbers of absolute value ^fq. 

Expositionss of several different proofs of this fact can be found in various sources, such 
att [Bom], [Sti], [Har] or [Mi-JV] . 

Writingg out #C(F )̂ in terms of ô  we have 

#C(F#C(Fqdqd)) = qd + l-J2<*i 
i=l i=l 

Thuss we see that knowing all ô  gives us the number of points of C over any extension of 
¥¥qq.. As an immediate consequence we get 

Corollar yy 2 (Hasse-Weil bound for  curves) For a curve C of genus g defined over 

qq + 1- 2gjq < #(7(1,) < q + 1 + 29y/q. 

Thee numbers c*i,... , a2ff are related to the action of Fq-Frobenius on the Jacobian of 
C.C. To explain the relation, take a prime I different from the characteristic, and define, 
forr any abelian variety A defined over FQ, its Tate module 

wheree A[ln]  is the group of ^"-torsion points, and the projective limit is taken with respect 
too multiplication by /. 

Propositionn 3 The ¥q-Frobenius morphism F acts semisimply on V;(Jac(C)) and has 
eigenvalueseigenvalues « i , . .. , Q29 (from the expression for the zeta function). 

Thiss fact is due to Weil and Tate (Tate proved semisimplicity); for a proof see, for 
example,, [Mi-JV] . We see that the Q,'S, and hence numbers of points of C over extensions 
off Wq, are fully determined by the way Frobenius acts on V/(Jac(C)). 

Lett Pc(t) be the characteristic polynomial of Fg-Frobenius acting on V;(Jac(C)); it is 
thee reciprocal polynomial to L{t). The properties of Pc(t) are actually a special case 
off  properties of characteristic polynomials of Frobenius acting on Vi(A) for any abelian 
varietyy A over ¥q. So, if P>t(£) is such a polynomial, then it lies in Z[t] , has degree 
22 dim A, and its roots at lie on the circle \z\ = ^/q. This follows from the proof of 
RiemannRiemann hypothesis f or abelian varieties. It is also known that -PA(£) contains quite a bit 
off  information about A: 
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Theoremm 4 (Tate) Let A and B be abelian varieties over ¥q. Then P^jt) = Ps(t) if 
andand only if A and B are isogenous overFq. 

Ann extension of this theorem, the Honda-Tate theory (which we do not discuss here) 
addss a constructive aspect to the problem; namely, given a polynomial P(t) € Z[t]  with 
alll  its complex roots on the circle \z\ = y/q , it lays down the conditions (easily checkable), 
underr which there exists an isogeny class of abelian varieties over F5 with Pji(i) = P(t). 
Forr details on Honda-Tate theory see [Wat, Mi-AVL] . 

Notee that for the number of points of C over F3 can be expressed as 

#C(W#C(Wgg)=q)=q + l-T, 

wheree r = YliLi ai 'ls the trace of Frobenius on VJ(Jac(C)) (we sometimes call it trace of 
FrobeniusFrobenius of C). 

Example::  Consider a curve over F2 defined by the projective equation 

XX33YY + Y3Z + Z3X = 0. 

Thiss is the well-known Klein curve. In characteristic 2 it is a curve of genus 3; calculating 
thee number of points we get 

#C7(F2)) = 3 
#C(F4)) = 5 
#C7(F8)) = 24 

(notee that over Fg this is an optimal curve). After some calculation we conclude that 
thee characteristic polynomial of F2-Frobenius for this curve is Pc{t) = t6 + 5t3 + 8. The 
complexx roots of this polynomial look as shown on the Figure 1. 

Figuree 1: Eigenvalues of Frobenius on the Klein curve over F2 

Thiss picture possesses a symmetry which comes from the action of an automorphism 
off  order 3 on the curve, and hence on the Tate module of its jacobian. It is clear from the 
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picturee (and not difficult to verify) that the cubes of these eigenvalues take just two values. 
Indeed,, the characteristic polynomial of Fg-Frobenius for this curve is Pc{t) = (t2+5i+8)3. 
Wee see that over F8 the jacobian of the Klein curve is isogenous (by Tate's theorem) to 
thee third direct power of an elliptic curve with characteristic polynomial t2 + 5t + 8. Note 
thatt such decomposition does not exist over F2 or F4. 
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33 Upper bounds 
Inn this section we describe the upper bounds on the number of points on a curve of a 
givenn genus over a given finite field. Let us underscore that in most cases, especially 
forr large genera, we presently do not know how good these bounds are, i.e. whether we 
shouldd expect to find curves close to the best of these bounds, or whether there is a way 
too significantly improve on these bounds. 

Wee will call a curve of genus g over ¥q optimal, if its number of rational points achieves 
somee upper bound for these g and q (this bound is then of course the best bound). In 
particular,, if a curve achieves the Hasse-Weil upper bound, it will be called maximal. The 
reasonn for this separate name is that maximal curves possess special geometric properties 
(seee [FGT] and references therein). 

Forr practical purposes we distinguish between upper bounds and nonexistence results. 
Ann upper bound is a statement of the type Nq(g) < A, while nonexistence result states 
thatt there do not exist curves of certain genus with certain number of points. When 
computingg the maximum possible (according to the current state of the art) value of 
NNqq(g),(g), we first take the best of the upper bounds, and then iteratively check if any known 
nonexistencee result allows us to bring this value down by 1. 

3.11 Hasse-Weil-Serre bound 

Thee Hasse-Weil bound uses the fact that the numbers ai: if put on a complex plane, lie 
onn the circle \z\ — yfq. Using the fact that these numbers are algebraic integers, Serre 
wass able to improve the Hasse-Weil bound in case q is not a square. The resulting bound 
iss known as Hasse-Weil-Serre bound. 

Theoremm 5 Let Qi, . .. ,a2g be the eigenvalues of Frobenius for an abelian variety of 
dimensiondimension g over ¥q. Define 

mm = m(q) :- [2^/q\. 

Then Then 

andand equality holds if and only if for every i, at + a*  = —m. 

Proof::  Assume the numbering is such that a*  = ag+i, and put 

7ii  := a» + öi + m + 1. 

Sincee m < 2y/q < m + 1, all 7*  are positive algebraic integers. Now note that the set 
{71,, • • • , lg]  i s invariant under Gal(Q/Q), and therefore the product of all 7* is actually a 
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positivee integer. Using the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric mean we get 

11 g g g 

>> ? 
99 ' i = i i 

andd hence g < J29
l= i 1% = YSHi ai + 9m + 0- I f t ms inequality turns into equality, then by 

thee properties of arithmetic and geometric mean we will have ax + at = -m for alH.

Corollar yy 6 (Hasse-Weil-Serre bound for  curves) If C is a curve of genus g over 
¥¥qq,, then 

#C(F#C(Fqq)<q)<q + l+gm 

andand equality holds if and only if its eigenvalues of Frobemus satisfy a, + a, = -m. 

Proof::  Apply the previous Theorem to the jacobian of C. • 

3.22 Oesterlé bound 

Keepp all the notation, and define to, :=  oti/y/q (lying on the unit circle in the complex 
plane).. Since ô  come in conjugated pairs, we can write 

#C(F?dd ) = qd + l-J2(af + df) = qd + l - qd'2 ]T (ujf + 1/ujf). 
t= ii  j= i 

Dividingg by qd/2 and adding and subtracting #C(Fg), one gets 

#C(F,)g^/22 = qd'2 + q~  ̂ + g - £ ("? + V^) - (#C(F^) - #C(F,)) q^2. (1) 
t= i i 

Now,, choose positive real coefficients cu c2 , . . . , finitely many of them nonzero, and define 

XX(t):=Y,c(t):=Y,cddtt
d d 

d d 

and d 
f(t):=lf(t):=l  + X(t) + X(l/t). 

Propositionn 7 If the coefficients C\, c2, -.. are chosen so that for any t e C with \t\ - 1, 
f(t)f(t) > 0 (or, equivalently, the values of the trigonometric polynomial 1 + 2 Yld=i cdCOs(d<p) 
areare nonnegative for all real ip), then 

éC(WéC(Wqq)X()X(qq-^)<X(q-^)-^)<X(q-^) + X(q^)+g. 
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Proof::  Multipl y (1) by cd and sum together for all d. Since #C(Fgr ) > # C ( F , ), we get 
thee desired inequality. • 

Thiss mechanism of obtaining upper bounds on #C(F g r ) is called the Explicit Formula, 
andd is due to Serre. The game here is to find the coefficients cd which yield the strongest 
possiblee upper bound. This is essentially a linear programming problem; the optimal 
choicee of coefficients was found by Oesterlé (and the upper bound obtained with these 
coefficientss is usually called the Oesterlé bound). 

Forr an exposition of Oesterlé's algorithm we refer to [SerreHL, Sch, Thomas]. 

3.33 Possible zeta functions of curves approaching Hasse-Weil-
Serree bound ("theory of defects") 

Inn general, to determine the zeta function (or the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius) 
off a curve of genus g over F , , we need to know its number of points over fqd for g different 
valuess of d.1 In some cases, however, it takes less information; for example, Corollary 
66 implies that if a curve has q + 1 + gm points, then the characteristic polynomial of 
Frobeniuss is necessarily equal to (t2 + mt + q)9. It is possible to extend this result t o 
curvess which lie just under the Hasse-Weil-Serre bound: 

Defini t io nn 8 A curve C of genus g over Wq is said to have defect A if 

#C{W#C{Wqq)=q)=q + l+gm-A. 

Wee will see that zeta functions of curves with small defect may be chosen from a short 
finitee list. Note that what follows is actually a list of properties of abelian varieties over 
finitee fields; the facts about curves are obtained by writing out these properties for these 
curves'' jacobians. These properties were deduced by Serre ([SerreHL]). 

Lett A be an abelian variety over ¥q with eigenvalues of Frobenius ax,... , ag, ö i , . . . ,ag. 
Thee Hasse-Weil bound implies that the real algebraic integers m + 1 + a* + a* are positive 
(togetherr with all their conjugates, of course). We are interested in classifying such 
algebraicc integers having relatively small trace (which correspond to curves with many 
points),, and their characteristic polynomials over Z. 

Forr an integer / let us define 

ViVi :=  {ƒ € Z[t]  :f = td-{d + l)td~l + ad_2t
d-2 + . . . + ao, 

andd all roots of ƒ are real and positive} 

andd let v\WT  ̂ be the subset of V\ consisting of polynomials irreducible over Z. Note that 
iff f, e Vh and h € Vh, then fj2 e Vii+h . 

Thee key fact for us is the following theorem of Siegel. 
11 Since one has to determine 2g coefficients of the numerator of the zeta function, and the functional 

equationn reduces the amount of calculation required by half. See [Bou, Appendice I] for a hint on how 
too calculate the zeta function practically. 
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Theoremm 9 ([Siegel, Smyth]) If ƒ e v[irr) , then either ƒ = t - 1 e "Pf  r )
; or ƒ = 

£22 - St + 1 € P ji r r ) , or deg(f) < 21. 

Fromm this theorem, we deduce observations needed for our classification. 

Propositionn 10 i) If I is negative, then Pj = 0 

ii)ii)  If I is nonnegative, thenV  ̂ is finite 

in)in) vfr) = { t - 1} 
VfVfT)T) = {t - 2, t2 - St + 1} 
VfVfT)T) = {t - 3, t2 - At + 1, t2 - At + 2, t* - 5t2 + 6*  - 1} 

Proof: : 
i)) Follows from Siegel's theorem. 

ii )) By Siegel's theorem, the degree of polynomials in v\irr)  is bounded from above. For 
aa fixed degree d there are finitely many choices for ƒ: its roots are positive and bounded 
fromm above by d + /, which means that its coefficients, as symmetric polynomials of the 
roots,, are also bounded. 

iii )) For / = 0 and / = 1 this follows easily, again, from Siegel's theorem. For / = 2, 
degreee may be 1, 2 or 3. If ƒ = t2 - At+ c E v£rr\ then it has a positive discriminant, 
soo c can be 1, 2 or 3 - but c = 3 is impossible because then ƒ is reducible. The proof for 
II  = 3 is left as an exercise. • 

Wee refer to [Smyth] for a complete listing of v\%rr) with I = 3,4, 5,6. 

Returningg to abelian varieties over finite fields, we get 

Theoremm 11 Let A be an abelian variety over ¥q with eigenvalues of Frobemus 
a i , . . .. , ag, Qi, . . . , öcg, and define 7, := a, + 6 .̂ 

i)i)  Jf EzU li  = ~9™, then ( - 71 , . . . , -jg) = (m,. . . , m). 

ilil )) Jf Z)f=i 7T = ~gm + 1, then ( -71, . . . , -7,,) is one of 

a)a) (m,. . . , m, m — 1) 

b)b) (m,. . . , m, m - (1 + \/5)/2, m - (1 - \/5)/2) 

i«;; /ƒ X)?=i 7* = -9m + 2, then {-yu... , -7 , ) is one of 

a)a) (m,. . . , m, m — 2) 

b)b) (m,. . . , m, m — 1, m - 1) 

c)c) (m,. . . , m, m + v ^ - 1, m - \/2 - 1) 
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d)d) ( m , . .. ,771,171 + \ /3 — l , m — \ /3 - 1) 

e)e) ( m , . .. , m, m — 1, m — (1 + \ /5) /2, m — (1 — \ /5)/2) 

ƒ;; ( m , . .. , m, m - (1 + v /5)/2, m - (1 - V5)/2, m - (1 + \ /5 ) /2, m - (1 - \ /5) /2) 

&// ( m , . .. , m , m+ 1 - 4cos2(7r/7),m + 1 - 4cos2(27r/7),m + 1 - 4cos2(37r/7)) 

Proof::  Define a polynomial G(t) := f]?=i (*  - (7*  + m + 1)) € Z[t] . We see that if 
Ylï=iYlï=i  7*  = ~ #m + A, then G £ VA (note that G preserves all the information about 
alll  the Qj if q is known). So we just have to write out all these possibilities for G and 
recoverr the ji  from each of them. Dividing G by the maximum possible power of t — 1, 
wee are left with 1 in case A = 0, with an element of pfr  ̂ if A = 1, and with either a 
polynomiall  from V2 , or a product of two polynomials from V\ , in case A = 2. (Note 
thatt 4cos2(7r/7),4cos2(27r/7) and 4COS2(3TT/7) are the roots of t3 - 5t2 + 6t - 1.)

3.44 Theta irreducibility condition 

Thee method presented below allows us to conclude that certain characteristic polynomials 
off  Probenius cannot occur on jacobians; in case when the number of points completely 
determiness the characteristic polynomial, it leads to certain nonexistence results. This 
methodd is due to Serre, see [SerreHL]. We start with the following simple fact. 

Proposi t ionn 12 Let A\ and A2 be nontrivial abelian varieties over ¥q having no isoge-
nousnous factors (which by Tate's theorem is the same as saying that they do not have common 
eigenvalueseigenvalues of Frobenius). Then A :— A\ x A2 cannot be isomorphic over¥q to a jacobian 
ofof an irreducible curve. 

Proof::  A nontrivial morphism between abelian varieties exists if and only if they have 
ann isogenous factor. Since an abelian variety is always Fg-isogenous to its dual, we have 
HomFqq (Ai, A$) = 0 = HomFg (A2, A\). This means that every polarization <j>:  A —> Av is 
decomposable:: 0(al 5a2) = (0i(ai), 02(^2)), where fa is a polarization of A^. In particular, 
iff  A is a jacobian, its natural principal polarization associated to the theta divisor is 
decomposable,, so the theta divisor is reducible, which is impossible. • . 

Considerr an abelian variety A over ¥q and denote the eigenvalues of its Frobenius 
endomorphismm F by c t i , . . . , a 9 , ö i , . . . ,ag. Take an endomorphism V (Verschiebung) 
suchh that FV = VF = q (such endomorphism always exists, see e.g. [Oda]). Looking a t 
thee endomorphism F+V we see that it has as eigenvalues the algebraic integers cti+q/cii = 
^  ̂ + c*i (each with multiplicity two). Define a polynomial S(t) :— fT?=i (t — Qi - a»). It 
clearlyy has integer coefficients, and S(F + V) — 0. 

Theoremm 13 If there exist polynomials Si(t),S2(t) e Z[t] of positive degree such that 
S(t)S(t) = Si(t)S2{t) and Res(Si, S2) = , then A is not isomorphic over¥q to a jacobian 
ofof an irreducible curve. 
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Proof::  The polynomials Si and S2 are strongly coprime, which implies (see e.g. [Lang]) 
thatt there exist Ri{t),R2{t) € Z[t]  such that R^S^t) + R2{t)S2(t) = uS2) = 1. 
Lett us define endomorphisms it\ :=  Ri{F + V)Si(F + V), TT2 := R2{F + V)S2(F + V). 
I tt is easy to see that ^ / 0 ^ n2, -Kin2 = 0 and 7Ti + n2 = 1. These properties yield a 
nontriviall  decomposition A = A\ x A2l where At — TTi(A). It remains to remark that Ai 
andd A2 cannot have isogenous factors (otherwise S\ and 52 would have common roots, 
andd their resultant would be zero), so we can apply the previous Proposition. • 

Ass an application, consider curves with number of points approaching the Hasse-Weil-
Serree bound. We already have a list of possible Frobenius eigenvalues of such curves 
(Theoremm 11), but we can restrict it even further by applying the last theorem. 

T h e o r emm 14 Let C be a curve of genus g over ¥q with eigenvalues of Frobenius 
c*i, . . .. , Q 5 , ö i , . . . , ö 9 , and define 7,; := ar + ar. There are the following possibilities 
for-a: for-a: 

1)1) If #C{Wq) = q + 1 + gm, then ( - 7 1 , . . . , - 7 P ) = (m , . . . , m). 

ii)ii)  If #C (F g ) = q+l+gm-l, then ( - 7 1 , . . . , -7,,) is one of 

a)a) (m — 1), with 5 = 1, 

b)b) (m - (1 + \ /5 ) /2 , m - (1 - \ /5)/2), wi«/i 5 = 2. 

111)111) If #C (F 9 ) = g + 1 4- gm - 2. then (—71 , —yg) is one of 

a)a) (m,... , m, m — 2), toitt 5 > 1. 

b)b) (m — 1, m — 1) «Jït/i 5 = 2. 

c;; (m + \ /2 - l , m - \ /2 - 1), raf/i 5 = 2. 

d)d) ( m , . . . , m, m + \ /3 — 1, m - \ /3 — 1), with g > 2. 

e ;; (m - 1, m - (1 + \ /5 ) /2 , m - (1 - >/5)/2), wit/i 5 = 3. 

ƒ;; (m - (1 + \ /5 ) /2 , m - (1 - >/5)/2, m - (1 + \ /5) /2 , m - (1 - >/5)/2), , «rat/i 
55 = 4. 

5;; ( m + 1 - 4 c o s 2 ( 7 r / 7 ) , m + 1 - 4cos2(27r/7),m + 1 - 4COS2(3TT/7)) ? with 5 = 3. 

Proof::  Apply Theorem 11 to the jacobian of C. We see that some of the possibilities 
fromm the list there are impossible by Theorem 13. • 

Notee that, in particular, there is a restriction on the genus of curves with "defect" 1: 

Corol lar yy 15 If a curve of genus 5 hasq+1+gm— 1 rational points over¥q, then 5 = 1 
oror 5 = 2. 
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Thiss nonexistence result produces a number of improvements of upper bounds in cases 
whenn Hasse-Weil-Serre bound cannot be achieved. For example, take q — 81, and consider 
generaa from 17 to 35. For these genera, the best upper bound is the Hasse-Weil bound; 
however,, according to the result from [FGT] on maximal curves (cited in section 1.2), this 
boundd can be achieved either for genus 36 or for genus no bigger than 16. Thus we deduce 
thee upper bound 81 + 1 + 2 - 9 -^ — 1 for these genera; however, since curves with defect 
11 do not exist for these genera, we actually have an upper bound 81 + 1 + 2 - 9 -5 — 2. 
Forr example, we conclude that for genus 17 (for which the Hasse-Weil bound equals 388), 
theree is actually an upper bound 386. 

3.55 Theorem of Beauville-Serre 

Heree we present the nonexistence result which appeared in Serre's Harvard lectures 
[SerreHL],, attributed to A. Beauville. 

Theoremm 16 Let q = pe be an integer, and suppose that there exists an integer a such 
thatthat either q = a2 + 1 or q = a2 + a + 1. Then for any g > 2 there does not exist a curve 
overover ¥q of genus g with q + 1 + gm rational points. 

Proof::  Suppose q = a2 + 1 (so that m = 2a), and suppose such curve exists. Let 
« i , . ... , ct2g be the eigenvalues of Frobenius endomorphism F acting on the jacobian J of 
C,, numbered so that acj+g = dj. From Theorem 11 we know that otj + dj — —m — —2a, 
andd üjüj = q — a2 + 1, which implies that, after possible reordering, CKJ — — a + i, ctj+g = 
—a—a — i for all 1 < j < g. In other words, F = —a + cr, where a — diag(i,... ,i, —i,... , —i] 
(whenn represented in End(7}  J)). 

Lett rj  i-+ r/# denote the Rosati involution associated to the natural principal polarization 
onn J. Recall that an endomorphism 77 preserves the polarization (that is, rfC ~ C for 
aa polarization defined by the invertible sheaf C) if and only if 77*77 = 1. Now denote 
VV :=  F*. Since VF — FV = q ([Oda]), the eigenvalues of F + V are equal to otj + qjctj = 
aajj  + &J = ~2°- Thus we see that F + V = —2a, and therefore 

a*aa*a = {V + a){F + a) = VF + a(V + F) + a2 = q - 2a2 + a2 = 1, 

soo a is an automorphism preserving polarization. By Torelli's theorem, this means that 
oo is induced (in the obvious sense) by an automorphism of C, which we also denote by a. 

Noww let us consider the action of u = F + a on the tangent space To J. Since the action 
off  F is that of zero, a acts by multiplication by a. Therefore it is also a multiplication by 
constantt on the space of regular differential forms on C, T(C, Q^) = (T0J)y. 

Considerr the canonical morphism >c : C —> V. Since g > 2, x is either an embedding 
intoo projective space (if C is not hyperelliptic) or a double covering of the projective 
linee (if C is hyperelliptic), and clearly the action of a on x(C) is trivial. In the non-
hyperellipticc case this would imply a = id (contradiction), and in the hyperelliptic case 
itt leads to a2 — id, which is also impossible. 
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Thee proof in case q = a2 + a + 1 is similar. We obtain F = —a + a, where a — 
diag(C,..-- ,C,C, •-• ,C) (C = ( - l + v /=3)/2). ThenF + V - -2a - 1 , and again a* a = 1. 
Thee rest of the proof is identical to the previous case.

3.66 Galois descent 

Thiss method of proving nonexistence results is due to Serre ([SerreHL]). It consists of 
twoo steps: given a curve over F^ with a certain number of points (or, more generally, 
certainn set of eigenvalues of Frobenius), we first conclude that the curve is defined over a 
smallerr field ¥q, and then show that such curve over Wq cannot exist (for example, it has 
aa negative number of points). This method was used by Lauter [Laul, Lau2] to obtain a 
numberr of improvements on upper bounds on Nq(g). The principal tools are the following 
twoo statements: 

Propositionn 17 Let A be an abelian variety defined over ¥pd, and let <£ € End  ̂ d(A) 
bebe the ¥pd -Frobenius morphism. Suppose there exists an endomorphism <f>  € Endp d (A) 
satisfying:satisfying: (1) 4>d — <&, and (2) the action of' (p on the tangent space T0A is that of zero. 
ThenThen A is defined over¥p, and ip is the ¥p-Frobenius morphism (more precisely, the ¥pd-
isomorphismisomorphism class of A is obtained by constant extension from some (possibly not unique) 
¥¥pp-isomorphism-isomorphism class which has Frobenius p>). 

Proof::  The condition (2) means that <p is purely inseparable, which implies that it 
factorss through an Fp-Frobenius morphism F : A —> A^: we have <j)  = F o p for some 
pp : A  ̂ —>• A. Now, deg($) — p90, = deg(<fi)d, so deg(0) = p3, and deg(F) = p9, and we 
seee that p is an isomorphism. This shows that A is defined over ¥p. • 

Propositionn 18 Let C be a curve of genus g defined over ¥pd. Let $ be the ¥pd-Frobenius 
morphismmorphism on Jac(C), and suppose there exists an endomorphism (f> € Z[$] satisfying: (1) 
<fi<fi dd — <3>f and (2) the action of cp on the tangent space T0 Jac(C) is that of zero. Then C is 
defineddefined over¥p (again, this means that its ¥pd-isomorphism class is obtained by constant 
extensionextension from a possibly not unique ¥p-isomorphism class), and <p is its ¥p-Frobenius 
morphism. morphism. 

Proof::  Clearly Z[<3>] C End(Jac(C)), so the conditions of the previous proposition are 
fulfilled,, hence Jac(C) is defined over Fp and <p is the Frobenius morphism there. By 
Torelli'ss theorem it would be sufficient to prove that <p is actually an endomorphism of 
thee polarized abelian variety. Let tp i-» ip# denote the Rosati involution on End(Jac(C)) 
associatedd to the natural polarization. An endomorphism ip preserves this polarization 
iff and only if ip# = tp. We know that <£ preserves polarization, so $ # = $, and since 
00 € Z[<&] we also have (f># = 4>. • 

Ann example of application of Galois Descent can be found in the proof of Proposition 
277 where it is used in genus 2 case. 
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44 Curves of genus 1 

Thee maximal number of points on a curve of genus one follows from the classical result 
off  Max Deuring (see [Deu]), or, for a modern exposition, [Wat]). This answer may be 
viewedd as an application of Honda-Tate theory to abelian varieties of dimension one. The 
prooff  of existence is thus nonconstructive, and does not give an equation for an optimal 
curvee (such equations may of course be found by full search using Weierstrass canonical 
form).. Deuring's result is as follows: 

Theoremm 19 Take a finite field ¥q with q = pe, and an integer r with \r\ < 2^/q. There 
existsexists a curve of genus one over Fq with q + l-r rational points if and only if one of the 
followingfollowing occurs: 

•• r is coprime to p, 

 e is even, and jrj = 2y/q, 

 e is even, p ^ 1 mod 3, and \r\ = y/q, 

•• e is even, p ^ 1 mod 4, and r — 0, 

•• e is odd and r = 0, 

•• e is odd, p = 2 or 3, and \T\ = yjpq-

Whenn we look at the maximum possible number of points allowed by this theorem, we 
easilyy get the following fact. 

Theoremm 20 Take q = pe, and let m - m(q) = [2y/q]. If e is odd, e > 3 and p divides 
m,m, then Nq{l)  — q + 1 + m— 1; in all other cases, Nq(l) = q + 1 + m. 

Proof::  If e is even, or if e is odd and m is coprime to p, then the previous theorem claims 
thatt there exists a curve with r — -m. Now suppose e is odd and m is divisible by p. If 
ee = 1, then from 2y/p < 2p we see that m = p. Then 2y/p > p, so p is 2 or 3. For q = 2 
andd q = 3 the curve with q + 1 + m points exists by the previous theorem (for example, 
yy22 J,, y =  x

z + x for q = 2 and y3 - y — x2 - x for q = 3). If, on the other hand, e > 3, then 
theree are no curves with q + 1 + m points. It is obvious for p / 2, 3 (the only r divisible 
byy p is zero), and for p = 2, 3 a simple calculation shows that m > y/pq. In this case we 
notee that m — 1 is coprime to p, so there exists a curve with q + 1 + m — 1 points. • 

Notee that for q — pe, e = 2n + 1, the number m will be divisible by p if and only if 
2y/p2y/p has zero as the n'th digit in its p-adic expansion (after point). This is a simple way 
too find values of q for which Nq(l) = q + m (let us call such values "exceptional"). For 
example,, from the jt>-adic expansions 

2^22 = 2.110101000001001111001100 . . . 
2\/33 = 3.110112022220121220200102... 
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wee observe that 27, 211, 215, 37 and 315 are among the exceptional values of q. Since there 
aree infinitely many zeros in the dyadic expansion of \/2, this shows there are infinitely 
manyy exceptional values of 2e. 
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55 Curves of genus 2 (after J-P. Serre) 
Thiss section will be devoted to the proof of the following fact. 

Theoremm 21 Take q = pe, and define m :=  m(q) — [2y/q\. Then for Nq(2) we have: 
IfIf  e is even, then 

 forq = 4, N4(2) = 10 = <? + l + 2 m - 3 

 forq = 9, N9(2) = 20 = q + l+2m-2 

 for other q, Nq{2) =q+l+2m 

IfIf  e is odd, then define q to be special if either p divides m, or if for some integer a, q is 
equalequal to one of the numbers a2 + 1, a2 + a + 1, a2 + a+ 2. Then 

•• if q is not special, then Nq(2) = q + 1 + 2m 

•• if q is special then 

-- if {2^q} > ^ i , then Nq(2) = q + l + 2m-l 

-- if {2y/q} < ^ , then Nq(2) =q+l  + 2m-2. 

HereHere  denotes the fractional part. 

Thiss theorem is due to J-P. Serre. Serre announced it in 1983 in [Serre2]; however, the 
onlyy exposition of the proof available is in the handwritten notes of his Harvard lecture 
coursee of 1985 ([SerreHL]). We feel it would be useful to present the proof of this theorem, 
forr completeness as well as since it never appeared in a published form. 

Thee proof consists of two parts. The first part is to prove that for every q, curves 
whichh have more rational points than the stated value of Nq(2) do not exist. To do this, 
wee make full use of upper bounds and nonexistence results, presented in Section 3. In 
addition,, in one case nonexistence follows from Honda-Tate theory. 

Thee second part is to prove existence of a curve with number of points equal to the 
statedd value of A^(2) (optimal curves). This can be done in three ways. One is to provide 
ann explicit equation for the curve; we are able to do so only in a limited number of cases. 
Thee second way is to take two (possibly isomorphic or isogenous) elliptic curves with 
appropriatee traces of Frobenius, represent them as double coverings of the projective line, 
andd then take the fibre product. Under certain conditions on ramification points, this 
fibree product will have genus two, and one proves that its jacobian is isogenous to the 
productt of the initial elliptic curves, hence the trace of Frobenius is the sum of the traces 
onn these elliptic curves. 

Finally,, the third way is to take a two-dimensional abelian variety (abelian surface) 
withh a prescribed characteristic polynomial of Frobenius, and find a principally polarized 
abeliann surface in its isogeny class. By the theorem of Oort and Ueno ([OoU]), over 
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¥¥qq22 this surface is then isomorphic to a jacobian of a possibly reducible curve, and if 
thee polarization is indecomposable over Fg2, then the curve and the isomorphism are 
definedd over F9 and the curve is irreducible, hence we obtain the curve with the prescribed 
characteristicc polynomial of Frobenius. 

Ourr presentation remains generally close to the presentation in [SerreHL]; however, 
wee have made a number of modifications. We have left out the references to Shimura's 
theoremm on the existence of principally polarized abelian varieties in a given isogeny class 
(andd the translation of this theorem into positive characteristic) and use instead the 
criterionn deduced by Howe (in 1995). In the construction of an optimal curve in case 
qq is an even power of 3, we include a section explaining in more detail the descent of 
polarizationss of abelian varieties, and also present a different construction: we show that 
inn the explicit construction of Kuhn one can (after correcting a calculation error) choose 
parameterss to obtain a maximal curve (so in this case we have explicit equations). Finally, 
too prove that in a certain case there exist two nonisomorphic but isogenous elliptic curves 
wee employ the calculation, due to Schoof, of number of isomorphism classes within an 
isogenyy class, expressed in terms of class numbers of imaginary quadratic orders. 

5.11 Gluing elliptic curves 

Heree we show how to construct a curve of genus two as a fibre product. 

Claimm 22 Let characteristic p be odd. Assume that the functions f\(x), ƒ2 Or) and 
fi(x)f2(x)fi(x)f2(x) are in ¥q(x) and are not representable in the form c  (h(x))2 for c € Fg and 
h(x)h(x) £E ¥q(x). Consider curves C\ and C2, defined, respectively, by equations y2 = f\{x) 
andand y2 = f2{x), as double coverings of the x-line, and let C be the fibre product of these 
coverings.coverings. Then there is an isogeny relation 

Jac(C)) ~ Jac(Ci) x Jac(C2) x Jac(C3), 

wherewhere C$ is the curve given by equation y2 = fi(x)f2(x). 

Theree are several ways to prove this well-known fact. For example, it can be proven 
usingg relationships between idempotents on Jacobians, as indicated by Kani and Rosen 
([KR]) .. We will use this method because we will apply it again, to fibre products of 
Artin-Schreierr and Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings. 

Lett G be a finite group of automorphisms of the curve C. For a subgroup H C G, 
define e 

^^ heH 

Theoremm 23 ([KR] ) If for some collection of subgroups {Hi}  and {H'A ofG there exists 
aa relationship 
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thenthen there exists an isogeny relationship 

YlYl 3ac{C/Hi) ~ Yl Jac(C// )̂ 

wherewhere C/H denotes the factor of the curve by the group H. 

Prooff  of the claim: Let C denote our fibre product, and take G =< 71,72 >= (Z/2Z)2 -
thee group generated by hyperelliptic involutions, so that we will have the factors C/(7i) = 
{y{y22 = f2(x)}, C/(72> - {y2 = fi{x)}  and C/{ 7i72) = {y2 = fi(x)f2(x)}. Then we have 

£<7i>> + £<72) + £{7i72) = 1 + ^ + 7i + 72 + 71T2) = £{1}  + 2 sG . 

Thiss relationship gives the isogeny 

Jac(C/<7i»» x Jac(C/(72» x Jac(C/<7i72» ~ Jac(C) x (JacfC/C))2, 

butt since C/G is the projective line, its jacobian is zero dimensional, so we have the 
requiredd isogeny. • 

Considerr the curves from the last claim over the algebraic closure of ¥q. Assume that 
C\C\ and C2 are curves of genus one; then both coverings are ramified over precisely four 
points.. Assume further that the two four-sets of branchpoints have three points in the 
intersection.. Noticing that C3 is not branched at these three points (since fi(x)f2(x) is 
locallyy a square), we see that C3 has genus zero. The isogeny relation implies that in this 
casee C has genus two. We say, following Serre, that the curve C is obtained as a gluing 
off C\ and C2 (note that this construction is quite old: a similar construction was used in 
thee 1830s by Legendre and Jacobi). 

Iff the same situation is considered over ¥q, necessarily the set of three common branch
pointss is defined over ¥q, that is, either all three are defined over Wq, or one is rational 
andd two are conjugated over the quadratic extension, or all three are conjugated over the 
cubicc extension (in other words, the sets of branchpoints of C\ and C2 are isomorphic as 
Gal(FQ/Fq)-sets).. The remaining two branchpoints are also defined over ¥q. 

Supposee we are given two elliptic curves E\ and E2 over ¥q, and we would like to know 
whetherr it is possible to represent them as double coverings of P1 in the manner described 
abovee (so that they can be glued into a curve of genus two). Factoring by the natural 
involution,, we represent E\ and E2 as double coverings of P1, ramified in the points Ei [2] 
{i{i  = 1,2) (points of two-torsion). We are looking for an automorphism ip of P1, defined 

overr ¥q, such that the composite covering E\ —> P1 —> P1 has three common branchpoints 
withh the covering E2 -> P1 - Clearly, for such ip to exist, the sets Ex [2] and E2 [2] have to 
bee Gal(Fg/Fg)-isomorphic. Note that these sets have at least one F9-rational point (the 
originn of the group law). 

Propositionn 24 Let E\ and E2 be elliptic curves over¥q (q =pe, p odd) such that Ei[2] 
andand £2(2] are Gal(¥q/¥q)-isomorphic. Then there exists a gluing of these curves into a 
curvecurve of genus two in all cases except possibly the following: 
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•• all points of Ei[2]  (and hence of E2[2])  are rational, p — 3, and j{E{)  = j(E2) = 0, 

•• two points of Ei[2]  are conjugated and two are rational, and j{E\) = j{E2) = 1728, 

•• three points of Ex[2]  are conjugated, and j(Ex) = j(E2) = 0. 

Proof::  Represent Ex and E2 as double coverings of P1 factoring by the natural involution, 
andd suppose the origins lie over infinity. Denote by {QXl Q2, Q3, oo} and {Pi, P2, P3, 00} 
thee sets of branchpoints of Ex and E2. Since the sets {Q11Q21Q3} and {Pi,P2,P3} are 
Gal(Fq/Fg)-isomorphic,, there exists an ¥q-automorphism tp of IP1 such that <f>(Qi)  = Pi 

forr i — 1 . . . 3. If 0(oo) 7̂  oc, then Ex -» P1 —y P1 has three common branchpoints with 
thee covering E2 —>• P1 and we are done. 

Suppose,, on the other hand, that for every <f>  such that <fi(Qi)  — P% it = 1...3), 
wee have <̂ >(oo) — 00. First of all, this implies that j(Ei) = j{E2). Secondly, it is 
obviouslyy equivalent to the following: every automorphism of P1 fixing { P L , P 2 , P 3 } also 
fixess the infinity. Such automorphisms can be lifted (possibly over an extension of ¥q) to 
automorphismss of E2. 

Supposee Pi ,P 2 ,P 3 are all rational. Then there are six (F^-rational) automorphisms of 
P11 permuting them and fixing infinity. This means that E2 has at least 12 automorphisms 
(takingg into account the natural involution), which, according to [Sil], implies that p — 3 
andd j(E2) - 0. 

Iff two branchpoints are conjugated, we have an automorphism of P1 which permutes 
thesee two points and fixes the other two. If p = 3, we get that j — 0 = 1728 since 
#Aut(£v2)) > 4. If p 7̂  3, then by the same condition we have either #Aut(£ 2 ) — 4 
andd j — 1728, or #Aut(JB2) = 6 and j = 0 but the latter case is impossible since 
thee subgroup of # Aut(E2) generated by the natural involution and the preimage of our 
automorphismm has order four. 

Finally,, if Pi,P2 , P3 are conjugated, we have an automorphism of P1 which permutes 
themm cyclically. Then # Aut(£2) has order divisible by three, which implies j — 0.

Remark::  Proposition 24 classifies the cases in which it is not possible to build a curve 
off genus two with jacobian isogenous to the product of two given elliptic curves with a 
particularparticular method. However, in some cases it is clear that such curves of genus two do not 
existt at all: for example, over F3, there exists an elliptic curve (say, E) with 7 points (so 
tracee of Frobenius is —3). If a curve of genus two had a jacobian isogenous to E x E, then 
itt would have had 10 points. This is impossible, since curves of genus two are hyperelliptic 
andd thus cannot have more than twice the number of points on the projective lines (in 
thiss case 2#P1(F3) - 8 ) . 

Noww let us perform a similar construction in characteristic two. 

Claimm 25 Take q — 2e. Assume that functions f\(x), f2{x) and fi(x) + f2{x) are in 
¥¥qq(x)(x) and are not representable in the form ih{x))2 + h{x) + c for c e ¥q and h{x) e 
¥¥qq(x).(x). Consider curves C\ and C2, defined, respectively, by equations y2 + y = fi(x) and 
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yy22 + y = ƒ2 (aO, as double coverings of the x-line, and let C be the fibre product of these 
coverings.coverings. Then there is an isogeny relation 

Jac(C)) ~ Jac(Ci) x Jac(C2) x Jac(C3), 

wherewhere C3 is the curve given by equation y2 + y = fi(x) + f2{x). 

Proof::  The arguments are exactly the same as in the proof of Claim 24. This claim is 
alsoo a particular case of Proposition 55 (section 7). • 

Corollar yy 26 • Consider elliptic curves E\ and E2, defined by the equations y2 + y — 
axax33 + b\X2 + C\X + d\ andy2 + y = ax3 + b2x

2 + c<ix + d<i, as coverings of the projective 
x-line.x-line. If bi 4- 62 + c? + c\ ^ 0, then the fibre product of these coverings is a curve 
ofof genus two, with jacobian isogenous to E\ x E2. 

•• Consider elliptic curves Ei and E<i, defined by the equations y2 + y = ax + b\/x + c\ 
andand y2 + y = ax-\-b2/x-\-c2, as coverings of the projective x-line. Ifb\ +&2 / 0, then 
thethe fibre product of these coverings is a curve of genus two, with jacobian isogenous 
toto Ei x E2. 

Proof::  In the first case C3 is given by an equation y2 + y = (bi+b2)x2 + (ci + C2)x+di+d2, 
whichh is isomorphic to the curve z2 + z = (bi + 62 + cf + c%)ll2x -\-di-\-d2 (by substitution 
yy = z + (61 + t>2)l/2x). In the second case, C3 has equation y2 + y = (bi + b2)/x+ (ci +c2) . 
Inn both cases C% has genus zero, so the jacobian of C is two-dimensional.

5.22 Proof of upper bounds 

Heree we will complete the first step of the program by proving that Nq(2) is not greater 
thann the value stated in Theorem 21. The estimates iV4(2) < 10 and N9(2) < 20 follow 
fromm the fact that curves of genus two are hyperelliptic, and hence cannot have more 
thann twice the number of rational points on P1. For all the remaining cases, we start 
fromm Hasse-Weil-Serre bound (Corollary 6), and improve the upper bound by proving 
nonexistencee results. 

Propositionn 27 If q is a special non-square, then there does not exist a curve of genus 
twotwo over ¥q with q + 1 + 2m points. 

Proof::  This proof breaks down into three sub-cases. 
(I)) Suppose q — a2 + l or q — a2 + a + l. Then the proposition follows from the theorem 

off Beauville-Serre (Theorem 16). 
(II)) Suppose q — a2 + a + 2. Then q — 2e, and (e,a) is a solution of a Diophantine 

equationn 2e = x2 + x + 2. This equation is equivalent to 2e — x' +7 (by substitution 
e'e' = e + 2, x' = 2x + 1), which is a well-known Ramanujan-Nagell equation. According 
too [Mor, Chapter 23], its only integer solutions are e' G {3,4, 5, 7,15}, hence we can only 
havee q 6 {2,23, 25, 213} (since e is odd). 
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Iff  q = 2, we have m = 2, so it satisfies two conditions of speciality at the same time. 
Forr both q — 2 and q = 8 we have q + 1 + 2m > 2(q + 1), so the proposition follows from 
thee fact that every curve of genus two is hyperelliptic In the remaining two cases we will 
usee Galois descent (Proposition 18). 

Takee q = 32 = 25, and suppose there exists a curve C over F32 of genus two with 
32++ 1 + 2 x 11 = 55 points. Theorem 14 shows that the eigenvalues of F32-Frobenius 
(whichh we denote by $) are {ft, /?, J3, (3}, where 

Noww note that (3 = a5 for a — (—1 + \/—7)/2, and a + 0 = —6. Now if we define 
(j)(j)  :— —$ — 6, we will have 05 = $. Remark also that <& acts by zero on the tangent 
spacee at origin to Jac(C) (being purely inseparable), and so does multiplication by 6, so 
<f<f  acts by zero as well. From Proposition 18 it follows that C is defined over F2, and the 
eigenvaluess of F2-Frobenius are {a, a, a, a}. This means that the number of points this 
curvee has over F8 is 1 + 8 — 2(a3 + a3) = — 1. which is impossible. 

Inn case q = 213 = 8192, the proof proceeds similarly, with 0 = (—181 — \/—7)/2 = a13 

andd a = (1 + >/z7)/2- Here a13 = /? and a + 0 = -90, so < £ : = - $- 90 is the 
F2-Frobeniuss morphism. This implies that over F4 this curve has 11 points, which is 
impossiblee (11 > 2 x 5 and the curve is hyperelliptic). 

(Ill )) Suppose m is divisible by p, and suppose a curve C has q + 1 + 2m points. Then 
thee characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on C is P(t) = (t2 + mt + q)2. Now we use (an 
aspectt of) Honda-Tate theory to show that there does not exist an abelian surface with 
suchh characteristic polynomial. 

Lett us first prove an auxiliary fact: if q = p2l+l and pl+1 divides m, then q = 2 or 
«77 = 3. Indeed, we have 

mm22 < 4q< m2 + 2m+ 1, 

soo 4<j = m2 + «, with 1 < K < 2m. We see that q divides m2, so it also divides K, and we 
have e 

qq < K < 2m < Ay/q. 

Thenn yfq < 4, and it remains to manually rule out q = 5, 7, 8,11 and 13. 

Notee that the cases q — 2 and q = 3 of the proposition are already covered in part 
(I).. Thus we may assume that m is not divisible by pl+l . Let us put vq(-) :=  vp{-)fvp{q), 
wheree vp(-) is a usual additive p-adic valuation. Then we have 0 < vq{m) < 1/2. 

Noww let us build a Newton polygon of P(t) = (r2 + mt + q)2 with respect to the 
valuationn vq(-). It is known ([Maninl], and this also follows from [Wat]), that if P(t) was 
aa characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on an abelian variety, then all breakpoints of this 
Newtonn polygon would have had integer coordinates. In our case, however, the Newton 
polygonn of t2 + mt + q has a breakpoint (1, vq(m)), so the Newton polygon of P(t) has a 
breakpointt (2, 2vq(m)), which has a non-integer second coordinate. • 

Propositionn 28 Let q be a special non-square such that {2 /̂1?} < (v5 — l)/2. Then 
therethere does not exist a curve of genus two with q + 1 + m — 1 points. 
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Proof::  This requirement of speciality is actually superfluous. Suppose that a curve C 
withh q + 1 + m - 1 points exists, and let auai, a2, <52 be its eigenvalues of Frobenius. 
Then,, by Theorem 14, after possible renumbering we have a\ + ai = —m + (1 - v5)/2 
andd Q2 + 02 = ~ m + (1 + V5)/2. Since |orx | = ^ , we have 

_ ( ö ll + on) = m + {y/5 - l) /2 < 2^/g = m + { 2 ^ } , 

hencee { 2 ^ }  > (>/5 - l)/2. • 

Thiss finishes the proof of upper bounds. 

5.33 Construction of optimal curves 

Heree we construct curves of genus two with the number of points equal to the value of 
NNqq(2)(2) stated in Theorem 21. Again, we begin with special cases. For q = 4, a curve with 
100 rational points is given by affine equation 

yy22 + y = ~r~i—rr> 

XXii + X + 1 

Forr q = 8, a curve with 18 points is 

,, a2x2 + ax + a 

(wheree a e F8 is such that a3 + a + 1 =0) , and for q = 9, an example of a curve with 20 
pointss is the curve with affine equation 

y22 = (ar3 - x)2 - 1. 

Propositionn 29 Let q be a square, and assume p > 3. Let E be an elliptic curve over¥q 

withwith q+l + m rational points (it exists by Theorem 20). Then there exists a curve of genus 
twotwo over ¥q with jacobian isogenous to E x E; this curve automatically has q + 1 + 2m 
points. points. 

Proof::  We would like to glue E to itself, so we need to show that we are not in one of 
thee cases from Proposition 24. Since eigenvalues of Frobenius on E are equal to —y/q, 
Frobeniuss itself acts on E simply by multiplication by —y/q. Now, since -y/q is an odd 
integer,, Frobenius fixes all the two-torsion points. In other words, all two-torsion points 
aree rational; hence, by Proposition 24 (using that p  ̂ 3), gluing is possible. • 

Propositionn 30 Take q = 22e, with e > 2. There exists a curve of genus two over ¥q 

withwith q + 1 + Ira points. 
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Proof::  Consider an elliptic curve E0 given by affine equation y2 + y = x3. Since it has 9 
rationall  points over F4, its eigenvalues of F4-Frobenius are both - 2. Now look at E0 over 
F4e;; the eigenvalues of Frobenius are (-2)e, so it is either maximal or minimal. Consider a 
curvee E with affine equation y2 + y = x3 + 0. It is not difficult to see that if Tv¥q/F2 (0) = 0, 
thenn E0 is isomorphic to E, while if TrFg/F2(/3) ^ 0, then E0 is isomorphic to a quadratic 
twisttwist of E, that is, a curve isomorphic to E over Fg2, but not over ¥q. In the latter case, 
iff  E is maximal, E0 is minimal, and vice versa. 

Now,, choose /? so that E is maximal, and consider the curve E' with affine equation 
yy22 + y = {x + cf + P, where c G ¥q \ F4. Clearly E' is isomorphic to £, so it is also 
maximal.. Since c4 + c / 0, we are in the situation of Corollary 26, so E can be glued to 
E',E', and the result is a maximal curve of genus two. • 

Noww consider the case q — 32e, e > 2. In characteristic three, supersingular elliptic 
curvess have zero j-invariant (see e.g. [Har]), and the maximal elliptic curve is supersin
gular,, so gluing technique will not work. We will use a construction via abelian surfaces. 
Thiss construction works for any q = p2e if p is odd; it is originally due to Moret-Bailly 
[M-B].. Serre [SerreHL] utilized it to prove existence of maximal curves of genus two over 
¥¥pp22ee (in order to solve the case q = 32e). Kuhn [Kuhn] wrote down the equations of 
Moret-Bailly'ss curves in characteristic 3 (this is done by careful analysis of ramification 
off a covering by a curve of genus two of an elliptic curve). Unfortunately, [Kuhn] con
tainss a calculation error. Below, we reproduce Serre's construction, and then show that 
inn Kuhn's equations (after correcting the error) one can choose parameters so that the 
resultingg curve is optimal over q = 32e. 

Takee a field ¥q with q = p2e,p odd, e > 2. 

Claimm 31 There exists a maximal elliptic curve E over ¥p2 and an endomorphism 7 of 
EE for which 77 = p(p — 1). 

Proof::  We know that there exists a maximal elliptic curve E and that it is supersingular. 
End(E)End(E) is the maximal order in the quaternion algebra ramified over p and infinity; 
sincee Q(y/-p(p- 1)) ramifies at p, it can be embedded in this quaternion algebra, so 
77 = y/~P(P ~ 1) e x i s t s m it. Take a maximal order containing this 7. By [Wat], any 
maximall order occurs as a ring of endomorphisms. • 

Takee an abelian variety A := E x E. Since Ev (the dual of E) is canonically isomorphic 
too E, and E has only one principal polarization, A also comes with an obvious principal 
polarization,, which allows us to identify Hom(A1A

v) with End(,4) = Mat(2, End(E)). 
Considerr specifically the endomorphism 

VV 7 P J 

Claimm 32 The endomorphism tp is a polarization of degree p2, and its kernel coincides 
withwith the kernel of ¥P-Frobenius on A (which we denote by tA) as a (finite connected) group 
scheme. scheme. 
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Proof::  Since det(0) = p, the degree of <p is equal to p2. This can be seen by looking at 
thee characteristic polynomial of <p, which has degree 4 and constant term p2. The Rosati 
involutionn on End(A), associated to the product polarization, is tp i-> ip1. We see that if 
iss invariant with respect to this involution, and is therefore a polarization ([Mum]). 

Fromm the supersingularity of E we conclude that the kernel of Fp-Frobenius (mapping 
too E^) is the connected group scheme ap, so tA = otp x ap. Since ^(7) > 0, the action 
off  7 on the tangent space of T0E is that of zero, which implies that ip acts as zero on the 
tangentt space TQA. Therefore ip is purely inseparable, so its kernel contains tA, and so for 
reasonss of degree coincides with tA. • • 

Noww consider A as an abelian variety over ¥q. In the tangent space TQA, let us choose 
ann F^-line D which is not defined over Fp2 but is defined over F,. Let H denote the finite 
sub-group-schemee of tA corresponding to the direction D, and define J := A/H. 

Too proceed, we must recall several facts about the descent of invertible sheaves (and, 
ass a consequence, of polarizations). These can be found in [Mum] or, with a little more 
detail,, in [M-B]. We will recall them for convenience. For an invertible sheaf £ on an 
abeliann variety let (f>c denote the associated morphism to the dual abelian variety, and 
putt K(C) := ker(<^c). If £ is ample, K(C) is finite. For an isogeny IT : A -»> B we say 
thatt an ample invertible sheaf £ on A descends under TT if there exists a sheaf M on B 
suchh that £ = ir*M  (then we also say the polarization <fic descends to polarization 4>M)-

AA theta group is an exact sequence of group schemes 

suchh that K is commutative, and i{Gm) C (center of G). A commutator form e : K xK -> 
Gmm is defined by the relation xyx~ly^x = e{p(x),p{y)) (this is a correct definition by the 
previouss condition). It is a (multiplicatively written) bilinear antisymmetric morphism. 
Lett us say that the theta group is nondegenerate if KL — 0 (orthogonality with respect 
too e), and, on the other hand, it is trivial  if KL = K (that is, G is commutative). Any 
sub-group-schemee F of K gives rise to a theta-subgroup 1 —>  Gm -> p~x{F) -> F —• 0. 

Forr every invertible sheaf £ on an abelian variety one can define a theta group 

11 —> Gm - A G{C) - A K(C) —• 0 

andd it is known that if £ is ample, this is a nondegenerate theta group. The corresponding 
commutatorr form is denoted by e£. 

Propositionn 33 1. If the order of the group scheme K is finite and prime, every theta 
groupgroup over K is trivial. 

2.2. Take £ € Pic(^4). It descends under factorization by a finite group scheme H if and 
onlyonly if H C K(C) and 1 -> Gm -¥ p~l{H) -¥ H -> 0 is a trivial theta group (or, 
equivalently,equivalently, ec\uxH = 1 / 

3.3. Any £ e V\c(A) descends under factorization by a finite sub-group-scheme of prime 
order. order. 
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4-4- Letir : A-+ B be an isogeny with kernel H, let M be an ample invertible sheaf on 
B,B, and put C :=  ir*M.  Then K(M) ^ HL/H. In particular, if H = H , then <pM 

isis a principal polarization. 

Proof::  The claims (1), (2) and (4) are from ([Mum], §23), and (3) follows from (1) and 
(2)B. . 

Noww we return to our construction. 

Claimm 34 The polarization <p descends to a principal polarization <f)j  on J. 

Proof::  We chose H C ker(0), and the order of H is equal p which is prime, so ip 
descends.. We have H C # x C K{£), and computing orders we see that either H  = H 
orr H1- = K(C). The latter is impossible, since then the theta group of C would have been 
degenerate.. Then 4>j is principal by the previous proposition. • 

Claimm 35 J is not isomorphic to a product of two elliptic curves over any extension of 
F F 

Proof::  Suppose J is a product of Ex and E2. These are supersingular curves, so over 
thee algebraic closure they are isomorphic to a curve defined over ¥p2. Since E is defined 
overr 1FP2, we see that the induced mapping T0{A) -> T0{J) is defined over Fp2. This is 
impossiblee by our choice of direction D. • 

Finally,, we get 

Theoremm 36 The principally polarized abelian variety (J, (j>j)  is the jacobian of a curve 
ofof genus two over¥q, which is necessarily maximal. 

Proof::  Let C be the theta divisor on J giving the polarization <j>j.  From the Riemann-
Rochh theorem we have deg(^) = C9/g\, and hence in our case C2 = 2. We may then apply 
thee Matsusaka-Ran criterion [Col], which asserts that either C is an irreducible curve of 
genuss two (and J is isomorphic to its jacobian) or C is a sum of two elliptic curves 
intersectingg at one point (and J is isomorphic to their product). The second possibility 
hass already been ruled out. The curve is maximal since the trace of Frobenius on J is 
twicee the trace of Frobenius on E.

Corollar yy 37 If q = 32e with e > 2, there exists a curve of genus two over Fq with 
qq + 1 + 2m rational points. 

Thee curves of genus two from this corollary can actually be given by an explicit equation 
(whichh we obtain by correcting a calculation error from [Kuhn]). Namely, take a e ¥q 

suchh that a 0 { 0 , 1 , — 1}, and consider a curve C given by equation 

yy22 = (x - a)(x - a - l)(ax + a + l)(x3 -ax2 + ax + a + 1). 
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Considerr also two elliptic curves, E and £", with respective equations 

22 1 
WW — Z — Z, 

SS
22=-(t=-(t 33 + t - \ ) . 

of of 

Onee checks that the following formulas actually define morphisms (both of degree 3) 
fromm C to E and E': 

xx22(x(x — a) 
zz := 

axax + a + 1 
x(xx(x — 1) 

W:=yW:=y(ax(ax + a + l)2 

xx22 ~ (a5 + l)x + a4(a+l)2 

aa33(x(x — a)(x — a — \){ax + a + 1) 
11 x3 + (a5 - a)x2 + (a6 - a5 - a* + a)x +(a + l) 7 

SS '^— ~—v • " — " • • — " 

a33 ((x — a)(x — a— \){ax + a + l))2 

Wee claim that there exists a choice of a such that C is either maximal or minimal. 
Indeed,, the jacobian of C is isomorphic to E x E' ([Kuhn]), so we only have to show that 
EE and E' are either both minimal or both maximal. Since E has 16 rational points over 
F9,, its eigenvalues of F9-Frobenius are both —3, hence it is maximal over Wq for odd e 
andd minimal for even e. The curve E' can be written as M3 — u = —is2 + i/a9 (where 
ii  G Fg is such that i2 = —1). Now, if TrFq/F9 (ifa

9) = 0 then E' is isomorphic to the curve 
uu33 — u = —is2, which again has 16 points over F9 and hence behaves like E. 

Itt only remains to apply a quadratic twist to C in case it is minimal over F9. Summing 
up,, we get 

Propositionn 38 Take q = 32e with e > 2. Take a e ¥q \ F3 such that TrFq/F9{i/a) = 0 
(where(where i G F9 is such that i2 = —1), and take c to be a nonzero square if e is odd, and a 
nonzerononzero nonsquare if e is even. Then the curve 

yy22 = c(x — a)(x — a — \){ax + a + l)(x3 - ax2 + ax + a + 1) 

hashas genus two and q + 1 + 4y/q rational points. 

Noww we switch to the case when q is not a square. Let us first deal with p ^ 2 , and q 
nonspeciall non-square. 

Propositionn 39 If q is a nonspecial odd non-square, then there exists a curve of genus 
twotwo over ¥q with q + 1 + 2m points. 

Proof::  Since q is nonspecial, there exist elliptic curves with q + 1 + m points. We would 
likee to show that among them there is an elliptic curve which can be glued to itself. From 
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Propositionn 24 we know that gluing will work if the j-invariant is not zero or 1728. Let 
uss first prove a miscellaneous statement: 

LetLet T be an integer coprime to p such that \r\ < 2^/q, and r2 — Aq is not equal to —3 
oror —A. Then there exists an elliptic curve E over¥q with trace of Frobenius r such that 
j(E)$j(E)$ {0,1728}. 

Itt is sufficient to prove that there exists E such that End(F) is not isomorphic to Z[i] 
orr Z[(l + \/~3)/2]. Choose some elliptic curve E0 with q + 1 — r points (this is possible 
sincee (r,p) = 1). If End(F0) is not of these two types, we are done. Now suppose it is 
off  one of these two types, and look at the Frobenius endomorphism F € End(E0). We 
claimm that Z[F] ^ End(F0)-

Takee the case End(Fo) = Z[i] . We have F = x + iy, where x, y e Z. Then F + F — 
2x2x — r, and FF = x2 + y2 = q. If y2 = 1, then T2 — Aq — —4, which contradicts our 
assumption.. So y2 > 1, and 1\F\ C End(F0). Similarly, if End(F0) = Z[(l + >/=3)/2], 
thenn F - a; + y(l + v / =3)/2, so F + F = lx + 1 = r and FF = a:2 + xy + y2 = q. Then 
yy22 = 1 implies r2 — 4<j = - 3 , so again %[F]  C End(F0). 

Now,, according to [Wat] (see also [Sch]), every complex quadratic order containing 
Z[F]]  is realized as an endomorphism ring of an elliptic curve E isogenous to E0. Of 
coursee it holds for Z[F] itself, which as we have seen is not of the two exceptional types. 
Soo we find a curve E with the same number of points but a different endomorphism ring. 
Thee miscellaneous statement is proven. 

Noww we show that if q is nonspecial, then r = —m satisfies the conditions of this 
statement.. Indeed, if we had m2 — Aq — —A, then m is even so m = 2k and q = 1 + k2; if 
mm22 — Aq = —3, then m = 2k + 1 and q = k2 + k + 1. 

Thuss there exists an elliptic curve with q+l + m points and j-invariant different from 
0,1728.. By Proposition 24, it can be glued to itself to produce a curve of genus two with 
qq + 1 + 2m points. • 

Propositionn 40 If q = 2e (e odd) is nonspecial, then there exists a curve of genus two 
overover ¥q with q + 1 + 2m points. 

Thee proof consists of two steps: 

Stepp 1: There exist two elliptic curves over ¥q with trace of Frobenius equal to — m which 
aree not isomorphic over F^2. 

Wee derive this from the computation of the number of elliptic curves with given number 
off points (see [Sch]). Let us denote by I{m) the set of ¥q-isomorphism classes of elliptic 
curvess over ¥q having q + l + m points. Suppose the statement is false; then if classes 
off Ei and E2 are in 7(m), they are isomorphic over ¥q2. This means that over Fg, E2 is 
isomorphicc either to E\ or to the quadratic twist of E\ - but since the quadratic twist 
hass q + 1 — m points and m / 0 , the latter is impossible. We see that # / (m) = 1. 

Fromm [Sch] we have (using that m is odd) 
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0(m0(m22-4q)COcO-4q)COcOK K 

wheree Ö{m2 — Aq) is the (only) complex quadratic order with discriminant m2 — Aq, K 
itss fraction field, and ÖK is the ring of integers of K. The summation is by complex 
quadraticc orders ö, and h{0) denotes the class number of ö. 

Sincee class numbers are positive integers, # / ( m) = 1 implies that 0(m2 — Aq) — OK 
andd h{GK) — 1. The first condition shows that m2 — Aq is a square-free integer (note again 
thatt m is odd), and K = Q ( \ / m2 — Aq). Now, it is known (see [Stark]) that an imaginary 
quadraticc field Q(-\/A) (or, more precisely, its ring of integers) has class number one if 
andd only if A is one of the set { -1 , - 2 , - 3 , - 7 , - 1 1, - 1 9, - 4 3, - 6 7, - 163 }. The first two 
mayy already be ruled out because they are not equal to one modulo four, as m2 — Aq is. 

Lett m = 2K + 1. Then m2 — Aq = A(K(K + 1) — q) + 1. This shows that the only 
possibilityy from the list is m2 — Aq = —7: for other values of A, (A — l ) / 4 is odd, while 
K(KK(K + 1) — q is even. In the remaining case m2 — Aq = —7 implies q = K2 + K + 2, so q is 
special,, which contradicts our assumption. 

Stepp 2: If E\ and E2 are curves with trace of Frobenius equal to — m and not isomorphic 
overr Fg2, then there exists a curve whose jacobian is isogenous to E\ x E2. This curve is 
necessarilyy optimal of genus two. 

Sincee Ei (i = 1,2) is ordinary, Et[2]  consists of two points, both rational. The factoring 
off  Ei by the natural involution, ramified in points of £^[2], represents it (possibly after a 
linearr substitution in x) as a covering y2 + y = x + m/x + Vi. Note that if we had Hi — \i2, 
thenn E\ would have been isomorphic to E2 over Fg2, which contradicts our assumption. 
Soo Hi T̂  H2, and by the Proposition 26, the fibre product exists. • 

Thee nonspecial case is done. Now let us work with the special case. 

Propos i t ionn 41 Let q be a special non-square such that {2^/q] > (\/5 — l ) / 2 . Then 
therethere exists a curve of genus two over ¥q with q + 1 -+- 2m — 1 points. 

Proof::  From { 2 ^ } > (\/5 — l ) / 2 we see that the discriminants of the polynomials 

tt22 + (m +  + q 

t*t*  +  + q 

aree nonpositive, hence their roots (say, ct\ and a2) are algebraic integers with absolute 
valuee yjq. Consider the product of the above polynomials, 

P(t)P(t)  t4 + (2m - 1)£3 + (2q + m2 - m - l)t2 + q(2m - l)t + q2. 

Byy Honda-Tate theory, if m is divisible by p, then P(t) is a characteristic polynomial of 
Frobeniuss on an ordinary two-dimensional abelian variety (since it has ordinary Newton 
polygon).. We claim that this is always the case except if q = 8 (the curve over F8 with 
188 points was written out in the beginning of this section). 
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Indeed,, suppose m is coprime to p; then m is of one of three special forms. We 
havee 4g - m2 = {2y/q}(2y/q + m) > m( \ /5 - 1). Now, if q = a2 + 1 {respectively 
aa22 + a + l ,a2 +a + 2) then m — 2a (resp. 2a + 1, 2a + 1), and 4g - m2 = 4 (resp. 3,7). It 
remainss to list all g with m < 7 / ( > / 5- 1) and check that only g = 8 remains. We leave 
thee easy details to the reader. 

Soo we have a nonempty isogeny class of abelian varieties over ¥q with characteristic 
polynomiall  P(t). Now we would like to show that in this class there exists a principally 
polarizedd abelian variety. To do this, we utilize a criterion of Howe ([Howe]), which 
describess exactly which characteristic polynomials of Frobenius correspond to isogeny 
classess of abelian surfaces containing at least one principally polarized abelian surface. We 
wil ll  not reproduce the entire criterion (it can be found as Theorem 1.3 in [Howe]), since for 
uss one aspect of it wil l suffice: if an isogeny class contains no principally polarized abelian 
surfaces,, then the middle coefficient of characteristic polynomial is negative. Clearly, this 
conditionn does not hold for middle coefficient 2q + m2 — m — 1 of P(t), hence there exists a 
principallyy polarized abelian surface over F, (say, A) with characteristic polynomial P(t). 

Lett us look at the theta divisor defining the polarization of A. This divisor is defined 
overr ¥q, so it is either a sum of two elliptic curves defined over ¥q, or a sum of two elliptic 
curvess defined over ¥q2 and permuted by the Frobenius endomorphism, or an irreducible 
curvee of genus two (see the proof of Theorem 36). Since A is simple over ¥q: the first case 
iss impossible. 

Supposee we are in the second case. Then A is isomorphic, over ¥Q2, to the product 
off  two elliptic curves. Let us write out F9-Frobenius as a two by two matrix yielded by 
thiss decomposition; since the elliptic curves are permuted, the diagonal elements are zero. 
Thuss the trace of F^-Frobenius is zero: but in our case the trace 1 — 2m is odd. So the 
secondd case is also impossible. 

Ass a result, we see that the theta divisor is an irreducible curve of genus two, A is its 
jacobian,, and the curve has q + 2m points.

Propos i t ionn 42 Let q be a special non-square. Then there exists a curve of genus two 
withwith q + 1 + 2m — 2 points. 

Proof::  We wil l have to consider the following cases: 

i)) q — 2 or q = 3, 

ii )) p  ̂ 2 and p divides m, 

iii )) p = 2 and m is even, 

iv)) p ^ 2 and p does not divide m, 

v)) p = 2 and m is odd. 
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Inn case (i), the curves y2 + y = x5 + x and y2 = x(x4 + x2 + x + 1), respectively, satisfy 
thee required conditions. So we may further assume q > 5. 

Casee Ü). We would like to show that there exists an elliptic curve with a + 1 + (m - 1) 
pointss which can be glued to itself. First, remark that m — 1 is coprime to p, so the 
isogenyy class of such elliptic curves is nonempty, and all such curves are ordinary. In this 
isogenyy class we may choose (see [Wat]) an elliptic curve E with End(E) = Z[F], where 
FF22 + (m - I)F + q = 0. This is an order with discriminant A := -(4q - (m - l)2). If 
4q4q = m2 + k, k > 1, then - A = A; + 2 r a - l >8 (which follows from q > 5). This means 
thatt End(£) can be neither of Z[t] nor Z[ ( - l + v/z3)/2]), hence E can be glued to itself 
(seee Lemma 24). 

Casee iii) . Here we follow the same method as in the proof of Proposition 40, replacing 
mm with m - 1. First, we assert that there exist two elliptic curves with q + 1 + (m - 1) 
points,, which are not isomorphic over Fg2 (otherwise A = ( m - l ) 2 - 4g = - 7, but we have 
seen,, above, that A < -8). Then we represent these curves as Artin-Schreier coverings 
off  the projective line, and take the fibre product. 

Casee iv). The method used in the case (ii) will work if we prove that m - 1 is coprime 
too p. If q = a2 + 1 (resp. q = a2 + a + 1), then m = 2a (resp. m = 2a + 1), and 
4q4q - m2 = 4 (resp. 4q - m2 = 3). Suppose m - 1 = 0(modp). Then 5 = 0(modp) (resp. 
44 = 0(modp)). The second case is impossible, so it remains to deal with the case p = 5. 
Iff  q — 5 then m = 4 and we are done. If q = 5e = a2 + 1 with e > 3, then (5, a) would 
bee a solution to the Diophantine equation ye = x2 + 1 - but this equation, according to a 
classicall  result of Lebesgue (see [Leb]), has no integer solutions with y > 1 (see e.g. [Mor, 
Chapterr 30] for a proof). 

Casee v). In this case we would like to take two elliptic curves with q + \ + m and 
q+q+ 1 + (m - 2) points, respectively, and take the fibre product of Artin-Schreier coverings 
ass in case (iii) . Since m and m — 2 are odd, such curves exist, and they can only be 
isomorphicc over Fg2 if m — 2 = -m, so m = 1, which is impossible. This implies that the 
fibree product exists. • 
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66 Coding theory 
Codingg theory, or the theory of error-correcting codes, is a young and many-sided subject. 
Itt extends across engineering, computer science, applied mathematics, and pure mathe-
maticss and the mathematical parts of it span probability and statistics, combinatorics, 
complexityy theory, number theory and algebraic geometry. The practical formulation of 
thee main problem of coding theory is as follows: the sender has information that he wants 
too transmit to the recipient (encoded, say, as a sequence of symbols in an alphabet), but 
thee channel between them is noisy, so a certain percentage of symbols in the transmitted 
messagee is corrupted. One would like to find ways to build redundancy into the original 
messagee ("encode" it), so that the recipient, using the decoding algorithm, recovers, with 
highh degree or probability, the original message. Coding theorists have to find encoding 
algorithmss which combine high resistance to errors with low redundancy (so that the 
amountt of information the channel has to carry is not too large). Nowadays, in almost 
alll  cases when digital signal is transmitted via a physical media, it is done with the use 
off  some form of encoding to compensate for physical interference. 2 

Thee interest to codes and their properties has motivated research in the relevant areas 
off  mathematics, and research in these areas produced interesting new results on codes 
(forr example, the famous Tsfasman-Vladut-Zink construction of codes which have better 
parameterss than statistically possible, according to Gilbert-Varshamov bound). In some 
areas,, moreover, coding theory posed questions which are of independent interest, and 
aree being researched without any practical application in mind. 

InIn 1981, V.D. Goppa ([Goppa]) has suggested a construction of a code starting with a 
curvee defined over a finite field. This code has good properties if the number of rational 
pointss is high compared with the genus - and this was one of the motivations behind the 
questt for curves with many points. In the section below we briefly explain the construction; 
forr detailed exposition of the subject see the standard texts, such as [Sti, vL]. 

Theree is another important connection between the theory of linear codes and theory 
off  curves with many points. When constructing Artin-Schreier coverings of a given curve, 
onee sees that the numbers of points on such coverings are governed by the properties of 
aa certain code; a similar relationship exists for Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings. One may 
thuss use the knowledge of the properties of the code to obtain curves with many points 
andd deduce some of their properties. This connection was exploited by van der Geer and 
vann der Vlugt ([GV1]-[GV7]). Their results include many new constructions of curves 
withh many points, as well as calculation of some of the parameters of the codes using 
propertiess of the curve. To avoid confusion let us remark that, even though there exist 
constructionss of "good curves producing good codes" and "codes producing good curves", 
theree is no "symmetric" relationship: good codes do not necessarily produce good curves 
(moreover,, the properties of the code in general do not allow us to determine the genus 
orr even the number of points of the corresponding covering). 

2Withh a notable exception of packet transmission algorithms such as TCP/IP, the basic protocol of the 
Internet.. In packet transmission, packet loss is a much more common problem than packet corruption, 
soo if an error in a packet is detected, the packet is retransmitted completely. 
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Forr the present thesis coding theory therefore serves a double purpose: first, it is a 
motivationn for the quest for curves with many rational points, and second, it is one of 
thee ways of looking at the behaviour of some of our constructions (Artin-Schreier and 
Artin-Schreier-Wittt coverings). 

6.11 Linear codes and their invariants 

Ann important class of codes are the so-called block codes. The construction is as follows: 
thee signal, represented as a string of letters in an alphabet, is broken down into blocks of 
fixedd length. Then each individual block is encoded into a fixed-length string of symbols 
inn (possibly another) alphabet (so, in general, one needs a dictionary with qk entries if 
theree are q letters in an alphabet and blocks have length k). The recipient needs to have 
aa decoding algorithm which, given the received signal, will find the "closest" entry in the 
dictionary,, and look up the corresponding initial word. 

Particularlyy important among block codes are linear codes. In this case, the alphabet 
iss a finite field F̂  and encoding of the word from F£ is done by multiplying it by a fixed 
nn x k matrix (which is, of course, more economical than keeping the dictionary for all 
words).. This leads us to a definition: 

Definitio nn 43 A linear code C over the finite field Wq is an ¥q-linear subspace of¥%. 

Thereforee the study of linear codes is just the study of pairs of Fg-vector spaces C C V, 
withh V having a fixed basis. We will further study only linear codes, so we omit the 
adjectivee "linear". 

Thee question of how to determine whether two given codes are equivalent has not 
attractedd much attention; moreover, there are even varying definitions of equivalence. 
Onn the other hand, the invariants of codes are of practical importance and thus actively 
investigated.. We introduce the most basic of these invariants (for discussion on finer 
invariantss see literature, e.g. [Sim, Wall]). 

Definitio nn 44 For a vector v = (v\,... , vn) G P, its Hamming weight is defined as 

w(v)w(v) := #{ t : 1 < i < n, v{  ̂ 0} 

andand for any two vectors u, v € F£, the Hamming distance between them is 

d(u,d(u, v) :— w(u — v) = #{i : 1 < i < n, U{  ̂ Vi} 

Onee checks easily that Hamming distance indeed satisfies all the axioms of a metric. 
Onee may think of a Hamming distance as a number of "errors" which happened during 
transmission. . 

Definitio nn 45 Let C C F£ be a k-dimensional code. Then n is called the length of C, 
and and 

d:=min{w{v)d:=min{w{v) : v€ C\ {0} } 

isis called its minimum distance. The code C is standardly referred to as [n, fc, d]-code. 
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Practically,, the minimum distance of a code characterizes its capability for detection 
andd correction of errors: the bigger the minimum distance, the more errors can be detected 
andd corrected. For example, if a code has minimum distance 2e +1 or bigger, then e errors 
mayy always be corrected. Indeed, suppose v £ C was the codeword, and the received word 
iss u € F£ with d(u, v) = e. Then, by triangle inequality, the Hamming distance to all 
otherr codewords is bigger than e; in other words, v is the closest codeword to u, and 
thereforee u will be decoded as v. 

Iff  C is an [n, k, d]-code, we may also define its relative minimum distance 

55 = 5{C) :=  d/n 

andd information rate 
RR = R{C)  k/n. 

Naturally,, we are interested in finding codes C which have both high information rate 
(practicallyy this corresponds to low redundancy of coding schemes) and high relative 
minimumm distance. (More generally, we may ask: when does a pair (S, R) come from 
aa linear code over ¥q? See [Sti] for an overview of results in this direction, including 
Gilbert-Varshamovv and Hamming bounds). The simplest restriction is the following 

Propositionn 46 (Singleton Bound) If C is an [n, k, d]-code, then 

k+d<n+l k+d<n+l 

Proof::  If W C 1̂  is a subspace defined by Xi = 0, . .. , xn-d+i — 0, then it consists of 
wordss of weight at most d — 1, and therefore has zero intersection with C. This means 
thatt dim C + dim W = k + d-l<n.

6.22 Goppa codes 

Lett us outline Goppa's construction of codes starting from curves (for a more extensive 
introduction,, see [Goppa] or [Sti]). 

Lett C be a curve over Fg, and D be a divisor on C (defined over Fq). Take a set 

{P i , . . . ,Pn}cC(Fg) \Supp( I>). . 

(Usuallyy we take the whole set C(¥q) \ Supp(D)). Now consider a linear mapping 

evev : C{D) —>  F£ 
ƒƒ —• (f(P^...J(Pn)) 

Definitio nn 47 The image of C{D) in F£ under the mapping ev is called the Goppa code 
(associated(associated to the curve C, the divisor D and the points {Pi}. 
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Lett us further restrict to the case where deg(-D) < n. This implies that ev is an injective 
mapping.. Indeed, its kernel is £(D — P\ — . .. — Pn), which is zero. Thus the dimension 
A:: of our Goppa code is equal to 1(D), and by Riemann-Roch theorem we get 

kk < deg(D) + 1- g. 

Noww let us estimate the minimum distance. If ev(f) is a word of weight d ^ 0, then 
ƒƒ is a nontrivial function vanishing on n — d points, or, in other words, after possible 
renumbering,, ƒ lies in C(D — P\ — . .. - Pn-d)- Therefore we get 

deg(D)) >n-d. 

Usingg the previous estimate, we see that 

k+d>nk+d>n + l-g, 

andd together with Singleton bound we obtain 

11 g k d 1 
ll  + - - - < - + - < l + - . 

nn n n n n 

Thiss estimate tells us that for this particular construction, it would be useful to have 
thee ratio g/n as small as possible - then relative minimum distance and information rate 
wil ll  both be high. This was one of the original motivations for looking for curves with 
manyy points. 

Notee that in the Extended Goppa's construction (see [OS] and references therein) one 
usess not only rational points but also places of higher degree. This is a relatively new 
construction,, but it shows that even curves with relatively few rational points can be used 
forr construction of codes possessing good properties. 
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77 Art in-Schreier coverings with many rational points 
Inn this section we define Artin-Schreier coverings of curves and mention their main prop-
erties.. Further, in section 7.8, we will see how to construct Artin-Schreier coverings with 
manyy rational points, and how such coverings are related to certain trace codes. 

Wee begin with a curve C over ¥q with q = pe, where p is prime, and we denote 
KK :=  Wq(C). An Artin-Schreier covering C' of C is, by definition, an abelian covering of 
degreee p. This means that Fg(C") is a Z/pZ - extension of K and not a constant field 
extension.. By Artin-Schreier theory (see [Lang]) we get that such an extension can always 
bee obtained by adjoining to K an element y, satisfying 

VVpp ~y = ƒ > where ƒ G K. 

(heree the generator of the Galois group acts by y i—> y + 1). 
Lett us define an Artin-Schreier operator p, acting on all our fields, by 

p:h\p:h\——>h>hpp -h. 

Thee covering of C defined by an equation py = ƒ with f € K will from now on be 
denotedd by Cf. Note that what is given is a relative affine equation, that is, if U C C 
iss an open affine subset where ƒ takes finite values, then this equation defines an affine 
curvee in A1 x U, and Cf itself is a smooth complete model of this affine curve. 

Observee that for any h € K, the equations py = ƒ and py = ƒ + ph define birationally 
isomorphicc coverings (i.e., the same field extension), since the substitution y \-ï y + h 
transformss one equation into another. This means that the isomorphism class of the 
coveringg depends only on the class ƒ + pK e K/pK. In particular, if ƒ + pK contains a 
nonzeroo constant not in pK, then the equation py = ƒ gives a constant field extension of 
K,K, which is the case we would like to exclude. It turns out that this is the only restriction: 

Propositionn 48 ([Sti] ) If ƒ € K \ (pK + Fq), then the equation py = ƒ defines an 
Artin-SchreierArtin-Schreier covering of C'. 

Next,, we would like to determine the genus and number of points of an Artin-Schreier 
covering.. To compute the genus using the Hurwitz formula, we need to find the degree of 
thee ramification divisor (or the different, in the language of algebraic function fields). 

Roughlyy speaking, the covering py = ƒ is ramified over points at which ƒ has a pole. 
Wee must take into account, however, that it may be possible that ƒ lies in the same pK-
cosett as a function without a pole, or as one with a pole of lower degree. More precisely, 
forr any place Q of C and any ƒ € K we define the reduced valuation of f at Q by 

v*v*QQ(f)(f) :=  sup{vQ{f + ph)\h 6 K}. 

Thiss number can be a non-positive integer or +oo. It is easy to show that if ƒ has a 
polee of order coprime to p at Q, then Vq(f) — VQ(f), and, on the other hand, if Vg(f) 
iss negative, then it is coprime to p. The reduced valuation indicates the input of a given 
placee into ramification: 
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Propos i t ionn 49 ([Sti] ) Let TT : Cf —> C be an Artin-Schreier covering given by py — ƒ'. 
ThisThis covering is ramified precisely at the places Q of C at which Vq(f) < 0; let Q' denote 
thethe unique place of Cf lying over Q. Then the ramification divisor of K IS given by 

RRff-.=-.=  J2 (p-ix-fgtn + w . 
Q:VQ:VQQ(f)<0 (f)<0 

TheThe genus of Cf can then be determined using Hurwitz formula: 

2g(C2g(Cff)) - 2 = p(2g(C) -2) + deg Rf. 

Example::  Take C to be a projective line over F2, and take ƒ — xs. The only possible 
ramificationn point is the point at infinity. Since ƒ -+- p(xi + x2 + x) = x, we have t ^ ( / ) = 
v<x,(x)v<x,(x) — — l i so R — 2 and g{Cf) = 0. 

Example::  Let C be the curve over F2 defined by z2 + z = x + 1/x (its genus is one), 
andd take ƒ = x. The only possible ramification in this case can occur at the point Q of C 
whichh lies over infinity on the x-line. The function ƒ has a pole of order 2, so reduction 
mustt be possible. Since the function f + p(z) = l/x is regular at Q, we see that I>Q(/) > 0. 
Thuss we have an unramified Artin-Schreier covering, and Cf has genus one. Note that 
1/x1/x has poles which x did not have. 

Iff  the base curve is the projective line, it is always possible to choose ƒ' 6 ƒ + pK 
suchh that for all places Q either v*Q(f) - Ü Q ( / ') or vq(f') > 0 (see section 7.4). The last 
example,, however, shows that in general we cannot choose such "minimal" ƒ'. This wil l 
bee discussed in more detail in section 7.4. 

7.11 Number of points on an Artin-Schreier covering. 

Too compute the number of points on the Artin-Schreier covering we need the following 
simplee fact (additive form of Hubert 's theorem 90): 

Lemmaa 50 An element b of ¥q (q — pe) can be represented as pa = ap — a for some 
aa 6 Fg if and only if Tr(6) = 0 (where Tr : ¥q —> Fp is the trace mapping from Wq to ¥p, 
defineddefined by Tr(&) := b + If + If"  + ... + \?*~x). 

Proof::  Since Tr and p are Fp-linear, we may consider the sequence of Fp-spaces 

00 • Fp - — H > ¥q —^-> ¥q —£-> Fp • 0. 

Sincee Tr f^) = Tr(b) for any b 6 F?, we have ker(Tr) C Im(p); equality follows by 
countingg dimensions (so the sequence is exact). • 

Wee can interpret this lemma as the criterion of existence of a solution of the equation 
yypp — y — f{Q) in F9 , with Q a rational point on the base curve. 

Lett us remark that if Vq{f) > 0, then for all h such that ƒ + ph is regular at Q, the 
valuee T r ( ( / + ph){Q)) is the same. Let us denote this value by T r ( ( / 4- pK){Q)). 
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Propositionn 51 Let Cf —> C be an Artvn-Schreier covering defined by an equation py = 
f,f, and take a rational point, Q € C(¥q). Then the number of rational points of Cf lying 
overover Q is equal to 

ff  1, if «$(ƒ) < 0, 
{{  P, if VQU) > ° and T r ( / + PK)(Q) = ° (then Q is totally split in Cf), 
{{  0, if vQ(f) > 0 and Tr() + pK){Q) # 0 (then Q is inert in Cf). 

Proof::  If Vn(f) < 0, then Q is totally ramified, hence the residue field extension degree 
iss 1. If Tr(/ + pK)(Q) — 0, we find an affine model of Cf in which there are p points over 
Q.Q. Similarly, if Tr(/ + pK)(Q) ^ 0 we see that all points lying over Q are defined over a 
properr extension (actually, of degree p) of ¥q.

Remark::  In fact, using the above lemma it is easy to see that if Vq(f) > 0, then 
Tr(fTr(f + pK){Q) = 0 if and only if vQ{f) = +oo. Indeed, we may represent f = f' + c + ph, 
wheree c is a constant and vQ(f) > 0; then v*Q(f') = +oo (since f' + pf' = f'p, etc.), and 
vvQQU)U) = +oo if and only if Tr(c) = 0. 

Sincee all rational points of Cf lie above rational points of C, this proposition allows us 
too compute the number of rational points on Cf. 

Example::  Take a curve y2 + y = x3+x over F4. If a € F4 is such that Q2 + Q + 1 = 0, then 
wee have: Tr(03 + 0) = 0, Tr(l3 + 1) = 0, Tr(a3 + a) = Tr(a2) = 1, and Tr(a6 + a2) = 1. 
Thiss means that there are two points over 0 and 1, none over a and a2, and one over oo, 
soo altogether this curve has 5 points. 

7.22 Fibre products of Artin-Schreier coverings. 

Noww we turn to fibre products of (two or more) Artin-Schreier coverings. A general 
definitionn of a fibre product can be found in [Har, II.3]. Note that the fibre product of 
twoo coverings is not always an irreducible curve: for example, a fibre product of an Artin-
Schreierr covering of a curve with itself has p irreducible components, each isomorphic to 
thee initial covering curve. We will further assume that all our fibre products are absolutely 
irreduciblee curves. Also, the fibre product of coverings by smooth curves is not always 
smooth,, so the curves we consider are normalizations of fibre products. This construction 
lookss somewhat simpler in the language of function fields: the fibre product is a curve 
correspondingg to the function field defined as the compositum of respective field extensions 
off  the field of functions on the base curve in a fixed algebraic closure. 

Supposee we are given Artin-Schreier coverings 

PS/ii  = fu  , PVr = fr 

off  the curve C. Assume that the fibre product of these coverings is absolutely irreducible; 
itt is then a curve which corresponds to the function field obtained by adjoining to K :— 
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F9(C)) the functions yl,...,yr. If we take A i , . . . , Ar € Fp, then this function field wil l 
alsoo contain y = Y^^iVi, satisfying the equation py = Yl^ifi- So / , 's may be replaced 
withh their nondegenerate Fp-linear combinations, and the fibre product is determined by 
thee Fp-vector space V = ( / l s . . . , fT)Fp c K. It is clear that if Vi + pK = V2 + pK: 

thenn these spaces produce the same fibre product. Hence the fibre product depends in 
ann invariant way on V + pK. However, we wil l always make a choice of V to keep our 
objectss finite when possible. 

Lett us see when the space V is suitable for constructing a fibre product: 

Cla i mm 52 If the ¥p-subspace V C K has zero intersection with ¥Q + pK, then, for any 
basisbasis {fi,... , fr} of V, the equations py{ = / 1 : . . . ,pyr = fr define a Galois covering of 
C,C, with Galois group (Z/pZ)r. 

Proof::  That K(p~1V)/K is a (Z/pZ)r-extension follows from standard Artin-Schreier 
theoryy (see e.g. [Lang]). It remains to verify that the constant field remains the same, 
whichh is left as an exercise to the reader. • 

Artin-Schreierr theory also tells us, as a converse to this claim, that any (Z/pZ)7"-
coveringg can be obtained by such construction. Such coverings will also be called Artin-
Schreierr coverings, and denoted by Cy. 

Lett Cv be a Artin-Schreier covering of C corresponding to V C K. For a fixed point 
rationall point Q of C, denote 

V Q : = { / € V | V J ( / ) > 0 } , , 

andd put VQ := {ƒ G V 0 | T r ( ( / + pK){Q)) = 0}. Then VQ and VQ are Fp-subspaces of 
K.K. Let rQ and fQ denote their respective dimensions. Clearly we have either fq — rQ or 
ffQQ = rQ- 1. 

Propos i t i onn 53 If VQ  ̂ VQ, then there are no rational points of Cy lying over Q. 
Otherwise,Otherwise, the number of rational points of Cy which lie over Q is equal to pTQ. 

Proof::  We represent the covering Cy -> C as a sequence of coverings 

CyCy —>  CVQ —>  CVQ — • C. 

Onee easily checks that Q is totally split in CVQ, and each point of CyQ lying over Q is 

totallyy ramified in Cy\ if VQ ^ VQ, then the residue field extension occurs in the covering 

CyCyQQ —> CVQ . (Another way of saying this is that CyQ and Cv correspond to inertia and 

decompositionn fields of Q, respectively). This gives the desired result. • 

Inn particular, if VQ = V, then there are pr points over Q, so Q is completely split; if 
VQVQ = 0, then there is just one point over Q, so Q is totally ramified. 

Denotee by S the set of rational points Q of C at which VQ = VQ. Then we have : 

#cv(F,)) = £y*. 
Qes Qes 
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Lett Cf be the covering of the curve C defined by the equation py — ƒ, and let rv, 17 
andd r be the traces of Frobenius acting on Jacobians of Cy, Cf and C, respectively. Note 
thatt for any A G Ft, Cf is isomorphic to C\f, so in particular rXf — Tf. Let P(V) be the 
completee set of representatives of V \ {0}  modulo equivalence, where two elements ƒ, ƒ' 
off  V \ {0}  are called equivalent if ƒ' = \f for some A e i J. 

Claimm 54 We have 

feV(v) feV(v) 

Proof::  We will prove the equivalent identity: (p - 1)(TV — r) = ^/gv\{o}  (Tf ~~ T)- ^ e 

have e 

EE (Tf-T)= E (#C(Fg) - #C/0Fff)) = 
/€ \̂{o>> /ev\{o} 

== (P
r - I)#C(F,) - E E (number °f p°int s °f cf °ver Q) 

Qec(wQec(wqq)) fev\{o} 

Now,, using Proposition 53 we see that 

YY (number of points of Cf (F9) over P) = (pT-prp)+(pfp-l>P = (pr-p)+(pfp+l-prp) 
f£V\{0} f£V\{0} 

soo the right-hand side of our expression becomes 

{tf{tf  - l)#C(Fg) - (tf - p)#C(Fg) - (p - 1) E Pr° = (P " l)(#C(Fff ) - #Cv(F,)) 

whichh is equal to (p - l)(rv - r0). • 

Lett us denote by Pf the Prym variety of the covering Cf —• C (which is, by definition, 
thee connected component of the kernel of the induced norm mapping on jacobians Nf : 
Jac(C/)) —>  Jac(C)). Then the trace of Frobenius on Pf is equal to Tf — T (this is easy to 
see,, for example, if one looks at Tate modules of these jacobians). So if we define 

JJ := Jac(C) x Yl Ph 
f€P(V) f€P(V) 

then,, by the last proposition, the trace of Frobenius on J is the same as the trace of 
Frobeniuss on Jac(CV). 

Noww remark that we can proceed with the same reasoning if instead of Frobenius 
relativee to Wq we take its power (which is the Frobenius morphism relative to a finite 
extensionn of F9). Thus the traces of all powers of the Frobenius morphism on J and 
Jac(CV)) are equal. But the theorem of Tate (see [Tate]) claims that this is only possible 
whenn these abelian varieties are FQ-isogenous. We obtained 
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Propositionn 55 There is an isogeny relation 

Jac(CV)) ~ Jac(C) x JJ Pf. 
/GP(V) ) 

InIn particular, for the genus of Cy we have: 

g(Cv)=g(C)+g(Cv)=g(C)+ £ (g(Cf) - g(Q). 

Lett us also demonstrate another proof, using the theorem of Kani and Rosen (Theorem 
23),, which does not rely on the properties of finite fields. 

Propositionn 56 Take the group G ^ {1/p1)r, and let Hi (i = 1, . .. , {pr - l)/(p - l)) 
bebe its maximal proper subgroups. Then (using notations of Theorem 23) we have 

pprr-p-p ^ 

i i 

Proof::  This is a simple calculation. First we check that the unity element occurs with 
thee same coefficient in both sides. Now take 7 € G, 7 # 1. To have equality of coefficients 
wee must have 

PPrr — P 1 

andd it is easy to check that indeed exactly (p7""1 - l)/(p - 1) of these subgroups contain 
77 (this is a linear algebra question over Fp) • . 

Corollar yy 57 There is an isogeny 

Jac(CV)) x J a c f C ) ^ ^ JJ 3ac(Cf) 
f€P(V) f€P(V) 

Proof::  This follows from Theorem 23. Indeed, Gal(CV/C0) = C, and Galois theory 
providess an identification between C/Ht and Cf for ƒ e F(V). • 

Factoringg out the second factor on the left from the last identity, we obtain precisely 
thee isogeny the existence of which is stated in Proposition 55. 

Inn many of the examples we will deal with the base curve C being the projective line, 
andd then the decomposition looks simpler: 

Jac(CV)) - U/env) Jac(C ;) 
9(C9(CVV)) = EfenV)9(Cf). 
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7.33 Generalized Hamming Weights of codes and number of 
pointss on Artin-Schreier coverings 

Forr any subset W C F" we define its support as 

Suppp W :— {i\l  < i < n and there exists w & W with Wi  ̂ 0}, 

andd define the weight of W as wt(W) :=  # Supp W. 

Inn case W is a code, one may then define Generalized Hamming Weights 

di{W)di{W) := m\n{wt{U)\U C W is a code of dimension I}. 

Naturally,, di(W) is simply the minimum distance of W. 
Considerr a curve C over the field ¥q. Put K := ¥q(C), and take an Fp-subspace 

VV C K of finite dimension r. Above we saw that if V D (pK + ¥q) = 0, then V defines 
ann Artin-Schreier covering Cy —> C. 

Now,, take the set S := {Q € C^F^)!?;^/) > 0 for any ƒ 6 V}, and assume it is not 
empty.. Say, S — {Qi,... ,Qn};  consider an Fp-linear mapping 

S:VS:V —y ¥; 
ff  ^ (r

n)). 

Inn the sequel we will assume that £ is injective. In practice this is most often the case. 
Indeed,, we like Cy to have many rational points, hence we usually choose C to have many 
pointss as well, and to keep the genus not too high, we consider spaces V of relatively small 
dimension. . 

Thee connection with coding theory is established by the following 

Propositionn 58 If the subspace V c K does not intersect pK + ¥q, then the mapping 
SS establishes a bijection: { Artin-Schreier coverings Cu with U C V} —> { subcodes of 
£(V)}.£(V)}. For the number of points we have: 

#Cu{¥#Cu{¥qq)) = pdimU  (n - wt{£{U)) + #{  points over C{¥q) \ S}. 

Proof::  The correspondence U f-» Cu is one-to-one, since V C\ (pK + ¥q) — 0, and the 
correspondencecorrespondence U H->• £{U) is one-to-one because £ is injective. The fact about the number 
off points follows from Proposition 53. • 

Thiss connection can be exploited in two ways. First, one can obtain information 
(bounds,, distribution) on the (generalized) Hamming weights of words in a given code, 
exploitingg facts about the number of points on Artin-Schreier coverings. This is the 
approachh taken, for example, in [Sti], [Lac]. On the other hand, by selecting subcodes of 
E{V)E{V) with low weights, we can find curves which have many points. This approach was 
developedd by van der Geer and van der Vlugt ([GV1]-[GV7]); the approach we take here 
iss similar in spirit, i.e. all our constructions can be interpreted in coding-theoretic terms. 
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Notee that to determine the precise number of points on the curve, and the genus of the 
curve,, we need additional information about the space U. 

Givenn a code F c l ^ , one can define the code 

Tr(V)) := {(Tr(ui),.. . , Tr(vn))\(vu . .. , vn) € V] C 1J 

(where,, as usual, Tr is the trace from ¥Q to Fp). Many important codes, such as Melas 
codes,, Reed-Muller codes and duals of BCH codes, can be realized as trace codes. 

Thee mapping £ introduced above is obviously the composition of the trace map and 
thee map ev which was employed in section 6.2, provided that the subspace V C K is 
off  the form C(D) for some divisor D. This is often the case in practice, hence we can 
usee information on Artin-Schreier coverings to investigate trace codes of Goppa codes, or 
propertiess of Goppa codes to investigate curves. 

7.44 Spaces of Artin-Schreier coverings with bounded ramifica-
tion n 

Too apply our knowledge of Artin-Schreier coverings to our main question, we would like to 
knoww how to find such Fp-subspaces V C K that the curve Cy has many rational points. 
Amongg the variety of methods to obtain such Vs we now focus on one method, called 
thee method of linear equations, after [GV7]. The constructions of the present section will 
alloww us to improve on the original method of [GV7]. The method itself will be explained 
beloww in section 7.8. 

Definitio nn 59 For an effective divisor D on C defined over¥q, define 

M(D)M(D) :=  {ƒ £ K\ v*Q{f) + vQ(D) > 0 for all places Q of C}. 

Lett us list the basic properties of this object. (From now on we will consider additive 
subgroupss of fields in characteristic p as vector spaces over Fp.) 

Propositionn 60 For any effective divisor D, the following properties hold: 

1.1. The set A4(D) is an additive subspace of K. In general, it is not invariant with 
respectrespect to multiplication by elements of¥q. 

2.2. We have pK C Ai{D). In particular, M{D) has infinite dimension over¥p. 

3.3. For any additive subspace V C K, the quotient (V C\M(D))/(V 0 pK) is naturally 
isomorphicisomorphic to a subgroup of Ai(D)/pK 

4.4. IfM{D) cV + pK, thenM{D)  ̂ (VnM{D)) + pK 

5.5. IfM(D) CV + pK, then {V nM{D))/{V n pK) ^ M{D)jpK 
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Proof::  The first two assertions are obvious. For assertion (3), consider the composition 

VV C\ M(D)  ̂ M(D)  ̂ M(D)/pK. 

-- its kernel is exactly VDpK. Assertion (4): if ƒ = v + ph with v e V, then v e VnAi(D) 
andd we are done. Finally, assertion (5) follows from assertion (4) by the isomorphism 
theorem.. • 

Recalll that, by definition, for a divisor D on C defined over ¥q, the ¥q-space C(D) is 
definedd as 

C{D)C{D) :=  {ƒ e K\ vQ(f) + vQ(D) > 0 for all places Q of C}, 

andd 1(D) usually denotes the dimension of C(D) over ¥q. 

Corollar yy 61 For an effective divisor D, there is a natural embedding 

C(D)/(C(D)C(D)/(C(D) n pK)  ̂ M{D)/pK. (2) 

IfIf  we take the divisor 

P/P]:=£M^)/P]-G , , 
Q Q 

(where(where [•] denotes the integer part) then 

C(D)C(D) nPK = pC([D/p]) 

hence hence 
dimFpp M(D)/pK > e (1(D) - l([D/p]))  + 1. 

wherewhere e is such that q — pe. 

Proof::  The first assertion follows from the previous proposition and the fact that C(D) c 
M(D).M(D). The second assertion holds since if VQ(}) < 0 then vQ(pf) = pvq(f). Now, the 
dimensionn of C([D/p\) over Fp equals e-l([D/p])  -dimker(p), and ker(p) = ¥p. Therefore 

dimFpp C(D)/(C(D) n pK) = e(l(D) - l([D/p]))  + 1 

andd the dimension of M(D)/pK is bigger or equal than this number. This formula was 
firstt deduced by van der Vlugt, [vdV]. • 

Wee would like to answer the following questions: 

•• What is the dimension, over Fp, of M(D)/pKl The answer to this question will 
givee us information on how many different (non-isomorphic) Artin-Schreier cover
ingss with ramification bounded by D there are, once we take into account the / ' s 
whichh give constant field extensions. In particular, we may ask: is (2) always an 
isomorphism?? (The answer is negative). When not, how large is the cokernel? 
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•• If (2) is not an isomorphism - how do we find spaces V such that (VC\M(D))/(V n 
pK)pK) = M(D)/pK? (This is needed for practical computations). 

Inn the next two sections we will answer both questions. It turns out that the cokernel 
off (2) has a cohomological interpretation - as a subspace of elements fixed by Frobenius 
morphismm on Hl(C, Oc{[D/p])). 

Too show that (2) is not always an isomorphism, it is sufficient to present an example 
off an unramified Artin-Schreier covering (that will show that M(0)/pK contains non-
constantt elements, whereas £(0) — Wq). Such coverings were initially studied by Hasse 
andd Wit t in 1936 ([HW]); see also Stöhr and Viana ([SVi]) for an alternative exposition. 
Onee way to produce an example is to take an ordinary elliptic curve E; factorization by 
thee subgroup of its points of order p is an unramified covering. A specific example with 
equationss can be found after Proposition 49. 

Lett us remark on one more specific case: 

Propos i t ionn 62 If C has genus zero, then (2) is an isomorphism. 

Proof::  Suppose vQ(f) < vQ(f) < 0. Then vq{f) is divisible by p, and we can find a 
functionn h E K such that it has no poles except Q, and vQ(f - ph) > vQ(f). We replace 
ƒƒ by f — ph. Repeating this process we obtain f E C(D). • 

7.55 Construction of M (D) 

Wee begin with a simple lemma. 

Lemmaa 63 Let QQ be a fixed place of K. For any ƒ € K there exists such h G K that 
forfor every place Q^QQ, either vQ(f - ph) > 0, or vQ(f - ph) = v*Q(f). 

Proof::  Let {Qo,Qi , - - - ,QM} be the set containing all poles of ƒ. Then there exist 
hi,...hi,... ,hM such that vQi(f—phi) = Vq.(f) or VQ^f—phi) > 0, and by the Strong Approx
imationn Theorem, we can find an element h € K whose poles are among Q0, Q i , . . . , QM, 
andd such that vq^h-hi) > 0 (i — 1 , . . . , M). Then also vQi{ph-phi) > 0, which implies 
VQVQtt(f(f - ph) > vQi(f -ph,), and hence vQi{f - ph) = vQ.{f) or vQi(f - ph) > 0. • 

Lett Q be a place on the curve C. Recall that a positive integer n is called a Weierstrass 
gapgap at Q if 

jC(nQ)=C((n-l)Q) jC(nQ)=C((n-l)Q) 

(inn other words, if there doesn't exist a function on the curve which is regular outside 
QQ and has a pole of order n at Q). From Riemann-Roch theorem we see that if Q is a 
rationall point (place of degree one), then the number of gaps is equal to the genus of the 
curve. . 
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Propositionn 64 Let C be a curve of positive genus over ¥q, and let D be an effective 
divisordivisor on C defined over ¥q. Let Qo be a rational point on C (we assume that C has at 
leastleast one rational point), and let I be the largest Weierstrass gap at Q0. Define 

D:D:==  Y  ̂ vQ{D)-Q + max(vQo{D),p-l)-Qo. 
C?eSupp(D)\{Qo} } 

ThenThen for any ƒ € M{D), the set ƒ + pK has a representative in C(D). 

Proof::  If ƒ e M{D), then by previous lemma we may suppose that at all poles of ƒ 
differentt from Qo, t n e Po l e order is prime to p, and therefore is equal to the reduced 
valuation. . 

Supposee that at Q0, the function ƒ has expansion ƒ = Y^°-N C^> w n e re N i s positive, 
tistis a local parameter at Q0, the coefficients a e ¥q for all i > -N and c N̂  ̂ 0. We claim 
thatt if N > max(t/Q0(D),p-J), then ƒ can be reduced to a lower pole order without affecting 
thee orders of other poles. Indeed, if N is prime to p, then v*Qo(f) = -N < vQo(D), which 
iss impossible since ƒ E M{D). Therefore N = pn for some integer n. Note that since 
NN > p - /, we have n > I, hence n is not a gap at Q0. 

Now,, take a function h £ K which is regular outside Q0, and has pole of order n at 
QoQo (this is possible since n is not a gap). Suppose h has expansion h = 5]jJ^n M*  a t Qo, 
withh b-n e ¥q. Consider the function h' :— (h  c^ /6_n) G K. Since n > 0, we have the 
expansion n 

ph'ph' — C-xt~N + (higher order terms), 
whichh means that ƒ - ph' has lower pole order than ƒ at Q0. Proceeding this way, in a 
finitee number of steps we reach a function f € C(D). • 

Corollar yy 65 Assumptions and notations as above. For any D > 0, 

M{D)/M{D)/ PPKK <*  (C(D) n M(D))/pC([D/p]). 

Thee practical significance of this Corollary is that on the right-hand side there are 
finitee dimensional spaces. We would like to find an explicit basis for M{D)/pK. To 
computee the bases of C(D) and C(D), we use Gaetan Haché's package PAFF for AXIOM 
([Hachél,, Haché2]). Now, we have inclusions 

C(D)C(D) D £{D) nM{D)D C(D) DpK = pC([D/p]). 

Lett us see how to define the first inclusion by equations. 

Lemmaa 66 Given f € K and a rational point Qo on the curve C. Fix a local parameter 
tt at Qo, and suppose the expansion of f at Q is f = J2t^-oocJl>  w^ere ci  e ^g for °^ 
ii  and of course only finitely many Ci with negative i are nonzero. Then f -\- pK has a 
representativerepresentative whose expansion at Q is 

(Positive(Positive powers oft) + J  ̂ (c~™ + c-£« + c-ï*m + • • • ) r™ 
(m,p)) = l, m>0 

(note(note that for every m > 0 prime to p, the sum written above is actually finite). 
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Proof::  Suppose we find a nonzero term c_pimt~plrn in the expansion of ƒ, where m is 
positivee and prime to p and / > 0. By the Approximation theorem there exists a function 
hh € K with expansion 

i i 

hh — (positive powers of t) + Y^ <?_ \mt~p ~lm. 
i=i i=i 

Thenn ph = c_ptmt~p'm - cZ m̂t~m + (positive powers of t), and we replace ƒ with ƒ - ph. 
Afterr a finite number of steps we obtain a new ƒ which has the desired expansion. • 

Corollar yy 67 Notations as above. For an integer UQ > 0, we have Vg(f) > -nQ if and 
onlyonly if for every m coprime to p with m > UQ we have 

( c_ mm + c i / ; m + c
1_/;2

2
m + . . . ) = o. (3) 

Notee that the conditions written out in this corollary are just Fp-linear equations on 
thee space C(D). So the algorithm for finding the basis of M{D)/pK is: find bases 
off C(D) and C([D/p]), apply p to the second one. Write out equations for inclusion 
C(D)C(D) D C(D) HM{D), solve them, and find a complement to pC([D/p}). 

Lett us also remark that it follows from Proposition 64 that if / is the largest Weierstrass 
gapp at the rational point Q, and n > p  I, then M(nQ)/pK = C(nQ)/(C(nQ) n pK). 
Thiss can be viewed as a special consequence of the Theorem 70 below: the divisor [nQ/p] 
iss nonspecial if and only if n > p  I. 

7.66 Interpretat ion of the cokernel 

Takee all notation from previous sections. Take a divisor D > 0 on C, defined over F9, 
andd a divisor G > 0 such that the support of G contains the support of D. Let us denote 
thee places in the support of G by Qu... ,QS\ then D = Y,*=i  "*&» where all nt are 
nonnegative,, possibly zero. 

Lett us denote by O = öc the structure sheaf on C. Take a sufficiently large integer 
N,N, and consider an exact sequence of sheaves of C-modules on C : 

00 —• 0{D) —• 0{NG) —+ 0{NG)/0{D) —• 0. 

Heree 0(D) and O(NG) are the usual locally free sheaves of rank 1 associated to 
divisors.. Denote the canonical divisor on the curve C by K. Since N was chosen large, 
wee may assume that deg(x - NG) < 0 and hence H°(C, 0{K - NG)) = 0. By the Serre 
dualityy this means that Hl{C, O(NG)) — 0, therefore we have the exact sequence 

00 —• tf°(C, 0{D)) —> H°(C, 0{NG)) —• H°(C, 0(NG)/0(D)) —• H\C, 0{D)) —• 0. 

Considerr the sheaf O(ooG) consisting of functions which have all their poles (of any 
order)) in the support of G. The sheaf 0(ooG)/0(D) is a skyscraper sheaf (that is, any 
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openn set U has a finite subset F of points such that the restriction of sections from U to 
UU \ F is zero), which implies that 

s s 

H°(CMooG)/0(D))H°(CMooG)/0(D)) = @K/0(D)Qi, 

wheree Ö(D)Q{ is simply the group of functions for which Vq{f) > —rii. Let us denote 
K/ö{D)qK/ö{D)qii by TQ^U^. One may think of this group as a group of power series: 

- r i i - l l 

j=—j=—cx> cx> 

wheree q̂(Q) is the residue field of Q. 
Lookingg at embeddings 

H°(C,H°(C, O(NG))  ̂ H°(C, 0((N + 1)G)) - + . . . -+ H°(C, O(ooG)) 

H°(C,H°(C, 0{NG)/0(D)) -+ H°{C, 0{(N + \)G)/0{D)) - • . . .<-> H°(C, 0{ooG)/0(D)), 

itt is easy to show that, passing to the limit N —y oo in the above diagram, we get the 
followingg exact sequence: 

s s 

00 —• C{D) —• £(ooG) -  ̂ Q)TQi(ni) A Hl(C, 0{D)) —» 0. (4) 

Noww let us consider two such sequences, for D — YH=\ ̂ iQt a nd [D/p]  = Yli=i  niQi-> 
withh [Ni/p]  = n% > 0. Stacking two sequences of the type above we get a commutative 
diagramm of Fp-spaces: 

00 y C([D/p]) > £(ooG) - ^ & i=1TQi{m) - * - • Hl(C,0([D/p})) > 0 

VV V V V 
00 y C[D) y C(ooG) —1-> 0 I = 1 T O i ( ^ ) —*-+ Hl(C,0(D)) y 0. 

(5) ) 

Suchh a diagram can be written down for any pair of divisors D', D satisfying pD' < D; 
however,, in our case we get a useful additional property: 

Propositionn 68 In the diagram (5), the column p : ®*=17Qi(n*) —¥ ^\=lTQi(Nt) is 
injective. injective. 

Proof::  It is sufficient to prove that p : TQ^U^) —¥ TQ^NJ) is injective. Consider p : K —> 
K:K:  we must prove that p~lO(D)Qi = 0([D/p])Qi, or, in other words, that vQi(pf) > -Nt 

impliess VQ^J) > —[Ni/p]. But this is clear since either ƒ is regular at Qi or VQ.(pf) — 

pvpvQiQi(f)-(f)-
Thee connection with spaces A4(D) is as follows. 
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Propositionn 69 Given ƒ € C(ocG), it lies in M{D) if and only if 

s s 

e(/)€lm(p)C@rQ,W) ) 

Proof::  Indeed, ƒ G M{D) if and only if there exist hu... ,h$ such that i'Qr{f - ph%) > 
—rii,—rii, that is, ƒ — phi E Ö(D)qt. • 

Givenn this criterion, we can define the mapping 

77 : C(ooG) nM{D) —• Hl{C, 0{[D/p\)) 

byy the rule 
77 := <5p_1£. 

Wee claim that 
ker(7)) = C{D) + pC{ooG). 

Lett us show that the inclusion "C " holds. If ëp~le(h) = 0, then there exists ƒ E 
C(ooG)C(ooG) such that p~1e(h) = £•(ƒ), and hence h E pf + C{D). The other inclusion is 
trivial. . 

Notee that p£(ocG) — £(ooG) fl pK. Thus we have an exact sequence 

00 —• £(£>) + £{ooG) r\pK —• £(ooG) n X{£>) —• / / ^C , C?([D/p])), 

inn which we would like to factor out C(ooG) H pK. Let us first remark that 

(£(ooG)) n -M(£>)) / {£{ooG) n p/f) ^ M(D)/pK. 

(thiss follows from Propositions 60 and 64). Putting all this together, we get 

Theoremm 70 There is an exact sequence 

00 > £{D)/(£(D)nPK) y M(D)/pK —  ̂ Hl(C,0([D/p])) - ? - > Hl(C,Q(D)). 

Proof::  By the isomorphism theorem, 

(£(D)(£(D) + £(ooG) n pK)/{C{ocG) n ptf) ^ £{D)/{£{D) n pK). 

Itt remains to prove that Im(7) = ker(p). The proof of this is just chasing arrows 
throughh the diagram (5). • 

Corollar yy 71 Suppose the divisor [D/p]  is nonspecial (that is, £{>c — [D/p])  = 0). Then 
£(D)/(£(D)f]pK)£(D)/(£(D)f]pK) = M{D)/pK (in other words, the embedding (2) is an isomorphism). 

Proof::  By the Serre duality, [D/p]  is nonspecial if and only if Hl{C, O {[D/p]))  = 0. • 
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7.77 Aside: unramified coverings and Hasse-Witt matrices 

Inn this section we take D = 0 (unramified coverings), and show that in this case our 
methodd of construction of unramified coverings is essentially the same as the methods 
off  Hasse-Witt and Stöhr-Viana (which correspond to two different choices of bases for 
HHll{C,ö)).{C,ö)). In particular, the equations (3) can be reformulated in terms of the Hasse-
Wittt matrix. 

Propositionn 72 • (Stöhr- Viana construction) Let Q be a rational point on the curve 
CC with Weierstrass gaps li  < ... < lg. Consider the exact sequence (4) for D = 0 
andand G — Q: 

00 —• £(0) —> £{ocQ) -1+ TQ{0) - ^ H\C, O) —> 0. 

TakeTake 771,... , ng £ TQ(0) such that rji  = t~li modi0 (where t is a fixed local parameter 
atat Q). Then {6(T}I), . . . , ö(ng)} is a basis for Hl{C, O). 

•• (Hasse-Witt construction) Let Q\,... ,Qg be distinct rational points on the curve 
CC in general position (that is, such that the divisor Qi + ... + Qg is nonspecial). 
ConsiderConsider the exact sequence (4) for D = 0 and G = Q\ + .. .Qg: 
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00 —> C(0) —> C{ooQl + ... + ooQg) - ^ . 0T Q j {O) A H\C,O) —> 0. 

TakeTake %,... , ng € 0f=1 TQi (0) such that rji  = Sijtj1 mod t*j  (where t\,... , tg are fixed 
locallocal parameters at Qi,... , Qg). Then {S(r)i),... , S(rjg)} is a basis for Hl(C, O). 

Proof::  Since dimF(? H
l{C,Ö) — g, we only have to prove independence. In the first 

construction,, if £V Ci5(rji) = 0, then there exists ƒ £ CipoQ) such that e(f) — J2i c%n%> If 
suchh ƒ has a pole, its order is a gap, therefore ƒ is constant, so all Q = 0. In the second 
constructionn we would get ƒ £ £(ooQi + ... + ooQg) with e{f) = YliCtfii which implies 
thatt ƒ £ £(Qi + ... + Qg) = Fq, and again all a = 0. • 

Noww we construct the Hasse-Witt matrix. 

Propositionn 73 • (Stöhr-Viana construction) For any j £ {1 , . . . ,g} such that plj 
isis not a gap at Q there exists a function Xj £ C(ooQ) such that VQ(XJ) = —plj and 

9 9 

£(xj)£(xj) =jf j-^aijr) i 

»=i i 

forfor some numbers a  ̂ £ F9, which are uniquely determined by the choice of Q and a 
locallocal parameter t. 
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•• (Hasse-Witt construction) For any j € {\.... ,g\ there exists a function x} € 
C{ooQiC{ooQi + ... + ooQg) such that 

g g 

forfor some numbers al3 € ¥q, which are uniquely determined by the choice of 
Qi , . . .. , Qg and local parameters t[,... :tg. 

Proof::  In the first case, we begin by taking Xj € C(pljQ) \ C((plj - 1)Q) (it exists since 
pljplj  is not a gap). If xy = t~pl:>  + cnt~

n - Y t̂ <Hj  t~li  m°d t° with cn ^ 0 and n not a gap, 
thenn we take h E C{nQ)\C{(n-\)Q), and put xf] := xf]-cnh/b (where h = bt~n + ...). 
InIn a finite number of steps we reach an expression of the right form. 

Inn the second case, we begin with x, 6 C{Q\ + ... + pQj + ... + Qg) \ C(Qi + ... + 
(p(p — l)Qj + . . . Qg) (which exists since Qi + .., + Q9 is nonspecial, and so are all divisors 
greaterr than it). The reduction to the right form is similar to the first case. • 

InIn the first (Stöhr-Viana) basis, let us define the remaining a^: if plj — ln, put 

__ ƒ 0 if i^n. 
ülJülJ '~\ 1 if i = n. 

Propositionn 74 The Frobenius morphism F : Hl(C,ö) —> Hl(C,0) is given, in the 
basisbasis {6 (%),... ,#(%)}, by 
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F(cF(cuu...... ,cg) = ( ^ a ! j c 5 , . . . , ^ a 9 J c p . 

(in(in both constructions of the basis). 

Proof::  In the first construction when plj is a non-gap, and in the second construction, we 
havee F(cj6(rjj)) = ö(cjrfj) = 6{cP

3rr°  — c^e{xj)) = J^i^j^iVi)- If m the first construction 
pljplj  = In-, then X)*ayc>T7* = tfVn = tfrfj-  By linearity we get the desired expression. • 

Noww we describe how these constructions yield the explicit unramified coverings. In the 
firstt construction, let us denote by V the summation over such j ' s that 1 < j < g and 
pljplj  is a non-gap, and by V the summation on the remaining j ' s (such that 1 < j < g). 

Inn the second construction, V . will denote summation over all j such that 1 < j < g, 

andd 2J • will denote empty summation, equal to 0. 

Propositionn 75 Given (c l 5 . . . ,c9) e 1^ \ {0} such that Yl9j=i  aij^  = ci for a  ̂ i suc^ 
thatthat 1 > i < g. Then 
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andd for any d G Fq, the equation 

pypy = Y fyi + d 

j j 

definesdefines an unramified Artin-Schreier covering ofC. Two such coverings (with d\,d2 G ¥q) 
areare isomorphic over¥q if and only ifTr^/^(di —d2) = 0, and are always isomorphic over 
thethe algebraic closure of ¥q. Conversely, for any unramified Artin-Schreier covering of C 
defineddefined over ¥q there exist such Ci,... , cg, d G ¥q which give it in this way. 

Proof::  We have 

p(Yp(Y WJ) - e(Y2 fys) = Y °M - Y CM - Y <?M - Y ay ̂ )= 
33 3 3 3 3 i 

== Y tftf-Y Yavfy*-YWJ + YYavfyi = Yl'^M-Y a^) = °-
jj  j i j 3 i 3 i 

(thee last equality holds since Yi a^rji — rfj  for all j G Y

Now,, Proposition 69 asserts that Y! ^jxj + ^ n es m -M(0)i  a nd thus defines an 
unramifiedd covering. The statement about isomorphism of coverings follows since 
Tryy /F {d\ — d2) = 0 if and only if d2 = d\ + pb for some b G Fg; by extension of constants 
wee can make the trace zero, thus isomorphism over the algebraic closure. Conversely, if 
ann unramified covering is given by ƒ e M(0), by the Theorem 70, -y(f) G ker(p), and 
inn either of the two bases it has coordinates (Q) such that Yi a^c  ̂ = c;. Then we have 
7(7)) = l(Yl (^jxj)i  n e n ce ƒ a n^ Y ^jxj  c an onl y differ by a constant d.

Remark::  There is another (equivalent) way to define an element of Hl(C, Ö) correspond-
ingg to an unramified Artin-Schreier covering of C (see [SerreMX]). Namely, according to 
thee corollary to Lemme 4 in [SerreMX], if C' —> C is such a covering, then C' Xz/pz&a is 
aa fibre bundle over C with a structure group Ga, and such bundles are classified precisely 
byy Hl{C, Ö). In practice this can be done as follows. Let us say C' = Cf for f E K, and 
takee an open covering {C/J of C. Now, take ƒ, G ƒ + pK such that ft is regular on f/». 
Thiss means that ƒ; - f3 = phij, where h  ̂ is regular on U{ n Uj, and {hi},} define a (Cech) 
cocyclee of Ö on C. 

7.88 Method of linear equations 

Lett V c K be an Fp-subspace, such that V C\ pK = 0, and take a rational point Q of C 
suchh that Vn(f) > 0 for every ƒ G V. The mapping 
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ƒƒ —> Tr((f + pK)(Q)) 

iss Fp-linear, so 4>Q = 0 may be considered as a linear equation. 

Propositionn 76 Consider a nonempty set S C C(¥q), such that Vq{f) > 0 for every 
ƒƒ e V and Q G S, and let V$ C V be the space of solutions of the system of equations 
{4>Q{4>Q = 0, Q € S}. Then Vs D (pK + ¥q) = 0, and hence there is a well-defined covering 
CyCyss —> C. This covering is split completely in all points Q € S (and possibly in some 
otherother points as well). 

Proof::  Suppose there exists a nonzero element ƒ in Vs n (pK + ¥q), say, f — ph + c. 
Thenn for any Q € 5, Tr((/ + pK)(Q)) = Tr(c) = 0, which implies that c e pK. But then 
ƒƒ € pK = 0, contradiction. The rest follows from properties of Artin-Schreier coverings 
discussedd in section 7. • 

Thee above proposition describes the general linear equations method of constructing 
Artin-Schreierr coverings with many points. As a result of the method we consider the 
curvee CVS, and often also the curves Cy for various subspaces U C Vs. To apply the 
method,, one needs to: 

•• choose the base curve C, 

•• choose the space V, and 

•• choose the "splitting set" S. 

Forr chosen C and V, we would like to select S having relatively many points and such 
thatt the rank of the system of equations {0Q = 0, Q € S} in the dual space of V 
iss relatively low, so that many points are split and many nontrivial solutions exist. In 
generall we do not have an algorithm for a good choice of S; moreover, the number of 
pointss and rank do not always completely determine the genera of resulting curves. 

Onn the other hand, we can say something about which C's and which Vs are more 
likelyy to bring results than others. We would like to have V as large as possible (so that 
largee systems of linear equations will have solutions), while having the ramification (and 
hencee the genus) bounded. This leads us to the following choice: 

AsAs a space V we will  always take the direct complement to pK in JA{D), for some 
effectiveeffective divisor D. Thus the dimension ofV is equal to dim(M(D)/pK). 

Thee algorithm of constructing a finite-dimensional space W such that A4(D) = W+pK 
wass given in section 7.5. Clearly, if W is such a space, then the direct complement to 
WW n pK in W is precisely the direct complement to pK in M.{D). Thus we have an 
algorithmm for finding the basis of V. 
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Thee method of linear equations was originally introduced by van der Geer and van der 
Vlugtt in [GV7]. Their suggestion was, however, taking for V a direct complement in C(D) 
too C(D) H pK = pC([D/p}). Therefore our approach yields spaces of higher dimension 
(andd therefore potentially more curves with many points, and in general a better ratio of 
numberr of points to genus) with the same restrictions on ramification in all cases when 
thee mapping 

C(D)/(C(D)C(D)/(C(D) n pK)  ̂ M{D)/pK 

iss not surjective. From diagram 5 in section 7.6, we know that the cokernel of this em-
beddingg is precisely the kernel of Hl{C, 0{[D/p]))  - A H\C, O(D)). Now, it is straight-
forwardd to show that there is a commutative diagram 

00 > L • Hl{C,0) —£-• Hl{C,0) 

II I I 
00 — • M • HX{C,Ö{[DIP\))  —^-» Hl{C,0{D)) 

II I I 
00 0 0. 

Hencee if Hl(C,ö) - ^ Hl(C,ö) has small kernel, the above embedding will have small 
cokernel.. This means that to get large cokernel, and thus large dimension of V', it makes 
sensee to begin with a curve C for which Hl(C,ö) - ^ Hl(C,0) has large kernel. For 
example,, it makes sense to start with curves of large p-rank. This is not, however, a strict 
rule,, and we have examples when good curves are obtained as coverings of supersingular 
curves. . 

Thee method of linear equations produces a number of curves with many points, improv
ingg the best known results in quite a few places. Explicit computations were performed 
usingg the computer algebra packages MAPLE (in case the base curve is P1) and AXIOM 
(basee curves of any genus). If the base curve if P1, to find a basis of V it is sufficient to 
findd a basis of C(D) (see Corollary 62), which is elementary. For other base curves, we 
makee use of the PAFF package for AXIOM, as described in section 7.5. 

7.99 Examples 

Inn all the examples below, Qa denotes a point with .r-coordinate equal to a. 
Example::  Let us take as a base curve the projective line over F4, and take the divisor 
DD := 3Qoc + Qo- Then 

C(D)C(D) — (x3,a:2,x, 1, l/x)¥i = (x3, ax3, x2, ax2, x, ax, 1, a, l/x,a/x)F2, 

wheree a is an element of F4 with a2 + a + 1 =0 , and 

C(D)npKC(D)npK = pC{[D/2]) = (x2 + x,a2x2 + ax,l)v2. 
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Ass a direct complement we can take, for instance, the space 

VV — (x3,axi,x, ax, a, 1/x, a/x)f2 

Takee S :=  {Qi,Qa,Qa+i}-  The subspace Vs of functions ƒ € V with Tr(/(1)) = 
T r ( / ( a ))) = Tr ( / (a2) ) = 0 is 

VVss = {x+ 1/x, ax + a2/x,x3,a(x3 + 1)}F2-

Lett CVs be the Artin-Schreier covering corresponding to VS- Since Tr(a(03 + 1)) = 1, 
thee curve CVs has no F4-rational points over Q0; it has one point over Q^, and 16 
pointss over each of Qu Qa and Qa+i,  so altogether it has 49 points. Now, #F(VS) = 15, 
andd the genus of Cf (for ƒ e Vs) is equal to 2 unless ƒ G (x + 1/x, ax + a2/x)¥2 or 
ƒƒ € ( J3 , a(x3 + 1))F2, in which case C/ has genus 1. This means that the genus of CVs is 
99 x 2 + 3 x 1 + 3 x 1 = 24. So we get 

g(Cg(CVsVs)=)=  24 
# C ^ ( F4 )) = 49, 

Thee best previously known curve of genus 24 over F4 had 42 points, so our curve with 49 
pointss sets a new record (the upper bound, found by the Oesterlé algorithm, is 52) . 

Examp le::  Take the elliptic curve C : y3 + y = x2 over F9 as the base curve, and denote 
byy a an element of F9 with a2 + 1 = 0. Let D be the divisor AQ  ̂+ 4P1, where P1 

iss the point with affine coordinates (2,a + 2). Since C has 16 rational points, its trace 
off  Frobenius is equal to - 6 , hence it is a supersingular elliptic curve. This means that 
HHll{C,0){C,0)  ̂ Hl{C,0) is injective, hence C{D)/{C{D) n pK)  ̂ M{D)/pK. We can 
findd a basis of C(D), and hence of V, with the help of the PAFF package. 

Iff  we take S := C(F9) \ {Q^, Px), then we get Vs = (fi)Fs, where 

__ x2y + (2a + 2)x2 + 2xy +{a + l)x 

~~ (a + 2)x2 + ax + (2a + l)y 3 + ay2 + 1' 

Thee curve CVs then has genus 11 with 44 rational points, which is worse than the best 
knownn result with 55 rational points. 

Onn the other hand, if we take S := C(F9) \ {Q^, Pu P2} (where P2 is the point with 
coordinatess (0, Q ) ), then we get Vs =  ( / i , / 2 )F3 , where 

__ x2 + (a + 2)xy2 + (2a + l)x + y3 

h ~~ (a + 2)x2 + ax+ (2a + l)y3 + ay2 + 1' 

Inn that case the curve Cvs has 119 F9-rational points. Indeed, all f € Vs have non-
reduciblee poles at Pi and Q^, and at least 13 rational points are split (thus contributing 
99 rational points each). The solution space for this choice of S is strictly bigger than for 
thee previous choice of 5, hence the point P2 is not split. Now, all the curves Cf for f E Vs 
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havee genus 11, except for C/2 which has genus 9. This means that the genus of Cys is 
11 + (9 - 1) + 3 x (11 - 1) = 39, so we have 

g(Cg(CVsVs)) = 39 
#CVS(F9)) = 119, 

Thiss place in the table was empty, so we fil l it with this new result (the upper bound, 
foundd by Oesterlé algorithm, is 152). 

Example::  Take the curve of genus 2 over F27 defined by the equation y3 — y = — (x + l/x). 
Considerr the divisor D = 2Q00. Since C{D) = F27, we have dimF3 C(D)/pC([D/3}) = 1, 
soo the "standard" method of linear equations, as introduced in [GV7], is not applicable. 
Lett us construct a basis of V. It is easy to see that the biggest Weierstrass gap at Q  ̂ is 
2,, so we can put D :=  6Qoo, as in section 7.5. Now, we have 

C(D)C(D) = (l:x,xy,xy2,x2)F27, 

andd the basis over F3 of M{D)jpK comes out to be 

{a 2,, x, a i , a2x, x2 + xy, ax2 + axy, a2x2 + a2xy}. 

wheree a € F27 is such that a3 — a +1 = 0. Thus M(D)/pK has dimension 7. This agrees 
withh the exact sequence from Theorem 70: the space Hl(C, Ö) has dimension 2 (equal to 
genus)) over F2 7, so viewed as a space over F3 it has dimension 6, and H1(C,Ö(D)) = 0, 
hencee the kernel of p has dimension 6. 

Usingg extensive computer search, we find choices of S yielding coverings with many 
points.. In particular, we find functions 

ffxx = (a2 - a - l)x2 + (a2 - a - \)xy - a2 

hh — (a2 — a — l)x. 

Thenn Vg(fi) = —2 and Vq(f2) = —1. One can calculate that 

g{C{h))g{C{h)) =  7 

# C( / l ) ( F 2 7) = 7 9, , 

whichh is a new record for the tables (the previous best entry had 76 rational points). Also, 

9{C(fi,h))9{C(fi,h)) =  2 1 

#C(/1,/a)(F27)) = 1631 

whichh coincides with the best known curve. 
Moree examples of curves constructed by this method can be found in the tables. 
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88 Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings with many points 
Inn this section we generalize the constructions from the previous section to Artin-Schreier-
Wit tt coverings, that is, coverings with Galois groups (Z/pnili)Sl x . .. x (Z/pnrZ)Sr. To 
deall  with such coverings we use the calculus of Witt vectors, which is a standard and 
convenientt way of looking at the defining equations of these coverings. After recalling the 
definitionss and properties of the Witt vectors, we define the analogues of spaces C(D) and 
A4(D),A4(D), denoted respectively by C(D) and M(D), which are Z/j?nZ-modules. In case the 
basee curve has genus 0, the modules C(D) and M{D) coincide; in this case we show how 
onee can practically construct a "basis" for A1(.D). Furthermore we develop the analogue 
off  the method of linear equations, and produce several new curves with many points. 

8.11 Wit t vectors 

Inn this section we define, for any field k of characteristic p, the rings of Witt vectors. We 
onlyy introduce the bare minimum of required notions; for more background and for proofs 
wee refer to [Witt, SerreCL, Jac, Lang]. 

Axiomatically,, the ring of Witt vectors of infinite length over the field k of characteristic 
p,p, denoted by Wocffc), is defined as the unique complete discrete valuation ring with 
residuee field k in which p is unramified, and the ring of Witt vectors of length n (for 
nn 6 Z>i) is defined as W0O(k)/(pn). This is equivalent to the explicit definition below. 

Ass a set, Wn(k) is simply 

W n ( »» := {(xi,x2,... ,xn)\xi e k}. 

Too define the operations on this set, we need to switch temporarily to characteristic zero. 
Takee a sequence (xi,X2, • • •) of indeterminates, and define, for any I > 1, 

ww(l)(l){x{xuu...... ,xi) :=^2pi~1xf~t =x{~' +px?!~2 + ...+pl~lxi e Z[a?i,... ,x (]. 
i=\ i=\ 

Theoremm 77 For every polynomial <&  in two variables with integer coefficients, there 
existsexists a unique sequence </>i, 02) • • • of elements of Z[xi, x^  WuVi,  such that <j) m 

dependsdepends only on xi,... ,xm for all m > 1, and 

«; ( / )(0i,---,, <t>i)  = ^l\xl,...,xl),w^(yu... ,yt)) 

forfor any I > 1. 

Inn particular, we may consider the polynomials 5 i , . . . and P i , . . . associated respec
tivelyy to $ = x + y and $ = xy. We use these polynomials (or, to be more precise, their 
reductionss modulo p) to define the operations on Wn(k): we put 

(x(xuu...... ,a:n) + (j/i,... ,yn) := {Si{xuyi),S2{xi,yuX2,y2)T  ,Sn(xi,yu... ,xn,yn)) 
(xi , . . .. ,xn) *  (j/i,... ,yn)  (P\{xi,yi),P2{xi,yi,X2,y2),... ,Pn{xuyu--- ,xn,yn)) 
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Theoremm 78 With operations defined above, the ring Wn(&) becomes a commutative ring, 
withwith zero element (0. . .. ,0) and identity element (1,0,. .. .0). 

Itt is easy to see that Wi (fc) = k, that is, the addition and multiplication of Witt vectors 
off  length one is just addition and multiplication in k. For arbitrary n, from the properties 
whichh we list below it follows that, as an additive group, Wn(k) consists of elements 
annihilatedd by pn. For example, W„(FP) = Z/pnZ. By restriction of multiplication, we 
mayy view Wn(k) as a module over W„(F P). 
Remark::  In the literature, Witt vectors of length n are sometimes indexed from zero to 
nn — 1. There are good arguments both for this numeration and for our numeration; how-
ever,, for the needs of Artin-Schreier-Witt theory which we work with here, our approach 
seemss to yield more convenient notation. 
Remark::  One can define Witt vectors more generally than we do, see e.g. [Lang]; in 
moree general terminology, the vectors we work with are called truncated Witt p-vectors. 

Lett us define the standard mappings: 

•• The Frobenius morphism F : Wn(Ar) —>• Wn(&) is defined as F : (x\,... ,xn) i—> 
 , xn) 

•• The "Verschiebung" mapping V : Wn(fc) —> Wn+i(k) is defined as V : 
O i , . . .. ,xn) M> ( 0 , X i , . . . ,Xn) 

•• The truncation, or restriction, morphism R : Wn(k) —* W„_i(/c) is defined as R R : 
( x i , . . .. ,xn) i-»> ( x i , . . . ,Xn-i) 

 The composition RoV: Wn(/c) —>  Wn(fc) is also commonly denoted by V (it is 
usuallyy clear from the context which V is used) 

•• The Artin-Schreier-Witt morphism p : Wn(k) —>• Wn(k) is defined as pw := Fw — w. 
Itss kernel is clearly Wrt(Fp). 

•• For A; = ¥q with q = pe
: the trace map Tr : Wn(Fq) -> Wn(Fp) is defined as 

Trr : x i—> Yl^Zo ̂ %x- ^ ^s e a sy t o s e e ^ n a t mdeed Tr(x) 6 Wn(Fp). 

Thee key fact here is that F and R are indeed morphisms of rings, and V is additive. 
Wee also have an important identity 

FVFV = VF = p 

whichh implies, in particular, that p and V commute. In addition, we have the following 
fact:: if for any a € k we define {a} := (a, 0 , . . . ,0) € W„ (k), then any x = (xi , . . . , xn) € 
Wnn (k) can be represented as 

Below,, we present a number of technical facts about Witt vectors which we use in 
furtherr calculations, in a sequence of lemmas. 
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Lemmaa 79 Take w € W„(A;) and s such that 1 < s < n. Then the order (in the additive 
group)group) of w is equal to ps if and only if 

WlWl = ... = wn_5 = 0 and wn_s+l ^ 0 

Proof::  For any s, one has 

ppssww = FsVsw(0,-.-,0, i itf\... , u£_,) 

andd the result follows.

Lemmaa 80 We have 
(fi,...)(fi,...) + (hl,...) = {fl + hl,...) 

Proof::  It is easy to see that Si(x, y) = x + y. Alternatively, this is a consequence of the 
factt that truncation is a morphism: by applying i?"-1, we arrive to vectors of length 1, 
forr which addition is usual addition in k.

Lemmaa 81 We have 

(fu---(fu--- , / n ) + (0, . . . , 0 } / l J + i , . .. ,hn) = ( / l , . .. JsJs+l + h s + u . . .) 

Proof::  Using the fact that truncation is an additive map, we see that it is sufficient to 
provee this in case n = s + 1. In that case the left-hand side equals to 

ÊÊ yi~l{M +  VSifs^} + Vs{hs+i]  = J2 V^{ft} + V*({fs+l} + {hs+1}). 
i=li=l  i-l 

Now,, {/ s+i }  + {/i 5+i}  has first component fs+1 + h3+u hence Vs({fs+i} + {hs+l}) = 
VVss{{fs+i{{fs+i  + h8+i}).  Then the left-hand side is equal to 

3 3 

5>*- i {/ i }}  + v'({/.+i + w ) 

whichh is exactly what we wanted.

Lemmaa 82 We have 

(fi,---(fi,--- ,fn) + p(0,. .. ,0, / i i , . .. ,hn-s) = (/ i , . .. ,fs,fs+i + phi,...) 

Proof::  Take any vector h = (hi,... , hs,...). Then 

p(Q,...,Q,hp(Q,...,Q,huu...,h...,hnn--ss)) = pVsh = V>((hp
1,...)-(hl,...)) = (0,...,Q,phl,...), 

andd the result follows by the previous lemma. • 

Ass a partial converse we have: 
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Lemmaa 83 If ƒ € pWn(k), then the first nonzero component of f Hes in pk. 

Proof::  Take ƒ = ph £ Wn(k), and suppose f\ — ... — fs — 0. Then p(Rn~sh) = 0, and 
thereforee hi 6 Fp for 1 < i < s. Take h' :~ h — (hi,... , hs, 0, . .. , 0). It has zeros at first 
ss positions, and since (hi,... , hs, 0,... ,0) € Wn (Fp),, we also have ph' = ph = f. This 
impliess that fs+i = ph's+i.

Lemmaa 84 For h G k and ƒ e Wn (k) we have 

{h}f{h}f  = (hfi,hpf2,...,h
pn-1fn) 

Proof::  See [SerreCL].

Lemmaa 85 A vector ƒ € Wn(k) is a unit in Wn(k) if and only if f\  ̂ 0. 

Proof::  Left to the reader, or see [Lang]. • 

Finally,, for Witt vectors over finite fields, we have 

Lemmaa 86 (Hilbert' s Theorem 90 for  Wit t vectors) One has the exact sequence 

00 -+ Wn(Fp) - • Wn(F,) 4 Wn(F,) 4 Wn(Fp) -+ 0 

(in(in other words, an element has zero trace if and only if it is of the form p(x)). 

Proof::  If /? € ¥q is an element with nonzero trace in Fp, then Tr({/?}) has nonzero first 
coordinatee and thus has order pn. This implies that trace is surjective; the rest follows 
trivially,, using the calculation of cardinalities to prove exactness in the middle.

Example::  For Witt vectors of length 3 in characteristic 2, we have: 

(fi,f2,h)(fi,f2,h) + (hi,h2,h3) = ( / i+ /u , f2 + h2 + fihi, 
ffhiffhi + fihl + fj2hi + fihih2 + f2h2 + f3 + h3) 

(ci,, c2, c3) * (fl,f2, h) = (cifu c2f\ + c\f2, 
cc22icic22ffffff22+ctf+ctf33 + c3f! + 4f^ 

p{hi,h2,hp{hi,h2,h33)) = (hl + hi, h\ + h\ + hl + h2, 
h\h\ + h\ + h\h\ + h\h2 + h\b% + h\h2 + h\ + h% + h\ + h3) 

8.22 Art in-Schreier-Witt coverings 

Inn this section we recall how Witt vectors are used for construction of certain Galois 
extensionss of fields and Galois coverings of curves. Let C be a curve over F9, denote 
KK \— ¥q(C), fix n £ Z>! and denote 

W:=WW:=Wnn(K). (K). 

Takee a Witt vector ƒ = ( / i , . . . , fn) tW. The equation py — ƒ always has a solution in 
WWnn(K),(K), and two such solutions differ by an element of W„(FP). More generally, for any 
subsett M CW, one may consider the set p~l(M) C Wn(K). 
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Defini t io nn 87 Let M C W be a subgroup, and let U :=  p~l{M) C Wn(AT). Then the 
fieldfield KM obtained by adjoining to K all the components of all the elements ofU is called 
thethe Artin-Schreier- Witt extension of K. If¥q is algebraically closed in KM, then the curve 
CMCM corresponding to KM is called the Artin-Schreier-Witt covering of C. For ƒ € W, we 
denotedenote K  ̂ and C</) simply by Kf and Cf. 

Example::  Take K - W2{x) and ƒ := (x,0) e W2{K). Then U := p~l{f) contains 
VV  P~lU), that is, an element {yuy2) such that {y\ 4- yuy\ + y\ + y\ + y2) = (z,0)-
Thuss Kf contains the field K(yi,y2) where y\ + y\ = x and y2 + y2 — y\ + y\- It is easy to 
seee that actually Kj = K(yi1y2) since the equations pz — 2/ and pz = 3 / already have 
solutionss in K(yi,y2), namely 2(yi,y2) and 3(yi,y2), respectively. 

Thee main theorem of Artin-Schreier-Witt theory reads as follows: 

Theoremm 88 For any field K of characteristic p, the correspondence M H-> KM is a 
btjectionbtjection between the subgroups ofW containing pW with finite index, and abelian exten-
sionssions of exponent pn. Let G be the Galois group of KM/K. If ƒ G M and 7 G G, choose 
yy € V#n{K) such that py — ƒ', and define ( 7 , /) := jy — y. Then ( 7 , /) is well-defined 
(independent(independent of choice of y), and lies in Wn(Fp) . The pairing 

G x MM — • W n(F p) 

( 7 , / )) — • <7,/> 

isis well-defined and bilinear, its kernel in the first factor is trivial, and its kernel in the 
secondsecond factor is pW. 

Forr a proof, see e.g. [Lang]. 

Notee that the M's in the theorem satisfy a condition M D pW; if this condition is not 
fulfilled,, we simply replace M with M + pW (clearly KM does not change). Subgroups 
satisfyingg the condition M D pW have the advantage that they are uniquely defined 
forr a given extension; however, they always have infinite rank over Z. For reasons of 
conveniencee we will choose a finite-rank group M. In Section 8.9 below we will see that 
wee can always choose M which has zero intersection with pW. 

Ass an application, let us calculate the Galois group: 

Proposi t ionn 89 The Galois group of KM over K is isomorphic to M/(M n pW). 

Proof::  Let G denote this Galois group. Then G ^ Hom((M 4- pW)/pW, W n (F p ) ) . By 
thee isomorphism theorem, (M + pW)/pW = M/(M n pW), and, since all our modules 
aree isomorphic to their duals, we get G = M/(M n pW).

Lemmaa 90 (Reduced for m of a W i t t vector) Let f be a Witt vector in W, and fix 
aa place Q of the curve C. There exists a representative in f + pW of the form 

(ƒƒ 11 - - - , fsi fs + l:  i / n / r + l i - - - ifnj-, 

suchsuch that 
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 h = . . .=ƒ ,= o, 

•• fs+i; • • • 5 /r «re regular at Q and fs+i ^ pA ,̂ 

•• /r+i /las a pole at Q of order prime to p, and 

•• / r +2- • • • , In are either regular at Q or have a pole of order prime to p at Q. 

WeWe will say that such Witt vectors are in the reduced form at the place Q. 
Proof::  We prove this by successively applying Lemma 82. Suppose we already reduced 
ƒƒ to the form in which fl — ... — fa = 0. If / a + 1 G pK, say, / a + i = ph, then we reduce ƒ 
too ƒ — pVa{h}, and get the form in which / a + 1 = 0. Otherwise we have s = a. Similarly, 
iff any of / s + i , . . . , ƒn have a pole of order divisible by p, then it is of the form ƒ, + ph, 
wheree ƒ; either has a pole of order prime to p or is regular at Q. The number r + 1 is 
simplyy the position of the first ft which has a pole of order prime to p, provided that all 
componentss before it are regular at Q. • 

Itt is clear that for a given ƒ, the number s defined above is independent of the choice 
off Q. Let us show how it determines the degree of the covering. 

Propositionn 91 If ƒ is in the reduced form at some place of K then Gal(A'f (K) = 
1i/p1i/pnn~~ss7j.7j. In particular, deg(Kf/K) =p n^ s . 

Proof::  First we would like to show that {ƒ) n pW = 0. Indeed, suppose mf e pW for 
somee m. The first nonzero component of mf is equal to /f+1 , and by Lemma 83 it lies 
inn pK. But then also / s + i lies in pK, which contradicts our conditions. Now, Proposition 
899 implies that Gal(Kf/K) = (ƒ>, which is isomorphic to Z/pn~sZ. • 

Ass a matter of fact, if ƒ is in the reduced form, then the first s zeros can simply be 
removed: : 

Propositionn 92 If ƒ € Wn(K) is in the reduced form at some place of K and f' := 
( / s+i , . . .. , fn) £ Wn_s(A'), then Ky = Kj. Put in other words, Ky>f ~ Kj for any 
ss > 0. 

Proof::  As we saw in the proof of Lemma 83, if py = ƒ, then without loss of 
generalityy we may assume that y = (0 , . , . ,0 ,y s + i , . . . ,yn). It is sufficient to show 
thatt p(ys+u... ,yn) = ƒ'. Suppose p(ys+u . . . , yn) = (0 s + i , . . . , <pn). Then by the 
linearityy of truncation, for vectors of length n we have p(y s + i , . . . , y n , 0 , . . . ,0) = 
(<l>(<l> aa+u+u • • • , 0n, *, • • • )• Appling ^s> we ge t py = (0, . . . , 0, <j> a+u ... , <f> n), hence fa = ft 
forr all i with s + 1 < i < n. • 

Thee above proposition shows that when considering coverings Cf —ï C, we may assume 
withoutt loss of generality that s — 0 (for general CM —> C, it might be necessary to 
considerr p~l{f) with ƒ having positive number of leading zeros, since the number of zeros 
mayy vary within M). 

Clearlyy any Artin-Schreier-Witt (Z/pnZ)-extension can be written as a tower of Artin-
Schreierr (Z/pZ)-extensions. To obtain explicit formulas for this tower, we need the fol
lowing g 
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Lemmaa 93 We have 

P(VU---P(VU--- ,yn) = ( j ^ l , P Ï /2+ *2( ï / l ) ,Pï /3 + #3(2/1, Sfc),..- ,p2/n + #n(2 / l , - -- ,2 /n- l ) ), 

wherewhere ty{ € Fp[y l7... ,y x̂]  for i > 2. 

Proof::  We already know this holds for n = 1. Suppose this holds for any length < n - 1, 
andd suppose p(yu .., ,yn) = (... , ^l{yu ... yn)). Here ^ is a polynomial since addition 
iss given by polynomials. Now, p(yb ... ,yn) - p(0,. .. , 0, yn) = p{yu ... , yn_u 0) = 
(.... , * - pyn), and therefore #„  := ^ — pyn does not depend on yn. • 

Accordingg to this lemma, the equation py — ƒ may be written as 

Pi/ii = 7i 
Pi/22 = ƒ2 - *2( i / l ) 

PVzPVz = ƒ3 - #3(2/1,2/2) 

** * * 7 

P2/nn = fn - # n ( 2 / i , . . . , 2/n) 

andd the field Kf is simply K(y1,... ,yn). To obtain explicit generating equations for 
aa general Artin-Schreier-Witt extension KM/K one simply needs to write down such 
equationss for ƒ running in the generating set of M. 

Example::  Turning again to Witt vectors of length 3 in characteristic 2, we see that 
pypy — ƒ can be written as 

P2/ii = h 
P2/22 = /2 + 2/? + 2/f 
P2/33 = fs + yl + yt + yfyl + y  ̂ + yfyi + yhi + yl + yl 

8.33 Valuations and reduced valuations for Wit t vectors 

InIn the study of Artin-Schreier coverings, the ramification behaviour at a place Q is gov
ernedd by the reduced valuation VQ(-), which is defined as the supremum of the usual 
valuationn on a pK-coset. In this section we define, for an integer I such that 1 < I < n, 
thee integer-valued function fiQj(-) on W, which behaves similarly to the valuation VQ(-), 

andd the analog of the reduced valuation, //g^f-). The ramification divisor of an Artin-
Schreier-Wittt covering Cf -» C may be calculated in terms of /igf(-), as shown in the 
nextt section. 

Definitio nn 94 Take f e W and an integer I such that I < I < n, and define 

(*Q,i(f)(*Q,i(f)  min
K i < ( ( 
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Recalll  that we have agreed to take VQ(0) — -t-oc. SO the value /UQ./(/) is either an 
integerr or +00. Note also that this definition is equivalent to a recursive definition: 
PQ,\U)PQ,\U) -=vQ(fi), and 

VQ,IU)VQ,IU)  m i n ^ / i g , / . ^ / ), vQ(fi)}. 

Lett us prove some properties of this function. First, let us make a remark about 
thee polynomials Si defining addition of Wit t vectors (these polynomials are defined after 
Theoremm 77). 

L e m m aa 95 Define the weighted degree of variables x; and yi to be equal to p1'1. Then 
thethe polynomial 

Si{xSi{xuuyi,---yi,--- ,xi,yi) 

isis weighted homogeneous of weighted degree pl~l. 

Proof::  We proceed inductively. The statement is clear for S\ — X\ + y\. Now, the 
polynomiall  St is obtained as a solution of the equation 

7=11 i = l i = l 

wheree S\,... , Si-i are written out as polynomials of the x^s and y^s. It is easy to see 
thatt all polynomials on the right-hand side are weighted homogeneous of weighted degree 
ppll~~ll,, and hence so is 5/. • 

Lett us temporarily fix the place Q, and write //((ƒ) in place of PQ,i(f)-

L e m m aa 96 For f,h€ W, we have 

MfMf + h}> min{/uj(/), m{h)}-

Proof::  We proceed, again, inductively. For I — 1 the statement is simply the valuation 
axiom.. Suppose the lemma is proven for / — 1. We want to prove that 

min{p/4_i( // + h), vQ{{f  + h)i)} > min { p^_ ! (ƒ),£//,_! (ft), vQ(fi), vQ{hi)}  . 

Byy the induction hypothesis we have 

PVi-i(fPVi-i(f + h)> min{pm-i{f),ptjn-i(h)}, 

soo it remains to prove 
VVQ(UQ(U +  h)i) > min{/f((/), m{h)}. 

Denotee the minimum of pi{f) and in{h) by C. From the definition of /z/, we see that for 
everyy integer i such that 1 < i < I we have 

vqUi)vqUi) > * (ƒ ) > M ) /  ̂ > C/pl~\ 
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and,, similarly, 
vvQQ(hi)(hi) > Civ1''-

Noww look at (f + h)i = Si(fi, hi,... ,fi,h{). Suppose it contains a nonzero monomial 

A**! 1-...-ƒ,*&? . . 

Fromm the previous lemma we know that 

i i 

i = i i 

whichh allows us to conclude that 

ii  i 

M / N i 11  ƒ<**?') > E(d» + ̂ )C/Pl~i = (EP*" 1 ^  + eiWtf'1 = a 

t = ll  i-l 

Thuss VQ(S/(/ I, hi,... , ƒ;, ft/)) > C, and we are done. • 

Lemmaa 97 For ƒ e W, c e W„(F9) and 1 < i < n we have 

W(c/)) > w(/ ) . 

Proof::  Since 
c// = { c j / + (V{c2})f + ... + (V"-l{cn}) ƒ, 

itt suffices to prove that ///((V*_1 {c^})ƒ) > ^(Z) f°r a u *• Take a := c\ ; then Vt_1{ci} = 
ppll~~11{a\.{a\. If o = 0 we are done, so we assume a ^ 0. From Lemma 84 it is easy to see that 
(j,i({a}f)(j,i({a}f)  — }ii{f).  But now we have reduced the problem to proving that /^(p1-1 {a}f) > 
fj>i({a}f),fj>i({a}f),  which is clear. • 

Corollar yy 98 If c € W„(F„) is a unit, then m(cf) = m{f) for all ƒ eW and 1 <l  <n. 

Proof::  This follows since Hi{f)  < p«i{cf) < /^(c2/) < . . . < fii(f). • 

Inn particular, we see that w(—ƒ) = //{(ƒ), which implies 

Corollar yy 99 If ƒ, h E W are such that fJ>i{f)  < fii{h), then p,i(f + h) = Hi(f)-

Proof::  This is standard: Hi(f) = Hi{{f  + h) — h) > min{/^(/ + h),^i(h)}, hence the 
equalityy holds. • 

Lett us see how these valuations behave with respect to shifts by elements of pW: 

Lemmaa 100 Take h &W. Then either ^i(ph) > 0 or }ii{ph)  is divisible by p. 
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Proof::  It is easy to see that pi(Fh) = ppi(h) for all h. The statement follows since 
Pi(ph)Pi(ph) > mm(pfj,i(h), ^(h)), where equality holds if pt(h) / 0. • 

Noww we will see that p,t achieves its maximum on ƒ E W if ƒ is reduced at Q (see 
Lemmaa 90): 

Propositionn 101 Suppose ƒ e W = Wn (A') is reduced at Q, and take h e W. Then for 
anyany integer I such that 1 < I < n, we have that either fii(f) > 0, or pn{f + ph) < p,i{f). 

Proof::  Let r + l be the index of the first component of ƒ with a pole at Q. Then pi(f) < 0 
forr / > r + 1. We proceed by induction on / starting from r + l. 

Wee have two possible cases. In the first case we assume that fii(f) < p/^_i(/) (this 
holdss in particular for / = r + 1). Then /i/(/) = vQ(ft). which is negative and prime to p. 
sincee ƒ is reduced at Q. Now suppose that //((ƒ + ph) > pi{f). Then we have 

Hi{ph)Hi{ph) = min{tn(f + ph),tn(f)) = m{f), 

whichh is impossible since the left-hand side is either nonnegative or divisible by p. 
Inn the second case, assume that pn(f) = ppi-i(f). We have pi(f + ph) < pfj.i_i(f + ph), 

andd by the induction hypothesis ppi_i(f + ph) < ppi-i(f) = Pi{f)- • 

Finallyy we define, for ƒ E W and 1 < I < n, the reduced valuation at the place Q: 

V*Q,i(f)V*Q,i(f) := sup{/xg,,(/ + ph)\h E W}, 

whichh can be an integer or +oo. The last proposition implies that if ƒ E W is reduced 
att Q and PQ,i(f) < 0, then p*Ql{f) = PQ,I{})- In fact, it is not difficult to show that if 
L**Q,IU)L**Q,IU)  > O7 then it equals either zero or +00. Thus the only case where ƒ is regular and 
reducedd at Q and fx*Q^{f) > P-Q,i{f) is when p*Qj(f) = +oc. From this one easily obtains 
thee following 

Lemmaa 102 For ƒ, h E W, we have 

Proof::  The reduced valuations are invariant with respect to shifts by pW, hence we 
mayy assume without loss of generality that ƒ and h are reduced at Q. Now, in case 
VhAf)VhAf) = Vh/h) = +00, the vectors Rn~lf and Rn~lh lie in pWi(KQ) (where KQ is the 
completionn of K at Q), hence also Rn~l(f + /i) E pWi(KQ) and (J,Qtl(f + h) = +00. In all 
remainingg cases we have 

K M ( // + M > P«,i(/ + /») > min{^Q,/(/),/iQ,f(/i)} = min{/iJ i /(/), fi* Qtl(h)}, 

whichh is what was required. • 
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8.44 Genus of an Ar t in-Schreier-Witt covering 

Inn this section we take ƒ € W and calculate the degree of the ramification divisor Rf 
off  the covering Cf —• C (so that the genus of Cf can be calculated using the Hurwitz 
formula).. We denote the contribution of a place Q of C to the degree of Rf by dg, so 
thatt degRf =  YIQ^Q- Naturally, dQ = riQr(Q'\Q)d(Qf\Q)deg(Q) , where Q' is one of 
thee places above Q, d(Q'\Q) is the different exponent, TIQ is the number of places above 
QQ and r{Q'\Q) is the degree of the residue field extension. For the rest of this section we 
fixx ƒ and Q, and write ^(-) in place of (AQ,I{-) and //(*(•) in place of fJ-Qtl{-)-

Theoremm 103 Assume that the degree of Cf —> C is equal to pn~s. Let r be an integer 
suchsuch that 

nl(f)nl(f) >o, . . . ,^( /)>ox+ 1( / )<o. 

(it(it  is easy to see, using Proposition 91, that r > s). Then we have 

•• For every place Q' lying over Q, the ramification degree is e(Q'\Q) = pn~T. 

•• For every place Q' lying above Q, the different exponent is equal to 
n—r n—r 

d(Q'\Q)d(Q'\Q) = (p - 1) x X y - ^ - ^ C / ) + 1), 

•• For every place Q, 

n—r n—r 

ddQQ = deg(Q) x f~*{p - 1) x X y - ^ - ^ C f ) + 1). 

Proof::  The third statement follows from the first two, since nQr(Q'\Q)e(Q'\Q) — 
deg(C// —> C). The first two statements are proven in [Schmid, Madden]; we only sketch 
thee main steps in the proofs. For the first statement, one first remarks that C(fu...jr) —>• C 
iss unramified at Q, while C(/U...jr+1) —> C is ramified; one then makes use of the fact that 
thee Galois group of Cf —» C is cyclic. 

Thee second statement is proven in [Schmid, Madden] in a different formulation: as
sumingg that ƒ is reduced at Q (and using notation from Lemma 90), they deduce that 

n—r n—r 

d{Q'\Q)d{Q'\Q) = (p- 1) x J2pl-l(-Vr+i(f) + 1). 

(Remarkk that the parameters r and s from Lemma 90 are the same as in the formulation 
off our Theorem). From Proposition 101 we know that for reduced ƒ and i > 1, nr+t{f) 
aree negative and hence /x*+i(/) = fir+ i(f). Now, the parameters /x (̂-) are invariant with 
respectt to shifts by elements of pW', so by switching from /^(-) to /zf*(-), we can remove 
thee assumption that ƒ is reduced at Q. 
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Thee above formula for reduced ƒ is proven in two steps. In the first step, one calculates 
thee conductor of Cf —> C at Q. Assuming that (in{f) < 0, it turns out to be equal to 
-Vn{f)-Vn{f) + 1- This is proven by a calculation showing that [ S , U Q ) Q = 0 while 
[IIUQIQ[IIUQIQ  ¥" 0, where [•,-)<? is a local symbol at Q, and UQ is the mth local unit 
group.. In the second step, one uses the conductor-discriminant formula to patch the 
availablee information on conductors together. • 

Inn the above assumptions the genus of Cf is calculated as usual, using the Hurwitz 
genuss formula: 

2g(C2g(Cff)) - 2 = pn-s(2g(C) - 2) + £ dg, 
Q Q 

wheree the summation runs over all places Q of the base curve C. 

8.55 Number of points of an Artin-Schreier-Witt covering 

Takee a rational point Q G C(¥q). The way to calculate the number of rational points of Cf 
lyingg over Q is similar to the way we calculate the number of points on an Artin-Schreier 
covering,, using the version of Hubert's Theorem 90 for Witt vectors {Lemma 86). Let us 
firstt remark that if jJ*Qn{f) > 0, then for all h e W such that all components of ƒ + ph 
aree regular at Q, the value of Tr({/ + ph)(Q)) remains the same (we denote this value by 
Tr{fTr{f  + pW){Q)). 

Propositionn 104 Let Cf —t C be an Artin-Schreier-Witt covering defined by the Witt 
vectorvector f, and take Q € C(¥q). Suppose r is the maximum index such that yugr(/) > 0 
(in(in other words, r is the number of leading components of ƒ which are regular at Q if f 
isis reduced at Q). Then the number of rational points of Cf lying above Q equals 

p r ,, if TT(Rn^f + pWT(K))(Q)=0, 
0,, if Tr(IF-rf + pWr(K))(Q)^0. 

InIn particular, if H*Qn{f) > 0, it equals 

ppnn,, if Tr(/ + pW){Q) = 0 (then Q is totally split in Cf) 
0,, if Tr(/ + pW)(Q) £ 0. 

Proof::  Left to the reader. • 

8.66 Decomposition of Jacobian 

Inn the two preceding sections we have calculated the genus and number of points of an 
Artin-Schreier-Wittt covering Cf —> C. The next step is the calculation of the genus and 
thee number of points for an Artin-Schreier-Witt covering CM —• C for general M c W. 
Onee way of calculating the genus is by the Hubert different formula, performing a careful 
studyy of ramification groups at every point; similarly, one can determine the number of 
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pointss of CM lying over every rational point of Q and sum these together. We choose, 
however,, a more geometric approach, which will reduce our calculation to the calculations 
off  genera and numbers of points of various Cf. Moreover, our approach will produce 
strongerr results such as isogeny relationships between certain Prym varieties, with the 
genuss formula as one of the consequences. 

Accordingg to the Corollary 116 below, we may always choose M such that MC\pW = 0. 
Wee further work under this assumption. 

Lett us call two elements ƒ and ƒ' of M equivalent if ƒ = cf' for some c e Z which is 
primee to p. Let P(M) be a (non-uniquely denned) complete set of representatives with 
respectt to this equivalence relation. 

Recalll  that for a covering C' —> C of curves, the Prym variety (which we denote by 
P(C'P(C' —¥ C)) is the connected component of the kernel of the norm map from Jac(C') to 
Jac(C).. Naturally, P(C'  C) is an abelian variety of dimension g{C') - g(C). 

Theoremm 105 We have an isogeny relationship 

p(cp(cMM^c)~^c)~ n p(cf->cpf). 
feP(M) feP(M) 

Proof::  We use the theorem of Kani and Rosen (Theorem 23). In our case, we put 
GG :=  Ga\(KM/K), and we have a pairing between G and M (from Artin-Schreier-Witt 
theory),, which is nondegenerate since M D pW = 0. It is easy to see that for N C M, 

CCMM/Aim{N)=C/Aim{N)=CNN, , 

wheree the annulator is taken with respect to the above pairing. In view of the theorem 
off  Kani and Rosen, it is sufficient to prove that the following identity holds in the group 
ringg Q[G}: 

£({0} ) -e(G)== £ (e(Ann(/))-e(Ann(p/))). 
feP(M) feP(M) 

Too prove this identity we will use the following fact. Let A : G —• C* be a complex 
multiplicativee character of G. Then it defines a character A : Q[G]  —> C, and, since G 
iss abelian, two elements T],T]' G Q[G] are equal if and only for any A : G —> C* we have 
\(r})\(r})  = X(n'). Now we notice that for H C G, 

11 if H C ker(A), 
11 0 otherwise. 

(thiss is elementary to prove directly, or one can view this as orthogonality of characters 
X\HX\H and 1#). Consequently, if H C H'', then X(e(H) - e{H')) is nonzero (and equal to 1) 
iff and only if H C ker(A) and H' <£ ker(A). 

Now,, take a nontrivial character A : G —• C*. Then there exists such ƒ € P(M) that 
ker(A)) = Ann(/). On the other hand, there are no subgroups of the form ker(A) between 
Ann(/)) and Ann(p/), which means that A(£(Ann(/)) — s(Ann(pf))) is nonzero if and 
onlyy if ker(A) = Ann(/). Therefore for every nontrivial character A we get in our identity 
A(right-hand-side)) = 1 = A (left-hand-side), and therefore the identity holds. • 
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Corollar yy 106 For a curve C', denote T(C') :=q + l - #C"(F„) (trace of Frobentus on 
C).C). For every finite subgroup M C W such that M n pW = 0 we have 

g(Cg(CMM)=g(C))=g(C) + Y, (9(C,) - g(Cpf)), 
feP(M) feP(M) 

and and 
T(CT(CMM)) = T(C)+ £ (r(Cf)~T(Cpf)). 

f£P(M) f£P(M) 

8.77 Modules wit h bounded ramificatio n 

Inn this section we introduce, in analogy with Section 7.4, the submodules of W = Wn(A') 
consistingg of Witt vectors whose usual {resp. reduced) valuations are bounded from below. 
Sincee there are n valuations for Witt vectors of length n, these submodules depend on n 
effectivee divisors. 

Forr the brevity of notation, let us introduce a partial ordering on (Z U {+00})" : we 
wil ll  say that a > b if a{ > bt for all 1 > / > n. For ƒ e W, denote 

Ml)Ml)  (/^Q,i(ƒ)»••• ,t*Q,ntf)), 

and d 

FQU)FQU) :=  0<<M (ƒ),-•• ^hM))-

Lett A , • • • , Dn be effective divisors on C, defined over ¥q. Let us abbreviate D := 
( A , . . .. , Dn) e (Div(C)(Ffl))", and define 

C(D)C(D) := {ƒ e W\ flQ{f) >  ( - U Q ( A ) , • • • , ~vQ{Dn)) for all places Q of C}, 

and d 

M(D)M(D) :={feW\ /%(ƒ) >  ( - V Q ( A ) , • • • , -vQ(Dn)) for all places Q of C}. 

Notee that without loss of generality we may assume that for 1 < i < n, pD{ < A+i 
(iff this does not hold one may simply replace A with inf{A, [A+i/p]}, going from Dn 

downwards).. Under that assumption one can remark that 

ƒƒ e C(D) ^=>  VQUI) > -VQ(DI) for all 1 < I < n and all places Q. 

Lett us list the basis properties of these objects: 

Propositionn 107 For any collection of effective divisors D :=  ( A , - - - , A ) £ 
(Div(C)(F,))n,, the following properties hold: 

1.1. The set C{D) is an additive subgroup ofW, closed with respect to multiplication by 
elementselements o/Wn(Fg). 
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2.2. The set Ai(D) is an additive subgroup (Wn(Wp)-submodule) ofW which is, in gen-
eral,eral, not closed with respect to multiplication by elements ofWn(¥q). 

3.3. We have £{D) C M{D). 

4-4- We have pW C M{D). In particular, M(D) is always infinite. 

5.5. For any additive subgroup M C W, (MnM(D))/(MC\pW) is naturally isomorphic 
toto a subgroup of M(D)/pW. 

6.6. IfM{D)  C M + pW, then M{D) * (M n M{D)) + pW. 

7.7. IfMifi)  czM + pW, then (M n M{D))/{M  n pW) *M{D)/pW. 

Proof::  The first assertion follows from Lemmas 96 and 97, and the second assertion 
followss from Lemma 102. That C(D) C M(D) follows since for any ƒ eW and any Q, 

M Q ( / ) > ^ Q ( / ) --

Thee rest of the proof is elementary, similar to the proof of Proposition 60. • 

Fromm now on, we forget the structure of Wn(]Fq)-module on C{D), and view it and all 
otherr additive subgroups of W as Wn(Fp)-modules. 

Thee above proposition stipulates, in particular, that there exists an embedding 

£{D)/(C(D)npW)^M(D)/pW.£{D)/(C(D)npW)^M(D)/pW. (6) 

Wee know that already for n = 1 this is not always an isomorphism (see example in 
Sectionn 7.4). Just like for n = 1, however, it is an isomorphism in an important particular 
case: : 

Propositionn 108 If the base curve C has genus zero, then (6) is an isomorphism. 

Proof::  It is sufficient to show that C(D) + pW — M(D). Suppose we are given ƒ e 
M{D),M{D), and let Q be a place at which some fi has a pole. Since C has genus zero, we may 
bringg it to a form reduced at Q (see Lemma 90) using functions which have a pole only 
inn Q. Thus we may assume, after some shifts by pW, that ƒ is reduced at all places of C. 
Noww for every place Q either fiq,i{f) > 0 > —VQ(DI), or JUQ,I(/) = lfqj,{f) > -VQ(D{), 

andd thus ƒ € £{D). • 
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8.88 Interpretation of the cokernel 
Takee D = (Du . .. , Dn) e (Div(C)(F,))n. This "vector of divisors" defines a sheaf Wn{3) 
off  W„(F9)-modules whose sections over an open subset U c C are 

WWnn0)(U)0)(U) = {feW\jiQ{f)>{-v Q{D1),...,-vQ{Dn)) for all QeU}. 

Thee module of global sections of this sheaf is of course C(D). Note that when n — 1, this 
iss the usual sheaf O(D) and, on the other hand, when D = 0, this is the sheaf of Witt 
vectorss Wn which was introduced and studied in [SerreMX]. 

Propositionn 109 Let D = (A , - - - ,Dn) G (Div(C)(Fg))
n be such that Dx > 0 and 

pDpDtt < Di+ i for 1 < i < n. Then for sufficiently large integers N the cohomology group 
HHll(C,(C, Wn{ND)) vanishes. (Here ND = (NDU . .. , NDn)). 

Proof::  We use induction by n. For n = 1 this follows from the Serre duality. Now, for 
nn > 1 there is an exact sequence of sheaves 

00 > 0(Dn) ^ A Wn{D) — % Wn-X{RD) y 0 

(wheree RD is simply (£>i,... , Dn_i)). This means that we have a piece of the long exact 
cohomologyy sequence 

HHll{C,0{ND{C,0{NDnn)))) -). Hl{C,Wn{ND)) • Hl{C, Wn^(NRD)). 

Forr sufficiently large TV, the left term vanishes by Riemann-Roch and the right term 
vanishess by the induction hypothesis, hence the middle term also vanishes. • 

Givenn this property, we can perform the construction analogous to the construction 
(inn Artin-Schreier case) from Section 7.6, leading to the cohomological interpretation of 
thee cokernel of (6). We begin by taking a divisor Gi > 0, defined over F9, whose support 
containss the supports of all A 's , and defining, for example, d :=  p ( i -1)Gi for 1 < i < n. 
Thenn for sufficiently large N (large enough so that at least NG > D) we have a sequence 
off sheaves of Wn(Fg)-modules 

00 • Wn{D) • Wn(NG) • Wn{NG)lWn{D) • 0, 

whichh leads to the exact cohomological sequence 

00 _ • £{D) —• C{NG) —»- H° (c,Wn{NG)/Wn{D)) —• Hl(C,Wn0)) —• 0. 

Noww we would like to take a limit of these sequences with respect to N —> oo, as in 
Sectionn 7.6. Note that the sheaf \/Vn(ooG)/Wn(D) is a skyscraper sheaf, so if the places 
Q i , . . .. , Qs form the support of Gi, then 

s s 

H°H° ( c , Wn(ocG)/Wn(D))) =Q)w/Wn(D)Qi. 
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Thuss passing to the limi t we get 

s s 

00 _ > C(D) —• £(ooG) —J. 0 ^ / > V n ( D ) O i —• / ^ ( C , VV n(5)) —• 0. 
i = i i 

Denotee by [-D/p] the "vector of divisors" ([Di/p], ... , [Dn/p]). Stacking two sequences 
togetherr we obtain the commutative diagram of groups: 

00 > £{[D/P\) • £{ocG) - S - > 0 - = 1 W/Wn([D/p]) Qi - * - + Hl(C,Wn([D/p}))  • 0 

0 -- > £(D) y £{ooG) —e—> ®UW/Wn{D)Qi — ^ Hl(C,Wn(D)) >0 
(7) ) 

Wee need two facts about this diagram to proceed: 

Propositionn 110 In the diagram 7 above, the column 

SS 3 

pp : @W/Wn([D/p])Qi ^ 0 ^ ( % 
j = ll  1 =1 

isis injective. 

Proof::  Jus t like in Proposition 68, one has to prove t ha t if (J>Q,i(pf) >  —VQ(DI), then 
HQ,i(f)HQ,i(f) ^ -VQ(WIIP]) =  -[VQ(DI)/P]-

 T n i s h o l c i s s i n c e either fiQil > 0 or JLIQ,I(P/) = 
Pt*Q,i(f)-Pt*Q,i(f)-

P r o p o s i t i onn 111 Given ƒ £ C(ooG), it lies in M(D) if and only if 

s s 

£(/)eim(p)c0TO(4. . 
i = l l 

Proof::  The vector ƒ lies in Ai(D) if and only if there exist h\,... ,hs such tha t fiQ,i{f — 
phi)phi) >  —VQ.(DI) for all I, or in other words ƒ — phi £ Wn(D)Qi; this is equivalent to 
e(f)e(f) E lm(p). m 

Thiss means tha t we can define the mapping 

77 := öp~le : £(ooG) C\ M{D) -> Hl{C, Wn{[D/p])) 

whichh gives rise to the following exact sequence. 

T h e o r emm 112 There is an exact sequence of groups 

00 —• C(D)/(C(D) n PW) —> M(D)/pW -1+ ff^C, Wn([£/p])) - A J /^C, Wn(D)). 
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Proof::  This is proven by the diagram chase in the same way as Theorem 70.

Corollar yy 113 If the p-rank of the curve C is equal to zero then (6) is an isomorphism. 

Proof::  We have a commutative diagram 

00 > L > Hl{C,Wn) —^-> H\C,Wn) 

00 > M • Hl{C,Wn{[D/p]))  - ^ - > H\C,Wn(D)) 

00 0 0. 

andd we know from [SW, SerreMX] that L = (Z/p"Z)ff, where a is the p-rank of C. • 

8.99 Bases and direct complements 

InIn calculations, we will deal with submodules of Wn(A") which are not free, and their 
generatingg sets. To perform the calculations in a linear-algebra style, we will use the 
notionn of a basis for such modules (note: in some algebra textbooks the notion of a basis 
iss reserved to free modules). 

Whenn dealing with sets of Witt vectors, we will use the notation w  ̂to denote a vector 
numberr i, to avoid confusion between numbering and component indices. 

Definitio nn 114 Let M c W be a submodule, and let w^%\ i = 1 , . . . ,r, be elements of 
M.M. They are called independent if they are all nonzero, and for any c^ € Wn(Fp) the 
identity identity 

i i 

impliesimplies that c^w  ̂= 0 for any i (in other words, when the homomorphism 

(^e.-.e^Vi/',..-,^' } } 
isis an isomorphism). If the w  ̂ are independent and generate M then their set is called a 
basisbasis of M. 

Wee shall say that the elements of W are independent modulo pW if their images in 
W/pWW/pW are independent, and that they form a basis of M. modulo pW if their classes 
formm a basis of Ad/{M. D pW) (equivalently, if they are independent modulo pW and 
generatee A-f together with some of the elements of pW). 

Ourr main tool for establishing independence modulo pW is the following 
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Lemmaa 115 Let {w^l\... ,w^} C W be the nonzero Witt vectors such that w  ̂ has 
exactlyexactly \(i) leading zeros, and suppose the functions 

(1)) (r) 
WW\{l)\{l)  + V  ' ^ ( r j + l 

(respective(respective first nonzero components of vectors w^) are independent modulo pK. Then 
thethe vectors {w^l\ ... , w^} are independent modulo pW. 

Proof::  Suppose that for some c(1 ),... , c(r) € Wn(Fp) we have E [= i c W^ ( i ) £ Pw  L et 
uss write cw = pK^^l\ where 7W is a multiplicative unit (so that 7^  ̂ 0). Let n be the 
smallestt value of \{i)  + n(i), and suppose that n < n (that is, not all c^w  ̂ are zeros). 
Accordingg to Lemma 83 we have 

\ « =11 / 77 y:A(i)+K(i)=T ? ƒ i:A(i)+K(e)=r( 

Noww remark that for any function f € K, the functions ƒ, /p, fp , fp3,... lie in the same 
cosett in KjpK. Therefore we obtain 

YlYl li i\wx(iHl+pK) = 0GK/pK. 
i:\(i)+K(i)=T) i:\(i)+K(i)=T) 

Byy our independence condition this is only possible when the corresponding 7̂  = 0, 
contradiction.. • 

Forr our purposes we would like to have Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings to be defined by 
finitefinite modules M C W. This is not canonical (see remarks after Theorem 88) in the sense 
thatt different M's might correspond to the same covering CM -» C. Moreover, it would 
bee convenient if M could be chosen so thatt MnpW = 0: then G&\(KM/K) = M. In case 
nn — 1 this is easy: given any M, we take for M a direct complement in M to M H pK. 
Inn case n > 1 this is no longer possible in general. Consider, for example, a submodule 
MM of W2(K) for K = ¥2{x) generated by (x2 + x,0). Then M D pW2(K) is spanned 
byy (0,x4 + x2) and has cardinality 2, and therefore has no complement in M. We may, 
however,, assume that pW C M (or, given an arbitrary M, replace it with M + pW) 
(seee Theorem 88). Then it turns out the complement does exist: 

Theoremm 116 Let Ai C W be a submodule containing pW with finite index. Then there 
existsexists a finite submodule M C W such that M — M © pW (in other words, the sequence 
ofof Wn{¥p)-modules 0 -> pW -> M -> M/pW ->• 0 splits). 

Proof::  We would like to show that there exist vectors {w^,... ,w^} c M satisfying 
thee hypotheses of Lemma 115, such that these vectors together with pW generate M. 
Thenn the module M :=  (w^\ . . . , u/ r )) is the one we are looking for. 
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Wee find our basis in the following way. In the beginning, we take the vectors 
u;( 1 ). . . ... w  ̂ such that w  ̂ + pW.... , w  ̂ + pW form a basis of M/pW. Then we 
wil ll  replace, using an inductive procedure, the generating set {w»(;)|l < i < r}  with a 
differentt set, so that it still spans M together with pW. 

Choosee a maximal subset of our vectors whose first components are independent mod-
uloo pK\ let us say {w^l\ ... ,w^1^} is this subset. Then for h < i < r, we have the 
representation n 

' l l 

33 = 1 

wheree ctJ € Fp and ht (E K. Now we replace the w^, for li  < i < r. with 

w(l)w(l)-- ( E K > Ü ) + P { M J -

Alll  these new vectors have zero first component, and clearly (u/*'|l < i < r) + pW does 
nott change. From now on we keep w^\ . .. , w^1  ̂fixed and only change the other vectors. 

Noww turn to the second component. Choose a maximal subset of {wi-ll+1 \ ... ,u/r^} 
consistingg of vectors whose second components together with w\ , . .. ,w\ are indepen-
dentt modulo pK. Let us say {u> ('1+1).... ,w^} is this subset. Then for l2 < i < m, we 
havee the representation 

hh h 

wheree ctj,dij € Fp and hi € A'. As the next step of our reduction, we now replace the 
w^Kw^K for I2 < i < m, with 

// h h \ 
w(t)w(t) - E K-W J) + E {^> (J)+wik})

\j=i\j=i  j=h+i  / 

Sincee pu/j ) = (0, w\j)p,...), and p(V{ht}) = (0, phi,...), we see that the new w/(t),s have 
firstfirst two components equal to zero for l2 < i < m, and again (w^\l < i < r) + pW 
remainss the same. From now on we also keep the vectors w^ll+1 \ . .. , w  ̂ fixed. 

Ass the next step, we find a maximal subset of {w(i2+1\ . .. , w^} consisting of vectors 
whosee third components together with w\l',... ,w[il ,w2

1+ , . .. , u4 a re independent 
moduloo pK, and replace all the other vectors with linear combinations having three 
leadingg zeros, etc. 

Continuingg in the same fashion, we come to a set of vectors {u/ l)|l < i < r}. Af-
terr possibly throwing away the zeros among them, we obtain a set whose first nonzero 
componentss are independent modulo pK. • 

Inn particular, in our calculations we would like to have a basis for spaces C(D) modulo 
pW.pW. It turns out that this is easy given the bases of £ (A) modulo pK (remember that 
alll spaces are considered over Fp and not over Fq): 
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Theoremm 117 Let Di,... ,Dn be effective divisors on C, defined over Fq, such that 
pD{pD{ < Di+i. Let {4>( l\ . .  , 4>^rn^} be a basis of C(Dn) modulo pK, such that 
{<j>^\{<j>^\  . .. , <f>^}  forms a basis of C(D{) modulo pK. Then the set 

{{^>}, . . .. , {0<">} ; V{^+%... V{4>^};...; V*-1^-^»}, • • • , V»-1^"»}} 

isis a basis of C(D) modulo pW. 

Proof::  We must prove three statements: (I) that these vectors lie in C(D), (II) that 
theyy are independent modulo pW7 and (III ) that together with £(D)(lpW they generate 
C{D).C{D). The statement (I) is an elementary verification, and the statement (II) follows 
fromm Lemma 115. To prove (III), let us introduce some notation: for 1 < i < rn, let l(i) 
bee the smallest integer for which i < r^. Then the basis listed above consists of elements 
u ( 0 : == y ' W - 1 ^ ) } . 

Denotee the submodule of C(D) generated by this basis by M. It is sufficient to prove 
thatt C(D) C M + pW. The submodule M of course contains p-th multiples of elements 
off the basis, which are equal to V'W{0Wp}. By subtracting pVl(-^{4>^} we see that 
MM + pW also contains Vl(-^{^}, and, by the same reasoning, also Vl^+1{<f>^},  etc. In 
otherr words, for any I the module M + pW contains V^-1{</!>(1)},... , V / _ 1{^ r ' )}-

Takee any ƒ e C{D). Then fi e C{Dt); let fi be the first nonzero component. Then 
fifi  = Y7'-i e^0^' + ph f°r some e^ € Fp and h 6 K. This implies that the Zth component 

° f f 

f-\^{^}Vf-\^{^}V ll~~XX{<t>^-pV{<t>^-pV ll--ll{h}\ {h}\ 

iss equal to zero. Thus we see that by subtracting from ƒ an appropriate combination of 
elementss of M + pW we can increase the number of its leading zeros. By applying this 
proceduree iteratively, we reduce ƒ to zero, thus C(D) — M + C(D) (1 pW.

8.100 "Linear" equations 

Supposee we are given a finite module M C W such that M fl pW = 0, and a set 
SS = {Qu • - • , Qs) C C(¥q) such that ^Q , „ ( / ) > 0 for any ƒ € M. 

Thiss means that there is a well-defined morphism 

££ : M y W„(F )s, 
ƒƒ ,—• (Tr( /+pW)(Q 1 ) , . . . , ' IV( / + pW)(Q8))1 

whichh gives us the analogue of the system of linear equations we had in the Artin-Schreier 
case.. We would like to use the module Ms := ker(£) to construct as Artin-Schreier-
Wittt covering of C; we just need to check that ¥q is algebraically closed in the resulting 
extension. . 
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Propositionn 118 If the set S C C(¥q) is nonempty, then the constant field ¥q is alge-
braicallybraically closed in the field KMS, and hence Ms defines an Artin-Schreier-Witt covering 
CMCMSS  C. This covering is split completely in all points Q £ S (and possibly in some 
otherother points as well). 

Proof::  Suppose ¥g is not algebraically closed in KMs. Then the field ¥qP (C) is contained 
inn KMS- The extension ¥qP(C)/K has Galois group Z/pZ, and it is easy to see that 
¥¥qqp(C)p(C) = tf(o,...,o,j3)' where {0,... ,0,3) e Wn{¥q) C W and 8 e ¥q is not in p¥q (in 
otherr words, Tr/? ^ 0). By the Artin-Schreier-Witt theory (Theorem 88) this means that 
(0 , . ... , 0, 8) e Ms + pW. Thus for any Q e S, Tr(0,... , 0, 8){Q) = Tr(0,... ,0, 3) = 0. 
Butt this is impossible since Tr(0,... ,0, 0) = (0, . .. , 0, Tr 8) ^ 0. • 

Too apply this generalization of the method of linear equations, we need to be able to 
find,, constructively, the basis of Ms- Below we present an algorithm which achieves this. 
Itt uses an inductive procedure: assuming that all coordinates of £{f) begin with t zeros 
forr all ƒ € M, we find a submodule of M such that all coordinates of £(ƒ) begin with 
tt + 1 zeros for all ƒ from that submodule. For the initial step of our procedure we denote 
MMss := M. 

Theoremm 119 Let a module Ms C W be given by its basis {cp^K... ,(fr^}, such that 
ord{(j>ord{(j> {i]{i] )) > ord{4>{i+ l)), and for 1 < i < s, 1 < j < r, 

/ r - t- 1(W u ))0=(o, . . . ,o ,a i J-)€W ( + 1(F p) ' . . 

LetLet A : IFI —> ¥t, be the operator given by the matrix (a^). Take a basis {r}^\  ... , T /^} of 
¥¥TT

VV and a subset I C { 1 , . . . , r} such that {n^\v G 1} is a basis ofkev(A), and the matrix 
(f]j)(f]j)  is upper triangular (that is, n" = 0 for j < v). Define, for 1 < v < r, 

33 = 1 

LetLet Ms
+1 be a submodule of Ms consisting of all ƒ such that Rn~t~1£(f) = 0 (in other 

words,words, all coordinates of £(ƒ) start with t + 1 zeros). Then the basis of Ms
+1 is given by 

{^{^v)v)\v\v e / } U {{p^{v)\v £Ll<v<r}\  {0}) . 

Proof::  First, let us check that these vectors indeed lie in Ms
+l . We have 

RRn-^S(^)n-^S(^) = iT-'-1 £ {f7<">}W>) = (0,... , 0, £ a ^ ) , 
;;  j 

whichh is zero if (and only if) v 6 /. On the other hand, clearly for any u (and in particular 
forr v £ ƒ), 

IT-'-^ipipM)IT-'-^ipipM) =piT- ' - 1£(^ ( , / ) ) - 0. 
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Next,, we would like to verify that these vectors are independent. Let us first prove that 
thee vectors ip  ̂ form (another) basis of Ml

s. Since the matrix ({r}^})  is upper triangular, 
wee see that ip  ̂ is a linear combination of <ftv\ 4>^l\..., and since the orders of ^ 
aree nonincreasing we get that ord(^( i / ) ) < ord(</>M). We may then define a morphism 
AA : Ml

s -> M | by putting A{4>{u)) :=  */>(">. 
Wee assert that A is an isomorphism. To prove this it would be sufficient to prove 

thatt the matrix {T^]} € Matr x r (W n(Fp) ) is invertible. Take D := det({ï?j")} ) € Wn(Fp) . 
Wee know that IT^D = detfaj"3) # 0, hence D is a unit element of Wn(Fp) and thus 
thee matrix is invertible. It follows easily that {ip^ = >4(0(£/))}  form a basis. From this 
i tt remains to deduce that elements of our basis listed above are independent, which is 
elementaryy and is left to the reader. 

Finallyy we must prove that any ƒ E M |+ 1 can be expressed as a combination of vectors 
fromm our basis. Noticing that on M | , elements of the image of Rn~t~l£ have at most one 
(last)) nonzero component, we may define 

e:: M% -J-WtfFp)5 

££  (ytyij^-t-^^ 

Thenn we have M |+ 1 = ker(s). 
Clearlyy e factors through M|/pAf|. It is also obvious that Ml

s/pM  ̂ = Vp, and that 
classess $-l\ ... , ̂  form its basis. Also 

effiïï)effiïï) — (dij,... , arj), and 

Hencee we can identify the operator A with e and r]^  with ip("K The kernel of s then has 
aa basis {^u)\v € / } . 

Takee f = J2v
 c ( v )^ ( l / ) e Ms+1- S i n ce / = £ „  c W ^ H lies in ker(e), we get c*"> = 0 for 

vv <£ / , that is, all c ^ for y ^ ƒ are multiples of p. • 

Exampless of the use of this algorithm can be found in the next section. 

Lett us finally remark that, just like in the usual Artin-Schreier case, our construction 
hass coding-theoretic interpretation, only with the codes defined over rings. Namely, given 
aa "vector" of effective divisors D = (Du... , Dn) e (Div(C)(F,))n and the set S = 
{Qi,{Qi, ...... , Q3} C C(¥q) which does not intersect the support of any of Dt, we can consider 
thee mapping 

evevss:C(D):C(D) —y W„(F g ) ' 

ƒƒ — • (f(Qi),...J(Q,)), 

andd its image, a code over W n (F ? ) , can be viewed as a generalization of a Goppa code. 
Thee properties of the trace of this code (which is a code over W n(F p)) determine the 
splittingg behavior of the points of S in the corresponding Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings; 
naturally,, the map £ considered in the previous section is just the composition of evs 
andd the trace map. The existence of good factors of CM for M C C(D) is related to the 
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generalizedd Hamming weights of £{M). It would be interesting to see which properties of 
Goppaa codes (and their traces) can be extended or generalized for the codes introduced 
above,, and how good are the parameters of these codes. 

8.111 Examples 

Example::  Let us take as a base curve the projective line over F8. Consider Witt vectors 
off  length n = 2, and take D :=  {^QocGQao). Then the complement to C(D) D pW in 
C(D)C(D) can be defined as 

MM = <(1, 0), (x, 0), {ax, 0), {a2x1 0), (x3,0), {ax\ 0), ( Q V , 0), (0,ar5), (0, ax5), (0, aV))w2<F2) 

(wheree a € F8 is such that a3 + a + 1 = 0). 
Takee S :— {Q\, Qa, Qa+i,Qa2+i>Qa 2+a}-  The algorithm described above allows us to 

findfind the kernel Ms of E : M —> W2(F2)
5 given by S (that is, the submodule consisting of 

Wit tt vectors ƒ such that Tr(/(Q)) = 0 for all Q 6 S). We find, in particular, that the 
vectors s 

ffl=l=  ((a2 + l)x3 + a2x2 + l, {a2 + a + l)x6 + ax4 + {a2 + l)xz + (a2 + a)x2 + a2x) 
h=h= (0, x6+x5) 
/ 33 - (0, ax6 + a2x5). 

liee in Ms- Let M' be the module generated by these three vectors. By calculating 
traces,, we find that in addition to vanishing of traces on S also Trf/^Q^)) = 0, and 
Tr(/2(Q))) — Tr(/3(Q)) = 0 for all affine rational points Q. This allows us to calculate 
thee number of points (using Proposition 104 and the genus (using Theorem 103) of Cf 
forr any ƒ € M'. Now we choose P(M') C M' and for all ƒ € P(M') calculate: 

ƒ ƒ 
0 0 

h h 
flfl  + f2 
Ï1+Ï3 Ï1+Ï3 

ƒƒ 1 + f2 + f3 
2 /i i 

22 A + h 
2/ii  + /s 

2/ii  + h + h 
h h 
h h 

Ï2Ï2  + U 

r{Cr{C ff) ) 
0 0 

-16 6 
-16 6 
-16 6 
-16 6 
-4 4 
-4 4 
-4 4 
-4 4 
-8 8 
-8 8 
-8 8 

9(Cf) 9(Cf) 
0 0 
6 6 
6 6 
6 6 
6 6 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

Pf Pf 
0 0 

2/i i 
2/i i 
2/i i 
2/i i 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

r{Cr{C ss)) - r(Cpf) 
0 0 

-12 2 
-12 2 
-12 2 
-12 2 
-4 4 
-4 4 
-4 4 
-4 4 
-8 8 
-8 8 
-8 8 

g(Cg(Cff)-g(C)-g(Cpfpf) ) 
0 0 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

Summingg together the two right columns we see that, according to Theorem 105, 

g{Cg{CMM')') - 33 
#CM '(F8)) = 97, 
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whichh is better than the previously best known result (92 rational points, best known 
upperr bound is 121) for genus 33 over F8. 

Inn addition to this entry, we can also consider the vector 

ff44 = ((a2 + a + \)xz + (a + l)x, (a2 + l)x6 + ax4 + ax2) € Ms. 

Iff  we take M' :=  (/i, ƒ2, ƒ4), then we obtain 

gg{C{CMIMI)) = 71 
#CAf(F8)) = 161, 

whichh (though rather far from the best known upper bound which equals 227) is an 
acceptablee entry. Taking M' := (fi, /2, ƒ3, ƒ4) gives 

g{Cg{CMM.).) = 147 
# C A , ' ( F8 ) = 3 2 1, , 

whichh is also acceptable (upper bound is 423). 
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99 New curves with many points 

Inn this section we present the calculation of curves with many points. In addition to 
Artin-Schreierr and Art in-Schreier-Witt coverings (methods from Sections 7 and 8), we 
presentt several examples found by two miscellaneous methods. One such method consists 
off  looking for an irreducible component in the fibre product of two isomorphic non-Galois 
coverings,, and another in taking the "mixed" fibre products, such as fibre products of 
Kummerr and Artin-Schreier coverings. 

Inn general, we only list curves which beat the known records from the tables of van 
derr Geer and van der Vlugt ([GV5]). Several of our entries, however, have already been 
overtakenn by other authors at present. In calculations, we encountered many good curves 
withh g > 50; in the tables below, however, we restrict to g < 50. 

Wee represent elements of F9, where q = pe, as Fp-linear combinations of 1, a, . .. , ae_1, 
wheree a € ¥q is the root of an irreducible polynomial <j) e{t) £ ¥p[t]  of degree e. Our 
choicee of 4>e(t) is as follows: for p = 2 we take 4>2(t) = t2 + t + 1, 4>3(t) = t3 + t + 1, 
04(t)) = tA +1 + 1, 05(t) = t5 + t2 + 1, fe(t) =t6+t + l, (j)7{t) = t7 + t + 1, and for p = 3 
wee take (f>2{t) =t2 + l, 03(t) = i3 - t + 1, <j> A{t) =t4 + t - l . 

9.11 Artin-Schreier coverings 

Inn the tables below we present the Artin-Schreier coverings with many points found using 
thee method of linear equations. The method was explained in Section 7. The notation in 
thee tables is as follows. 

Wee begin by choosing the base curve C over Wq and a divisor D e Div(C)(F(?). When 
thee base curve is the projective line, we denote the places of degree > 2 by Q->p(x), where 
ip(x)ip(x) generates the corresponding prime ideal; rational points are denoted by Q ,̂ where 
/?? £ F<jU{oo}  is the coordinate of the point. When the base curve is not the projective line, 
indexingg points and places is more cumbersome: we work with base curves given by plane 
equations,, but plane coordinates would be insufficient, since one point on the plane may 
correspondd to several points on the normalization. Instead, we rely on the numbering 
off  places provided by the PAFFFF package: thus Pi denotes the ith rational point in 
C(¥C(¥gg)) \Supp(.D), and P/ means the ith element of {places of degree d) \ Supp(D). The 
packagee PAFFFF provides these sets with standard numeration. 

Withh C and D chosen, we construct the basis of M(D), and choose the set S C 
C(¥C(¥qq)) \ Supp(-D) in which our coverings split. The space V is chosen as a subspace of 
thee space of solutions of the corresponding system of linear equations, and the curve Cy 
iss the Artin-Schreier covering corresponding to the space V. In the tables, we list: the 
genuss of CV, the number of points on Cy, the best bound for given q for the genus g(CV), 
thee base curve C, the divisor D, and the ¥p -dimension of V. 
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g(Cv) g(Cv) #CV(F9)) Bound Basee curve D D dimwdimwpp V 
F4 4 

18 8 
24 4 
29 9 
32 2 
35 5 
38 8 
39 9 
42 2 

36 6 
49 9 
52 2 
53 3 
64 4 
64 4 
64 4 
68 8 

42 2 
52 2 
60 0 
61 1 
69 9 
74 4 
75 5 
80 0 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

QooQoo + Qx3+x+l 

3Qooo + Qo 
3Qooo + 3Qo 
5Qocc + Qo 

•JVooo + Qx2+x+a 

QooQoo "+• Qx3+X+1 

o^iooo^ioo i ^ix2+x+a 

QocQoc + W + i + 1 

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

F8 8 

8 8 
10 0 
13 3 
15 5 
17 7 
19 9 
20 0 
22 2 
24 4 
25 5 
26 6 
27 7 
30 0 
31 1 
32 2 
34 4 
35 5 
36 6 
39 9 
40 0 
41 1 
43 3 
44 4 

34 4 
42 2 
56 6 
56 6 
62 2 
60 0 
66 6 
74 4 
81 1 
84 4 
82 2 
96 6 
96 6 
89 9 
90 0 
98 8 
112 2 
107 7 
120 0 
103 3 
118 8 
116 6 
130 0 

43 3 
50 0 
61 1 
68 8 
74 4 
80 0 
83 3 
89 9 
95 5 
97 7 
100 0 
103 3 
112 2 
115 5 
118 8 
124 4 
127 7 
130 0 
138 8 
141 1 
144 4 
150 0 
153 3 

p i i 

yy22 + y = x + l/x + 1 
p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

yy22 + y = x + l/x + 1 
p i i 

p i i 

yy22 + y - x + l/x + 1 
p i i 

p i i 

yy22 + y = x + l/x + 1 
yy22 + y = x + l/x + 1 
yy22 + y = x + l/x + 1 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

^ioo^ioo i ^%x3+x+a 
3Pii + P2 

QooQoo + Qo + Qx2+x+l 

QooQoo + Qo + Qx2+x+l 

QooQoo + Qo + Qx2+x+a 

QooQoo + Qo + Qx2+x+a 

Vooo + i*cx3+x+a 

3Pii + P2 

3Qooo + Qo 
Qooo + Qo + Qi 

3Pii + 3P2 

Qooo + Qo + Qi 
Qooo + Qo + Qi 

5Pii + 3P2 

5Pii + 3P2 

5Pii + 3P2 

Qooo + Qo + Qx2+X+1 

3Qooo + Qo + Qi 
Qooo + Qo + Qx2+x+a 

3Qooo + Qo + Qi 
Qooo + Qo + Qx2+x+a 

QooQoo + Qo + Qx2+x+a 

UiooUioo "T Ulx3+x+a 

2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
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g(Cv)g(Cv) #Cv(Fg) Bound d Basee curve D D dimfdimfvv V 

Fie e 

9 9 
17 7 
25 5 
27 7 
28 8 
29 9 
30 0 
39 9 
40 0 
41 1 
42 2 
43 3 
44 4 

68 8 
100 0 
128 8 
129 9 
145 5 
161 1 
161 1 
194 4 
197 7 
216 6 
199 9 
210 0 
226 6 

81 1 
124 4 
166 6 
176 6 
181 1 
187 7 
192 2 
239 9 
244 4 
249 9 
254 4 
259 9 
264 4 

P1 1 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

pi i 

P1 1 

P1 1 

p i i 

p i i 

pi i 

pi i 

p i i 

if ''  + Pf 
Qooo + Qo + Ql + Qa 

Qooo + Qo + Qi 
7Qoo 7Qoo 

Q00Q00 + Q0 + Qi 

7Qoo 7Qoo 

7Qoo 7Qoo 
3Qooo + 3Qo 

QooQoo + Qo + Ql + Qa 

Q00+Q0Q00+Q0 + Q1+ Qa 
Q00+Q0+Q1Q00+Q0+Q1 + Qa 

3Qooo + Q0 + Q1 
QooQoo + Qxa+x+l 

2 2 

3 3 
4 4 
4 4 

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

<7(CV) ) #CV(Fg)) Bound Basee curve D D dimdim¥p¥p V 

F32 2 

5 5 
8 8 
9 9 
16 6 
17 7 
18 8 
19 9 
20 0 
21 1 
38 8 
40 0 
41 1 
42 2 
43 3 
44 4 
45 5 

74 4 
97 7 
108 8 
147 7 
154 4 
155 5 
172 2 
177 7 
185 5 
291 1 
289 9 
308 8 
307 7 
306 6 
325 5 
304 4 

88 8 
121 1 
132 2 
204 4 
212 2 
220 0 
228 8 
236 6 
244 4 
375 5 
390 0 
398 8 
405 5 
413 3 
420 0 
428 8 

p i i 

pi i 
p i i 

p i i 

p i i 

pi i 

pi i 
p i i 

pi i 

pi i 

pi i 

pi i 

pi i 

p i i 

p i i 

pi i 

Q00Q00 + Q0 + Q1+ Qa 
3Qooo + Qx2+x+l 

QxQx44+x+l +x+l 

Qooo + Qo + Ql + Qa 

Qooo + Qo + Ql + Qa 

Qooo + Qo + Ql + Qa 

Qooo + Qo + Ql + Qa 

3Qooo + Q x2 + x + l 

3Qooo + Qx2+x+l 

Q00Q00 + Q0+Q1+ Qa 
Q00Q00 + Q0 + Q1+ Qa 
Q00Q00 + Q0 + Q1+ Qa 
QooQoo + Qo + Ql + Qa 

Q00Q00 + Q0 + Q1 + Qa 

Qoc+QoQoc+Qo + Ql + Qa 

Q i 4 + x + i i 

2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 

3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

3 3 
4 4 

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

F64 4 

21 1 281 1 398 8 pi i 7Qoc c 3 3 

97 7 



g(Cv) g(Cv) #CV(F9) ) Bound d Basee curve D D rfzmrfzm FF V 
F9 9 

6 6 
9 9 
15 5 
18 8 
20 0 
22 2 
25 5 
27 7 
31 1 
32 2 
33 3 
35 5 
36 6 
39 9 
40 0 
41 1 
42 2 
44 4 
45 5 
46 6 
47 7 
48 8 

30 0 
41 1 
64 4 
67 7 
68 8 
74 4 
82 2 
91 1 
101 1 
92 2 
109 9 
101 1 
118 8 
119 9 
118 8 
119 9 
118 8 
119 9 
128 8 
162 2 
137 7 
163 3 

40 0 
51 1 
74 4 

85 5 
91 1 
98 8 
108 8 
114 4 
127 7 
130 0 
133 3 
139 9 
142 2 
152 2 
155 5 
158 8 
161 1 
167 7 
170 0 
173 3 
177 7 
180 0 

pi i 

yy33 + y = x2 

pi i 
p i i 

pi i 

pi i 

yy33 + y = x2 

yy + y — x 
yy33 + y = x2 

yy22 = x3 + x2 — 1 
pi i 

yy + y — x 
yyii + y = x2 

yy33 + y = x2 

yy22 = x6 + x4 + x2 - 1 
yy33 + y — x1 

yy22 = x6 + x4 + x2 - 1 
yy33 + y = x2 

yy33 + y = x2 

p i i 

p i i 

pi i 

V l 2 + t - aa i y i 2 - Q i + o 

2Pii  + 4P2 

5Qocc + Qo 
AQAQXX + 2Q0 

2Qooo + 2Qo + Qi 
AQAQXX + 2Q0 

APAPll + AP2 

4Pii  + AP2 

2Pii  + 4P2 

5Pii  + 2P2 

Pii  + Pio 
5Pii  + 4P2 

8Pi i 
4Pii  + 4P2 

7Pi i 
2Pii  + 4P2 + P15 

7Pi i 
5P:: + 4P2 

2Pii  + 7P4 

Qooo + Qo + Qx + Q2 
2Vooo + 2Qo 

5Qoc c 

1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

F27 7 

15 5 
16 6 
24 4 
47 7 
48 8 
50 0 

136 6 
127 7 
190 0 
299 9 
299 9 
299 9 

171 1 
178 8 
235 5 
395 5 
402 2 
416 6 

pi i 

pi i 

pi i 
p i i 

p i i 

pi i 

üC^oo o 

5Qoc c 
QoOO + 2QX2 + 1 

2Qcx33 + 2Qo 
2Qooo + 2Qo 
2Qooo + 2Q0 

2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

9.22 Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings 

Thee example with genus < 50 that we found with the analogue of the linear equations 
methodd for Artin-Schreier-Witt coverings, explained in Section 8, is: 

g(C)g(C) #C(Fg) Bound 

33 3 97 7 121 1 

98 8 



9.33 Fibre products of isomorphic coverings 

Curvess with many points over finite fields are often obtained as normalizations of the fibre 
productss of two or more known coverings of some base curve, for example, constructions 
inn Sections 7 and 8 focused on fibre products of Artin-Schreier and Artin-Schreier-Witt 
coverings.. In order for the fibre product to have many rational points one chooses coverings 
whichh split over roughly the same set of rational points on the base curve. 

Inn this section we give several examples in which we start with a fibre product of 
twotwo isomorphic coverings. Unlike in most other constructions, such fibre products are 
nott irreducible curves; however, in our examples we find curves that have irreducible 
componentscomponents with many rational points compared to their genus. 

Notee that if we start with a covering C -> Co which is Galois with Galois group G 
thenn for every 7 € G there is a map C —>• C xCo C defined by x 1—> (x, jx), so the fibre 
productt C Xc0C consists of # G copies of C. This case is therefore of no interest, and we 
shouldd concentrate on non-Galois coverings. 

Notee also that the fibre product C x Co C is never irreducible as it contains the diagonal 
component:: if <fi  : C  C0 is the initial covering, then over the algebraic closure we have 
CC XQ0 C = {{x,y) € C x C\ 4>{x) = 4>(y)}, and the diagonal component is given by 
AA := {(x,y)\ x — y} and is isomorphic to C. 

Ann interesting particular case is the situation where C = CQ = P1, and the covering 
CC —> Co is given by a separable polynomial f(x). Recall that a polynomial f(x) 6 ¥q[x]  is 
calledd separable if f'(x) # 0, or, in other words, not all monomials have degrees divisible 
byy p. Then the fibre product is given by the affine equation f(x) — f(y) = 0, and, after 
removingg the diagonal, we obtain the equation 

/ ( s ) - / ( g ) = 0 0 

x-y x-y 

Notee that if f(x) = Y^=oaix^ t n e n ^"iZ  ̂ = Yl^iaisi-dx,y), where Si{x,y) = 
'Y^j=Q'Y^j=Qxx^y^yll~~JJ  Such curves were considered, mostly in characteristic 0, in [VVZ]. In this 
casee we are at least guaranteed that the diagonal occurs with multiplicity 1: 

Lemmaa 120 Let f(x) € Fq[x] be a separable polynomial. Then the polynomial f(x) — 
f{y)f{y) G Fg[:r, y] is not divisible by (x — y)n for n > 2 in the ring ¥q[x, y\. 

Proof::  Suppose that 
f(x)-f(y)f(x)-f(y) = (x-y)nh(x,y) 

forr n > 2 and h(x, y) G ¥q[x, y\. Take any yo € ¥q; if we differentiate in x the identity 

ƒƒ (z) - ƒ (ï/o) = {x- yo)nh{x, y0), 

wee will see that y0 is the root of ƒ'(#), and since y0 was chosen arbitrarily we get f'(x) = 0. 
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Anotherr interesting case is when the curve C is given by the equation ƒ (x) = h(z), and 
thee covering is given by the projection on the 5-line. The resulting fibre product has an 
affinee model given by {(x , y, z)\ f(x) — f(y) — h(z)}, hence it covers the plane affine curve 
f(x)f(x) — f(y) = 0, and we can use the analysis of this plane curve to remove extra compo-
nents.. For example, if we have a nontrivial factorization ƒ (x) — f(y) = <&(x, y)^(x, y), the 
fibree product will have a component with affine piece {(x , y, z)\ $(x, y) — 0, f(x) — h(z)}, 
andd in some cases it is easy to prove that this component is irreducible. 

Beloww we present several examples of irreducible components of fibre products of two 
isomorphicc coverings which have many points relative to their genus. We use the software 
packagee PAFFFF in our calculations. 

Example::  Over F8, consider the covering by the curve C : z7 = x3 + x of the 2-line, and 
thee fibre product C xPi C. This fibre product covers the curve 

x33 + x + y3 + y = 0. 

Afterr removing the diagonal we are left with a component (say, C\) defined by x2 + xy + 
yy22 + 1 = 0. Since C\ has no singularities in the projective plane, it is irreducible. Now, 
amongg the irreducible components of our fibre product there is one, say C, whose function 
fieldd is the Kummer extension of Fg(Ci) given by z7 — x3 + x. Using PAFFFF we find 
thatt on C\ the function x3 + x has 3 rational zeros of order 2 and 2 poles (defined over 
thee quadratic extension, F64) of order 3. This means that our Kummer covering is totally 
ramifiedd in 5 points, and by the Hurwitz formula, using that g{C\) = 0, we find that 
g{C)g{C) — 9. Also using PAFFFF we find that the function x3 + x takes value 1 exactly 
66 times on the rational points of C\, which implies that the covering C —>• C\ is split 
completelyy in 6 points. Adding the 3 rational ramification points we get 

9(C)9(C) = 9 
#C(F8)) = 45, 

whichh equals the previously best known result (best known upper bound is 47) for genus 
99 over F8. 

Example::  Over F8, consider the curve C : z7 = (x2 -f x)(x2 + x + l)2 =: f(x). This is 
aa curve of genus 9 with 45 rational points. Consider the covering by C of the 2-line, and 
thee fibre product C xPi C. This fibre product covers the plane curve ƒ(x) -I- f(y) = 0. 
Wee have the factorization 

f(x)f(x) + f(y) = {x + y)(x + y + l){xA + x2y2 + y4 + x2y + xy2 + x2 + xy + y2 + 1), 

soo this plane curve has at least 3 components. Let C\ denote the curve defined by 
<&(x,, y) :=  x4 4- x2y2 + y4 + x2y + xy2 + x2 + xy + y2 + 1 = 0; it is easy to check that C\ 
hass no singularities in the projective plane, hence it is irreducible and has genus 3. We 
cann calculate, using PAFFFF, that C\ has 24 rational points over F8, so it is an optimal 
curvee of genus 3 over Fg. 

Notee that we could obtain an estimate on the number of points of C\ using the prop
ertiess of the polynomial f(x): since f(x) = ^^ - , it takes the value 1 exactly 6 times 
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andd the value 0 exactly 2 times when evaluated on Fg. This means that the plane curve 
f(x)f(x) + f(y) = 0 has 36 affine rational points with f(x) — f(y) = 1 and 4 affine rational 
pointss with f(x) — f(y) = 0, so in total at least 40 rational points. Since we are removing 
twoo components of genus 0 which intersect at a rational point, we are removing no more 
thann 17 rational points, so our curve has at least 23 rational points. 

Amongg the irreducible components of our fibre product C xPi C there is one, say C, 
whosee function field is the Kummer extension oi¥q(Ci) given by z7 = f(x). The affine 
modell  of C is {(x,y,z)\ $(x,i/) = 0,27 = f(x)}. Using PAFFFF we find that on Cx the 
functionn f(x) has 12 zeros of order 2 and 2 poles of order 12, all defined over F64. This 
meanss that our Kummer covering is totally ramified in 14 points, and by the Hurwitz 
formulaa we find that g(C) = 57. Also using PAFFFF we find that the function ƒ (x) takes 
valuee 1 on all the rational points of d, which implies that the covering C —y C\ is split 
completelyy in 24 points. Thus we get 

9(C)9(C) - 57 
#C(F8)) = 168, 

whichh is reasonably close to the best known upper bound 190. 
Noww note that &(x,y) = x* + (y2 + y + l)x2 + (y2 + y)x + (y2 + y)2 + 1. This means 

thatt there is a map C —¥ C2, where C2 is given by its affine model {(x,s,z)\ z7 — 
f(x),xf(x),xAA + (s + l)x2 + sx + s2 + 1 = 0}, and the map is defined by s = y2 + y. Let C2 be 
thee affine curve defined by x4 + (s + l)x2 + sx + s2 + 1 = 0; it is covered by C\, so it is 
irreducible,, and with PAFFFF we find that it has genus 1. The curve C2 is the Kummer 
coveringg of C2 given by the equation z7 = f(x); with PAFFFF, we find that on C2, the 
functionn ƒ (x) has 2 rational zeros of order 2, 4 zeros defined over ¥Q4 of order 2, and 2 
poless of order 6 defined over F64- By Hurwitz formula this implies that g(C2) — 25. Since 
thee function f(x) takes the value 1 exactly 12 times on the rational points of C2, and 
addingg 2 rational ramification points, we get 

g(Cg(C22)) = 25 
#C2(F8)) = 86, 

whichh is better than the previously best known result (84 rational points). The best 
knownn upper bound is 97. 

Example::  Over F8, consider the polynomial f(x) = x1Q + x3, and the plane curve 
f(f(xx)-f(y))-f(y) ~ 0- In another affine map, this curve has affine equation z7(x  ̂ + l) = a;10 + l , 
andd the diagonal A has an equation x — 1. After removing the diagonal, we have at least 
onee irreducible component C whose function field is the Kummer extension of F8 (x) given 
by y 

77 xg + XS + X7 + xe + X5 + X4 + X3 + X2 + X + 1 
zz = Ö • 

XX22 + X + 1 
Itt is easy to calculate that 

g(C)g(C) = 15 
#C(F8)) = 57, 
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whichh is better than the previous best known result (56 points). The best known upper 
boundd is 68. 

Altogetherr the new curves we found with this method are: 

g(C)g(C) #C(Ffl ) Bound d 
F8 8 

15 5 
25 5 

57 7 
86 6 

68 8 
97 7 

9.44 Kummer coverings and mixed fibre products 

Inn this section we find several new curves either as Kummer coverings of the projective 
linee or as fibre products of Kummer coverings and Artin-Schreier coverings. 

Example:: The curve 
y 1 55 = x5 + X3 + X 

(consideredd here as the Kummer covering of the x-line) has genus 12 and has 83 rational 
pointss over F16 (note that the ramification of this Kummer covering over x = oo is not 
total:: there are 5 rational points over x — oo). This is better than the previously best 
knownn result, 68 (upper bound is 97). The polynomial xs + xz + x is special in that it 
takess the value 1 many times (5 times) on Fi6 and has many multiple roots compared to 
degree,, which provides this Kummer covering with many rational points and relatively 
loww genus. This polynomial was found by a computer search for polynomials with the 
abovee properties. 

Example:: Consider the Kummer covering y15 = x4 + x3 of the x-line. It has genus 6 
andd 65 rational points over Fi6 (so, by the uniqueness theorem for maximal curves, it is 
isomorphicc to the hermitian curve over Fi 6). This covering is split at the roots of the 
polynomiall  x4 + x3 + 1. Let us try to find Artin-Schreier coverings of the x-line split at 
thee same points; to do this we use the usual method of linear equations (from Section 7). 
Wee find, for example, coverings pz = x + a3 and pz — l/x satisfy these requirements. 
Takingg the fibre product of the Artin-Schreier covering pz = x + a3 and our Kummer 
coveringg we get the curve C such that 

9(C)9(C) = 19 
#C7(F16)) = 129, 

whichh is better than the previous best result, 121 (best known upper bound is 134). Using 
insteadd the Artin-Schreier covering pz = l/x we get the curve C such that 

9(C)9(C) = 20 
#C(Fl f l )) = 127, 

whichh is also better than the previous best result, 121 (best known upper bound is 140). 
InIn both cases the easiest way to verify the genus and number of points is to express x as 
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aa function of z and substitute in the equation of the Kummer covering: this yields the 
explicitt Kummer covering of the 2-line. 

Example::  Consider the Kummer covering y31 = x5 + x3 of the ir-line. Similarly to the 
previouss example, we find that this covering is split in the same points as the Artin-
Schreierr covering pz = x. If C denotes the fibre product, we get 

9(C)9(C) = 45 
#C(F32)) = 313, 

whichh is better than the previous best result, 304 (best known upper bound is 428). 
Altogetherr these constructions give us: 

9(C) 9(C) #C(Fg) ) Bound d 
Fi6 6 

12 2 
19 9 
20 0 

83 3 
129 9 
127 7 

97 7 
134 4 
140 0 

^32 2 

45 5 313 3 428 8 

103 3 
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Samenvatting g 

Krommenn met veel punten 

Watt is het hoogst mogelijke aantal rationale punten op een gladde, absoluut irreducibele 
algebraïschee kromme van geslacht g, die gedefinieerd is over een eindig lichaam met q 
elementen?? (Dit hoogste aantal wordt gewoonlijk aangeduid met Nq(g)). 

Gausss bestudeerde vragen van dit type in de vroege 19e eeuw en de eigenlijke geschiede-
niss begint met het verkennen van aantallen oplossingen van polynomiale congruenties 
moduloo priemgetallen. Vanaf de jaren '20 van de twintigste eeuw doen zeta-functies hun 
intredee in de studie van aantallen rationale punten van algebraïsche krommen die gedeti-
neerdd zijn over eindige lichamen. In het bijzonder werd bewezen dat Nq(g) < q+l + 2gy/q. 
Dee interesse in deze vraag werd in de jaren '80 weer gewekt, toen bleek dat ze van belang 
wass voor toepassingen, in het bijzonder voor fout-verbeterende codes (deze codes zijn 
mechanismenn die zorg dragen voor duidelijke communicatie over digitale kanalen waar 
ruiss op zit). De vraag is in het algemeen complex en om dichter bij een antwoord te 
komenn moet men sterkere bovengrenzen bewijzen of krommen met veel rationale pun-
tenn construeren. De nieuwe resultaten van dit proefschrift betreffen het construeren van 
krommenn met veel rationale punten. 

Inn hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift worden de basisprincipes over aantallen rationale 
puntenn op algebraïsche krommen in herinnering geroepen. In hoofdstuk 3 gaan we in 
opp de mechanismen waarmee de bovengrenzen voor Nq(g) geproduceerd kunnen worden: 
dee Hasse-Weil-Serre- en Oesterlé grenzen, de voorwaarde van de irreducibiliteit van de 
theta-divisor,, de stelling van Beauville-Serre en de descent-methode van Galois. 

Hoofdstukkenn 4 en 5 bevatten de berekening van respectievelijk Nq(l) en Nq(2) voor 
eenn willekeurige q. Deze berekeningen zijn afkomstig van Serre en zijn te vinden in 
handgeschrevenn aantekeningen van zijn colleges aan Harvard in 1985. Het resultaat voor 
geslachtt 1 volgt rechtstreeks uit het werk van Deuring. Het geval van geslacht 2 is in 
essentiee Serre's bewijs met een aantal aanpassingen en verduidelijkingen. We hebben 
bijvoorbeeldd een recent resultaat van Howe gebruikt om toepassing van een stelling van 
Shimuraa over hoofd-gepolariseerde abelse variëteiten te vermijden; ook hebben we gebruik 
gemaaktt van een constructie van Kuhn om de optimale krommen van de stelling q = 32e 

expliciett te maken. 
Inn hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we de principes van de Coderingstheorie en gaan we in op de 

manierr waarop coderingstheoretische vragen de zoektocht naar krommen met veel punten 
uitgeloktt hebben. In hoofdstuk 7 gaan we in op Artin-Schreier overdekkingen: het belan-
grijkstegrijkste punt hier is de introductie van de ruimte M {D) van Artin-Schreier-overdekkingen, 
waarvann de vertakking begrensd is door de divisor D en de berekening van de dimensie 
vann deze ruimte modulo Artin- Schreier-equivalentie (het antwoord wordt geformuleerd in 
termenn van de dimensie van de ruimte C{D) en een bepaalde cohomologiegroep). Dit stelt 
onss in staat om op efficiënte wijze de methode van "lineaire vergelijkingen", die door van 
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derr Geer en van der Vlugt geïntroduceerd werd, toe te passen: het algoritme werkt het 
best.. wanneer M.(D) als uitgangspunt wordt genomen en op deze manier wordt een aantal 
nieuwee krommen met veel punten verkregen. In hoofdstuk 8 worden de meeste resultaten 
uitt hoofdstuk 7 gegeneraliseerd naar overdekkingen van Artin- Schreier-Witt-type. Dit 
houdtt in, het definiëren van analogieën van C(D) en M{D) in de ring van Witt-vectoren 
overr het lichaam van rationale functies van de basiskromme, alsmede een aantal tech-
niekenn om om te gaan met Witt-vectoren en het oplossen van de "lineaire vergelijkingen" 
inn de ring van Witt-vectoren van een eindig lichaam. 

Inn hoofdstuk 9 worden de resultaten van de berekeningen volgens de methoden uit 
hoofdstukk 7 en 8 samengevat. Ook wordt een aantal nieuwe krommen met veel punten 
geproduceerd,, waarbij gebruik gemaakt wordt van een aantal verschillende methoden: 
irreducibelee componenten van gevezelde producten van twee isomorfe overdekkingen en 
gevezeldee producten van Kummer- en Artin-Schreier-overdekkingen. 
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